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Price 25 Cents

Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

$2.00 a Year

Many Progressive Teachers Are Planning

Summer Study Classes
for the coming vacation period
A prime requisite for successfully conducting a
special study class is the selection of an interest¬

Summer

1 idgS

ENTERTAINING AND INSTRUCTIVE MUSICAL LITERATURE
Acquire a More Complete Musical Knowledge
Through- Reading Such Books as These
St/Gcisr/OJVS FOR MUSIC LOVERS OF ALL AGES

ing and brief, yet comprehensive text book.

These Meritorious Works
contain excellent material for this purpose; the

Great Singers on the
Art of Singing

subject matter is given in a clear, simple and

By James Francis Cooke

I

Anecdotes of Great
Musicians
hudred well authenticated ancedotes of
composers, players and singers told
entertaining style and embodying much

direct style enabling the instructor to cover the
ground thoroughly in a limited amount of time.

THE BOOK USED MOST FREQUENTLY IN THE STUDY
OF MUSICAL HISTORY IS THE

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
A Text Book for Students of All Ages

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.50

A complete, concise, understandable and authoritative series
of lessons in the development of musical art handsomely
illustrated throughout. The work is so simple that any intelli¬
gent musical child of eight or ten should understand^ every
word • so fascinating that older students are delighted with it. Everything is
clearly explained as the work goes along. American music, modern music,
and modern composers are adequately treated.___

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL WORK FOR TEACHING IN
ELEMENTARY HARMONY CLASSES

Harmony Book for Beginners
Brief, Simple, Vital and Practical

By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price, $1.25
This book affords a thorough preparation for more ad¬
vanced study by giving the main essentials-of *et
scales intervals, common chords and the dominant seventh
chord in a simple, understandable and interesting manner.
-p„i ’ fon+notes and cross references are dispensed with, everything

Bl"k —
A SYSTEM OF HARMONY
FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL
Rv JOHN A. BROEK.HQVEN

MUSICAL COMPOSITION
FOR BEGINNERS
B* A1

brook,rlcl^pteiC°giving advice and science*

SehV%%SedPrrUXeepJ:
trait and short biography of the artist. An
invaluable book for voice teachers ana stu¬
dents concert and opera goers and phono-

Great Pianists on the
Art of Piano Playing
By James Francis Cooke
A series of thirty-sir educational confercnees with renowned rMstera^tire keyboard.
subjects"of \eehnic, interpretation, style and
expression. An entire chapter is devoted to
each artist supplemented by an excellent por
trait and biography. An absorbingly inter-

16 Cloih Bound, Price, *2.00

Opinions and Grotesques
uneker, considered by many to be
interesting work. It is undoubtedly
le most frank expressions of opinion
musical matters in print.
Cloth Bound, Price, *1.25
~

Musical Sketches
Elise Polko
xhis book win ,
rea(|er but will pro
Ttle aketche8 of the

Cloth Bound, Price, *1.50

Reminiscences of a
Musician’s Vacation Abroad
By Louis C. Elson
Some observations and experiences of a
number of
trips in pursuit of masnumber
of European
European
ic-al history
research, Yj^’b/SrEison“retaken^by^Mr Elson,^presented^i^hi^o'wiV'inimitable^humoroi^^manner.
Price, 75 Cents

-—
Celebrated Pianists of the
Past end Present
By A. Ehrlich
One hundred and fihy portndr- ^si bue-

Standard History of Music
By James Francis Cooke
cl
Zi.'i’vjr undmJLi'>.
so absorbing that adults are charmed with
it Ju8t t|,e thing for amateurs, concertgoers and self-study pupils. Handsomely
cloth Bound, Price, *1.50

Mistakes and Disputed
Points in Music and Music
H is a magnifh mi thing to have positive

of the nfost 'rebable3books^Znmsical^biog-

raphy

*2.50
Piano Playing with Piano
Pcioth Bound, Price,

“u"rz^pi“°

Josef Hofmann
’his informative book by one of the great-

Cloth Bound, Price, $1.50

Descriptive Analysis of
Piano Works
^.Edward
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Richard Wagner, His Life
and Works

. C‘°lh
S1
Choir and Chorus

By A. Jullien

By F. W. Wodell
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mservatory
jfa Bush Cc“IICAGO
KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Pres.

edgar A nelson* Viee Pres*
#

Cl

H.

SCHWENHER, Sec’y.

An Institution <of National Prominence
SUMMER SESSION

Accredited Courses in

Expression

Three Terms

Opera

Languages

2nd

Leading to Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees

T

NORMAL COURSES

TNSURPASSED FACULTY of over 85 teachers, including many

Charles W. Clark

Mme’^ufieRWe-King

SS- SBks
“iF

ISEwS SijSSs:: S"™"™1 j $35.00

Master Interpretation Classes Free
Violin

5MUSIC

VO1C0

‘Mme. Julie Rive.King

I

s

Nelson, Dean ,

AT CHICAGO

Normal Training

,11

839 North Dearborn Street. Chicago. Ill. |

Special Summer School
JUNE 26th to AUGUST 5th, 1922 (Six Weeks)

SPECIAL CLASS OPPORTUNITIES

THE ENTIRE FACULTY

NORMAL PIANO CLASS
ENSEMBLE CLASS
INTERPRETATION CLASS
TECHNIC CLASS
CHORAL CONDUCTING CLASS
ORGAN CLASS
THEORY CLASSES in all Branches

OF NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
ARTISTS WILL BE
IN ATTENDANCE.

THE SCHOOL OF OPPORTUNITY

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

INCREASE
MUSICIANSHIP
Use Musical Pedagogy
SUMMER SCHOOL
CHICAGO and EVANSTON, ILL.
June 15th to August 1st
NEW YORK CITY
NE
August 11st to September 1st
>rk based on Principle hence
|
All worl
:d on to teachers by
1 successfully
M Corresponden
Courses—Send for Catalogue
M
Six Coo
MUSIC SCHOOL, Inc.
EFFA. ELLIS PERFIELD
PE
Chicago. 218 SSo. Wabash Ave.-Wabash 4279
Perfield,41« West 45th Street
Ella Ellis Pc

TEACHER! Help yourself

Special Course in Public School Music

Full Course

Short Course

10 Private Piano lessons
5 Class lessons, Interpretation
10 Class lessons, Technical Prin¬
ciples
5 Class lessons, Keyboard Har¬
mony
10 Private
lessons,
Keyboard
Harmony
5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma¬
terial
10 Private lessons, Child Train¬
ing
10 Lectures, History of Music
10 Demonstration Classes, Child¬
ren’s Work

5 Private Piano lessons
5 Class lessons, Interpretation
10 Class lessons, Technical Prin¬
ciples
5 Class lessons, Keyboard Har¬
mony
5 Private
lessons,
Keyboard
Harmony
5 Class lessons, Teaching Ma¬
terial
5 Private lessons, Child Train¬
ing
10 Lectures, History of Music
5 Demonstration Classes, Child¬
ren’s Work

Complete Course—$50.00

by using the BURROWES Course of Music Study
Classes conducted by
Era Frances Pike, D 2289 W. 16th Si., Los Angeles, Calif.
Kathryn Jamieson, D. 119 Powell Ave., Ottawa, Ont.
Evaleen Parke, D 837 Clinton St., Carthage, Mo. Katharine Burrowes, D 246 Highland Ave., H. P., Detroit, Mich.
Write for Illustrated {Booklets

DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

FA0'0XTY<tn the
-—GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President-““““ WEST"
A School which offers every advantage incidental to a broad musical education
nduding 12 of the leading members of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra
70 Artist Teach.
Any Time
For Catalogue, Address H. B. MANVILLE, Bus. Mgr,
Students May Registe
5405 to 5415 Woodward Avenue
Please mention THE ETUDE whsa addressing oi

advertisers.

CHICAGO-OF-COLLEGE

Methods
Choral Conducting
Sight Reading
Ear Training
Harmony

Child Voice
Rote Song
History of Music
O rchestra . Conduct-

INTERPRETATION CLASS

MUSIC

ESTHER HARRIS DUA, President
27TH YEAR
START NOW
Offers academic courses and private lessons
mail branches of music. Certificates, Diplomas,
Degrees. Medals.
Public Recitals, Orchestral
Concerts, and many free advantages.
40 Free
and s']60 PaJijd %!ar8hi$=d * dilmoodp gold

Distinguished Violinist — Concert Master of Chicago
Symphony Orchestra

Greatest of American Organists

5 hours a day—5 days a week—5 weeks

SUCCESS

GEORGE H. GARTLAN
Director of Public School Music, New York City—Eminent
Educator and Writer—will direct Post-Graduate Courses for
Supervisors—July 17 to August 5

of six weeks, June 26th to August Sth, 1922
Lecture Courses by eminent educators
Recitals by members of the faculty and artist pupils

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS^

to

WILLIAM S. BRADY
One of America’s Foremost Masters of the Voice—Private
Lessons, Repertory and Teachers’ Classes

For teachers and those preparing to teach
Full Course—Ten Weeks—May 15 to July 22—$115 to $145
Short Course-Five Weeks-June 19 to July 22—$90 to $105

For Particulars Address
wood Music School

JOSEF LHEVINNE
World-famous Pianist—Private Lessons, Repertory Classes,
Teachers’ Classes, Auditor Classes

Summer Normal Session

Supervisors’ Course—Five Weeks
June 26 to July 29

1043 Branches in 39 States—Positions Guaranteed to Qualified Graduates

MASTER COURSES
-June 26 to July 30-

NORMAL TRAINING

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS

VOICE
VIOLIN
’CELLO
ORGAN
DANCING
DRAMATIC ART
LANGUAGES
THEORY

SUMMER

WILHELM MIDDELSCHULTE

Private Instruction in all Departments, Including
PIANO

Page 367

JACQUES GORDON

Resident Faculty of 60 Eminent
Musicians—Recitals and Lectures

reservationmoms.
^^

Director

Public School Music Methods

SSSMPr-*

|p_|| TprlTl Be&inS ^September UtH, 1922

Free catalog mailed on request. State course
of study, and if Summer or Fall enrollment.

Address, T. K. Jonea. Registrar

REED,

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin

THE ONLY CONSERVATORY IN CHICAGO MAINTAINING DORMITORIES FORofV^e1^1^0„ey
Attractive environment and great convenience for the summer stu ent a so a saving o
Immediate application necessary to secure

Rates for Room and Board $9 per week and up.

OSBORNE

Summer Normal Course

Richard Czerwonky

§pitta

Edgar A.

:

SCHOOL OF''*

Li of international reputation.

Piano, Voice, Violin, Public School Music
Courses consist of 20 hours Methods. Materials and Technic. \ Summer Mormdl Course
15 hours Harmony and Theory, 15 hours Ear Training and /
^

Piano

COLUMBIA

CLARE

—*»Eight W ^^w;eRs, May 24tH to August

Dancing

(
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Chorus Conducting
Community Singing
Lectures and Recitals j

Unsurpassed Faculty of
Ninety-five Artist-Instructors
Among those in residence for the summer session will be the following:
PIANO—Heniot Levy, Silvio Scionti, Victor Garwood,
Kurt Wanieck, Earl Blair
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, Ragna Linne, E. Warren,
K. Howe, Charles La Berge
ORGAN—Wilhelm Middelschulte, Frank Van Dusen
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—O. E. Robinson
VIOLIN—Herbert Butler, Ramon Girvin, Hans Muenzer
MUSICAL THEORY COMPOSITION—Arthur O. Andersen,
John Palmer
VIOLONCELLO—Robert Ambrosius
ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS—
Members Chicago Symphony Orchestra
SCHOOL OF ACTING AND EXPRESSION Letitia Kempster Bamum, A. Louise Suess
And Many Others

Free Scholarships
Awarded by Josef Lhevinne, William S. Brady, by competitive examination
Moderate Tuition Rates, Excellent Dormitory Accommodations
Summer Prospectus mailed on request
FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ADDRESS

PROFESSIONAL

MUSICIANS Conducted by Walter Spry
This Class is included in the Summer Normal Training
Summer School Circular Mailed on Request—Address

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Dept. 460

Designed for Post Graduates and also regular course

509 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President

D^OjTjGt'DUA, M^na'ger!°-mrk^mbldi
Flease mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

THE ETUDE
Page 3(58

-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00
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Summer Master School we ^august i
guest

THEETUDE

teachers

RICHARD
HAGEMAN
1 . r' „
and Accompanist

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER

_ p.. .

Formerly Conductor .

Master Violin Instructor of the World

CLARENCE EDDY

PERCY GRAINGER
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Single Copies 25 Cents

Are You Going Stale?

HERBERT WITHERSPOON
Famous Singer and Teacher

PERCY
RECTOR STEPHENS
ri
*otable Teacher of Teachers

FLORENCE HINKLE
America’s Foremost Soprano

DR. FERY LULEK

OSCAR SAENGER

Celebrated Voice Specialist and Singer_

Celebrated Vocal Instructor and Operatic Coach_
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
REPERTOIRE—INTERPRETATION CLASSES
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vocal) P|OF. LEOPOLD AUER^(Violin)

PIANO
PERCY GRAINGER
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS
IrMTurpciTY
university COURSE
course

HERBERT WITHERSPOON
pIrCY RECTOR STEPHENS
BURTON THATCHER
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
dTvCanGtarasoff

EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART
VI?ROF. LEOPOLD AUER
WALTON PYRE
MAX FISCHEL
HISTORY OF MUSIC
ENSEMBLE PLAYING
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
FELIX BOROWSKI
LEON SAMETINI
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
ORCHESTRATION
(Chamber Music)
FELIX BOROWSKI
, Mmc Valeri. Mme. Hinkle h
the' greatest gift for slotting or pleating
. Mr. Saeni ;r, Mr.
^““Te^son^riSds^ld be engaged now. Private and dies.
tented to ars'hip appHcation’bTank on request. Complete summer catalog .
e arranged with all teachers.
COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST
FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 11
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

Free Scholarships *

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

RICHARD HAGEMAN, Vice-President

620 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

New York School of Music and Arts
148-150 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

Ralfe Leech Sterner’ Director

c:v Weeks Summer Courses

for Teachers and Professionals

May 15th to September 1st
RATES *200, $250 and *300 tax*.» utax * r™« '**»■>b“'i “i

1“'”" d“”'

“

CELEBRATED FACULTY INCLUDING
,
^
Rnlfe Leech Sterner
Frederick Riesberg
Paul Stoeving
Leila Yale
^‘lexLder Pero Aloys Kremer Helen Carmichael Robertson Prof . George W. Andrews Harold Morris
Aiexanoer r ^ Wo{ter
Frand Howard Warner
Eugene Salvatore and many others._
MEHLIN PIANO USED

Announcement to Teachers ----—MATTIE D. WILLIS—Annual Summer Normal Classes
Dunning System of Improved Music Study for Beginners
---This successful teaching system has enabled many
NEW YORK CITY
teachers to enlarge their incomes. Write for i formation.
MATTIE D. WILLIS, 915 Carnegie Hall, New York, N. Y.
Courses in New York
thruout the summer

for Pianists
TeCLcIlCYS
Accompanists and 1 C
,
Sight-Touch-Hearing System. Send for Booklet.
rrr Mr. Cranberry will direct the University of
CjJ Geory.aSummer SchodofMusrc,Athens,Ga.,

The Courtright
”
System of Musical t.
Kindergarten
Mrs. Lillian Courtright Card, 116

P. M. I.
Special Summer Course for Teachers
every opportunity for the training of teachers.
PITTSBURGH MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc.
131-133 Bellefield Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The MacPhail School of Music
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

100 Teacl
Piano. Voice.
Organ
Certified Cot

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Class for Teachers ol Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
July 2 7 — 192 2 —August 11
Write for Booklet
MONTREAT, - NORTH CAROLINA

OTHER SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ANNOUNCEMENTS
PAGES 431, 432, 433, and 434
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

Thousands of musicians go stale. It shows in their com¬
positions, in their playing and in the lessons they give. Every¬
one of them knows the reason why. They have been “workgreedy.” This means that they have tried to accomplish re¬
sults in defiance of the rules of nature. When you study your¬
self and nature as much as your work you will find that prac¬
tice at the keyboard will bring quicker and better results.
Stewart Patton, lecturer on Neuro-Biology at Princeton,
and Trustee of the Carnegie Institute, has just published a
remarkable and somewhat lengthy treatise upon “Human Be¬
havior.” Much of it is over the heads of the average reader,
but there are references to work done in the laboratory which
lias a great bearing upon the very work which the musician
does in his everyday life.
Dr. Patton has to say of Staleness:
“Staleness starves interest and obstructs the free expression
of instincts. This is obvious in states of fatigue. The lack of
interest and peculiar emotional irritability accompanying ex¬
cessive fatigue are easily recognized qualities.
Six aviators
came under the observation of the writer, who, although with
excellent records in the Air Service, gave evidences of diminished
interest in work, of emotional irritability, and of a decreased
feeling of competency, which marked a condition of staleness.
The recommendation that these men should not be allowed to
fly until they had rested was not adopted, with the result that
within forty-eight hours, four of the six pilots had crashed to
earth, fortunately, however, without sustaining any severe
injuries, although their machines were wrecked.”
Staleness is dangerous to you, dangerous to your profes¬
sion, dangerous to those around you. If you feel stale, look out.
See that you get a good freshening, by taking sufficient recre¬
ation, or something may happen.

ALSO BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS

fy
bllinTTieV

^

!

Dean of American Organists

The Renowned Pianist

Roller Coaster Methods
The daily papers are filled in these days with musical
methods which can only be classed with quack medicines. For
instance, we recently read a whole page advertisement of a
school that guaranteed in very large letters indeed, to teach
the Saxaphone in five lessons. It also guaranteed to teach cer¬
tain other instruments and the voice as well in a similarly ridicu¬
lous period of time. The piano and the violin were condescend¬
ingly given ten lessons.
Of course all such statements reduce musical instruction
and music itself to a* farce. You can teach anything in one
lesson but of course you can only teach a little of that thing.
One can teach geometry in one lesson but the pupil would hardly
get very much further than being convinced that the shortest
distance between two points is a straight line. With the excep¬
tion of the jew’s-harp and the kazoo or some other instrument
into which the player hums a tune it is literally impossible to
give any instruction worthwhile in less than fifty lessons.
The human brain has a given amount of absorptive power.
It can take in just so much and no more at a given time. Hun¬
dreds of excellent musicians have had no lessons at all but it
took them years to acquire their mastery. The Five-lesson idea
implies five weeks of intensive study. Possibly such teachers do
crowd a lot in a short period of time, but, at the same time, by
these roller coaster methods the pupil skims over a vast amount
of material which he will need at some time in the future.
Music study takes time and hard work. Don’t expect to
get worthwhile results on the Roller Coaster.

-ip in the Western Conservatory may
Conservatory advantages for their pupils at hou.c.
E. H, SCOTT, Kimball Hall, Chicago-

A Real Musical Altruist
There is something very big, very fine, that comes to mind
when one thinks of Rijnsky-Korsakoff, whose Song of India done
into Jazz is now being heard whistled in the streets. Jazz has
had the effect of giving the whistler in the streets the technic
of a Heifitz. Of all the complicated melodic outlines the Song
of India is one of the most intricate. Yet there is something
very contagious about it, something very genuinely musical,
hut that it would “catch on” as a popular tune could hardly
have been dreamt of ten years ago. Eo po' si move.
A piano
version of the Song of India was in the March Etude.
It is fine to see Rimsky-Korsakoff coming into his own even
in such a way. Every great composer ought to have at least
one tune by which he can be identified by the masses. “Rubin¬
stein” remarked a business man recently, “Oh, that’s the fellow
that wrote the Melody in F isn’t it?” The ability to turn out a
melody that will reach out to the millions is one of the attri¬
butes of immortality in the musician.
The finest thing about Rimsky-Korsakoff was not, how¬
ever, his own music, but rather his Schumann-like attitude for
the music of his compatriots. Indeed, he went beyond Schu¬
mann, for not only did he take time from his own affairs to
exploit the music of others, but he actually employed Ins own
rich musicianship to re-work and improve Moussorgsky’s Boris
Godunov (we know an assortment of ways of spelling it, thank
you), Borodine’s Prince Igor and Dargomijski’s The Stone
Guest. He who of his own accord for the good of all sacrifices
his own interests to work for the compositions of others, without
thought of his own fame, partakes of the spirit of the Master,
and that is why Rimsky-Korsakoff stands mountain-high in
musical history.__

A Call to the Past and to the Future
The Germans have a very fine custom of putting out anni¬
versary memorial notices (nachruf), some years after theii
friends have departed. Just a few days ago a lady wrote to say
that she was very sorry that we had severed our connection with
Mr. Louis C. Elson, whose articles she enjoyed so much. We
heartily wish that Mr. Elson with his fine humor and great fund
of interesting knowledge could write for us again, but, alas,
that is impossible. It is fine to think that his work is remem¬
bered and demanded by one who did not know that he had
passed on to the great beyond two years ago last February.
Perhaps we think too little of those who have in years past built
up the foundations of The Etude, and helped us to go on with
the wonderful work we are permitted to do. Let us review a
few names of our friends who at this moment may be conscious
of the fact, that we, who are here, have done our best “to take
up the torch” and carry on their ideals.
Among those we would mention in this nachruf (calling
after,—a call for the departed), who in the past have had an
invaluable part in the making of The Etude Music Magazine,
are Karl Merz, Stephen Emery, Charles W. London, Smith N.
Penfield, Carlyle Petersilea, Eugene Thayer, William Sherwood,
William Mason, W. S. B. Mathews, B. J. Lang, Eugene E.
Ayres, Emil Liebling, Henry T. Hanchett, J. S. Van Cleve,
E M. Bowman, James Huneker, F. W. Root, John C. Fillmore
and Louis C. Elson. No musical paper the world over ever
had more noteworthy supporters and contributors in their
special lines.
It often seems to us that writers of the present generation
might find in the work of their predecessors much that deserves
to be emulated. These men, for the most part, were pioneers,
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—miners in the Golcondas of music. They were original think¬
ers
They did not accept what was choked down their throats
by European precedent. The, challenged erne, .new .den and
fought it out in their own mind, before they adopted it. They
had an original, self-made way of expressing themselves. They
were alert and inquisitive and fertile. Many of the present ge
eration of American music workers are pygmies beside ta
These well meaning young folks can on y ho descnbec at t nie
bv the slang expression as “also rans.” They merely follow
after some freat mind of the past without attempting to do
original research work. When they do attempt it they become
mired in the swamps of a questionable psychological hinterland.
The Etude welcomes fresh ideas in anything pertaining
to music that has a wide and practical appeal. We are op imistic. We believe that there are young men and y°™g "e
musician-writers who have the intellectual strength and the
musical penetration to “take up the torch” and continue the

i,
Many of these houses are as fine as
cnee or twice a month. M y
H()Uses 0f Europe,
some of the celebrated Grand P
funds through members
Mr. Dippel is securing his
patr0ns, supporting
of his Opera Club which
according to his
,

splendid educational work done through The
^
masters of the past. We think that the issue of The: Etude
you are holding in your hand is an evidence of this new and
absorbingly interesting spirit.

Americans in the Lead

.

If we were to listen to pessimists, we would learn that this
is no longer the America of Americans, that foreign-born men
and women are overwhelming the good old American stock, and
that with them our ideals are tottering.
Brace up! Listen to what the pcpular report call the
“real facts.” In the last “Who’s Who,” published by A. N.
Marquis and Company (the American biographical dictionary
So which no one can buy himself with anything but unusual
accomplishment), there are over 23,000 names
Less than^n
per cent, of these outstanding Americans are of foreign birth.
In looking over the list, one is amazed to note the predominance
rt Anglo^Saxon names and name, of indisputable conn«tm„
with those emigrants who came to America long before the
CiVil U music, a. we have always insisted, Amerie. owes a great

ing to note the number of practical musicians in the rank and
file as well as at the top who are American

way back.

Dippel’s New Opera Idea
Andreas Diepee has a new plan to extend the giving of
Grand Opera in America. He contends that many ci ies
eager for grand opera but have had no feasible plan Panted
whereby if may be made possible
Dippel .tar «d Me « a
bankerf became an operatic tenor and >ang an , thei leading teno
in the foremost European opera houses for twenty-two. yea •
Coming to America, he sang with the Metropohtan or y
.
Eventually, he became the manager of the Philadelphia
Chicago Opera Company and also Administrative manager o
the Metropolitan Opera Company. In other words,
e
'
risen to the highest posts in the operatic field. In a statement,
he points out that the Chicago Opera Company made a profit
of $65,000 on a nine weeks’ trans-continental tour some years
ago. The opinions of such a man are well worth considering.
His new plan is that of organizing a central United States
Opera Club. Then by modem business methods, he will perfect
an organization of “booking” not unlike that of the plan of
vaudeHlle circuits in which the program is continually changed
with “headliners” at each performance.
The subscriber in the smaller city would have a chance to
attend during the season, five or ten performances, but he would
not be compelled to go every night as is the case when an opera
company comes to town for one week. Mr. Dippel plans fi
circuits. Eastern, Mid-Western, Western, Southern and Pacific.
He hopes to start the Mid-Western division with Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit and Pittsburgh as the principal cities during
1922-1923. Tart of the scheme is to use some ot the
modern motion picture houses with adequate stage facilities

members and Mb’"****^
of ten per cent
plan, would be entitled to a
of opera upon a
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P
^ c0untry cannot be
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increased enormously
doubted. The demand for opera has been
who
through the great industry and skill
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director should certainly be included.

How Good Are Your Ears
Do you realize that the sense of hearing, under normal
cndWoJ" capable of being developed remarkably by prac““w. hear . great deal abort ‘Wtr.ining£ b„tfewpeople
seem to realize that in a literal sense the ears or the sense
sound perception can be trained.
Our hearing can be disciplined in three ways:
Hearing for Pitch.
Hearing for Intensity.
Hearing for Quality.
.
.
(
The experienced mechanic listening intently to a p.cce of
machinery in operation knows that his cars will often revea
in clicks Ind squeaks and grinds what his eyes might take hours
to discover. His hearing for kinds of sounds becomes as acute y
developed as does that of the master conductor, who is able to
point his finger to the particular performer who plays a wrong
note- Theodore Thomas did this many times and some ot Ins
players used to test him, just for fun.
Train your ears to discriminate between sound and quality
just for the reason that it will make you a better musician.
The student who sits through an orchestra concert without
identifying different instruments as they enter is wasting a lot
of valuable time.
With the vocalist the sense of hearing quality as well as
pitch and intensity is one of the most important parts of the
art. 'One might say that the best singer was not merely the
one with the best natural voice but the one with the most delicate
sense of quality perception and discrimination.
It has been established that military officers whose particu¬
lar work is to make observations, can hear sounds at remark¬
able distances. In fact, their hearing is said to have been tested
by delicate laboratory apparatus and found to be three or four
times as acute as that of the ordinary soldier who has never
attempted to train his ears.
The musician should, of all people, be the first to demand
a fine course in ear training. Such a work as that of Professor
Arthur E. Heacox, of Oberlin University Conservatory, on
“Ear Training” will be found well worth while by any musician
who aspires to be anything more than an “ivory tickler.” Jean
Parkman Browne has also written an excellent book upon this
subject._

Bolstering the Violin Industry
Efforts are continually being made in Congress to raise
the tariff upon violins in order to give American makers more
opportunity to produce instruments. In 1919 musical instru¬
ments to the value of $2,500,000 were imported and this sum
is doubtless much greater now.
Before the war violins, so
called, were imported and sold in our country, duty paid, for
$1.25. Very probably such instruments were made in Japan.
Who would be willing to make any kind of a violin here for
$1.25? On the other hand a sufficient, tariff might make the
pnee of other violms by well-known makers prohibitive although
it would naturally stimulate the art of making violins here.
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Tremendous Interest
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telephonic communication overland for a short distance.
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is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
hours a day. In radio telephony, the invention of the
are to be expected in the future
_
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vacuum tube,-the work of Dr. Ambrose Fleming, a
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Goldmark—Avec Suite
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that is invaluable to those who appear regularly in con¬
cert hall or on the operatic stage.

Soprano Voice.
Violin,
Saxaphone.
Xylaphone.

‘Cello.
Tenor.
Organ.
Contralto.

Baritone.
Basso.
Orchestra.
Band.

What Kind of an Instrument Shall I Buy ?
"In answering the question,—‘What kind of an instru¬
“However, the tuning has a great deal to do with it,
ment shall I buy?’ the reply can only be general. Instru¬
as it is like focusing an opera glass to get the oesr
ments are being placed upon the market which will sell
vision. The best results to my mind still come from
for $18.00 but they are limited in scope. It would be
the head phone. There is as yet no superlative oudunsafe to purchase one for less than this amount. The
speaker. On my own set at home, I use an old fash oned
$18.00 instrument will have what is known as a crystal
phonograph horn clipped' to the ear piece of a heaodetector. This is made out of the crystals of galena
phone and find it quite effective.
,
(suiphide of lead). It has no vacuum tube to multiply
“One unusual feature of the radiophone is that mere
the sounds and it must be used with a head receiver
is no blast as there is with inferior phonographs and poor
like the telephone. That is, it cannot be heard in a
records. Our microphones obviate that.
room through a loud speaker or horn.
“For the amount of $50.00 one should be able to secure
An Alluring Future
an apparatus with a vacuum tube detector and for $100
“While much has been accomplished in the scientific
one with a storage battery and two stages of amplifica¬
and in the artistic phases of this new field, the future is
tion. For $150.00 one should' be able to purchase as
an entrancing prospect.
The prognostications ot
good an apparatus as can be secured at this time without
Edward Bellamy, which almost to the letter foretold
going into the elaborations which are of interest largely
the present wireless telephony, are but an indication ot
to the scientist or to the decorator. For instance, mach¬
what may come. To my mind it will be perfectly possi¬
ines are pictured showing elaborate period designs of
ble at some future time to tune one's apparatus to vari¬
cabinet work such as one sees in the best talking mach¬
ous wave lengths so that one may have the choice of
ines. Of course these things run into money. Already,
several different forms of entertainment, opera, concerts,
different firms have announced combinations of phono¬
graphs and radio receivers in the same cabinet.
“As for the aerial or the wires that are to be strung,
one hundred feet in length is ideal, although seventy
will do. The height of the aerial has a great deal to
do with the effect. One might almost say, ‘the higher
the louder.’ The principle of communication which
seems so mysterious to many is hard to explain. The
ether (sometimes spelled aether) is the all pervading
substance found in all matter. It is in the air, in wood,
steel, water, and it is in you. It is very much lighter
than’air and is supposed to infiltrate the suns and the
planets. It should not be confounded in any way with
the ether used in anaesthetics which is an entirely differ¬
ent thing—a volatile, inflammable liquid produced by the
distillation of alcohol and sulphuric acid. Unfortunately
both names are identical.
“The radio waves thus go in all directions through
everything but not with equal facility. For instance,
the waves seem to travel farther over water and they
seem to travel farther at night. Drop a pebble m the
water and note how the circles of waves spread out.
That is just what happens when a message is sent over
the radio. The waves of ether, however, are, infinitely
longer. The distance from the top of one wave to the
top of another wave is known as a ‘wave length.’ In
radiophone broadcasting the wave lengths generally used
run from 360 meters to 1450 meters, more or less.
Sympathetic Vibrations
"Possibly the simplest way in which to give a musician
an idea of how the sounds are communicated, is to cite
an analogous condition with which all musicians are
familiar-sympathetic vibration. Imagine a violin with
a perfectly tuned ‘G’ string situated on one side of a
room. A player sounds the ‘G’ string on another violin
tuned exactly the same on another side of the room. As
far as the sound of the player’s note carries, it will affect
the other ‘G’ string and set it in sympathetic vibration.
If, the violins are far apart the sympathetic vibrations
will be feeble. If they are near the vibration will be
stronger. Now imagine one instrument similar to the
telephone receiving such vibrations and having them
intensified by electricity so that another radio instru¬
ment, one thousand miles or five thousand miles away
with a highly sensitized receiver, would be affected by
them, and you have the main principle of the radio¬
phone. Of course this is expressed in a very crude way.
The electrical engineer talking to a group of electrical
engineers would possibly use terms that would confuse
musicians in the first few sentences.
“The musician will see, however, the need for accu¬
rate tuning of the wireless receiver taking incoming con¬
certs from a distance. This tuning is done by turning
knobs resembling the combination knobs on safes, until
the right result is obtained. There is quite a little skill
in doing this. After much practice better, clearer and
sttonger results can be secured.
“Certain instruments and certain voices seem to
heard better than others over the wireless.. The tone of
the piano, unfortunately, cannot yet be reproduced with
full fidelity; but the technique of the artist is faithfully
rendered On the other hand the organ which seems to
record poorly on the phonograph is very fine with the
radiophone. If one should ask me what seems to be
communicated best I should put them in the following
order:

Simple Facts About Harmony That Every Music
Lover Should Know

Translated from the Italian for ThS Etude
i KrPted composer of The Queen of Sheba, Carl
The celebra
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By EDWIN HALL PIERCE
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°n ^“f his at Innsbruck, he decided to go there,
form a Su
.
n known hotel. However,

SSSS th S3, happened to be at the same hotel,

BROADCASTING A
Four principal singers Mrs. ('. E. Le Massena (Soprano),
Marion Heim (Contralto), Philip Spooner, (Tenor), Wm. H.
Henningsen (Baritone) singing C. E. Le MaBSena's operetta.
“Paandorn” under the direction of the composer at the
Westinghouse “WJZ" station at Newark.
lectures, musical comedy. In fact, there will be no
limit. Apparatus will be put out which will be just as
durable as the ordinary telephone and quite as fool
proof. Care must be taken by the beginner at this date
to avoid burning out the vacuum tubes by crossing the
v ires that run to the so-called ‘A’ and ‘B’ batteries.
The tubes cost at least $5.00 and the expense may run
up considerably through carelessness.
“The Radio Corporation of America is depending
upon the friendly criticism of musical patrons for sug¬
gestions as to improvement in its work. The musician is
a fine judge of values and can help us a great deal.”

How Kullak “Got Back”
By F. J. Crowest
Kullak, the famous pianist, was once invited to dinner
by a wealthy Berliner who was the owner of a large boot
manufactory, and had been a shoemaker in his time.
After dinner, Kullak was requested to play something.
Shortly after the virtuoso invited the bootmaker to his
house. After dinner he handed the manufacturer a pair
of shoes saying “you asked me after dinner to make a
little music for you, now I ask you to mend these shoes
for me.”

On arrival of the omnibus, coming from the station,
the staff of the hotel lined up before the main entrance
n receive in a suitable manner the great man with his
retinue But the only person who got out of the om.nbus
wls little Goldmark, carrying in h.s hand, rolled up, the
Tnt re representation of his Suite. Their faces fell with
intent, but the jesting friend enjoyed himself at

AMusicaleat Dickens’
Dickens as was known was very fond of music and
had as many musicians as possible come to Ins remarkable
receptions. Clara Novello one of the foremost singers
of her time tells of one of these musicales. Imagine
being at a musicale with Thackcry, Collins, 1 rollope,
Disraeli and Dickens!
“Dickens’ receptions in Tavistock Street were models
of such; not imitations of those of the aristocracy, hut
superior.’ I told him that his guests should, most • t them,
be ticketed, like plants in show places, as celebrities one
ought to look at. There came Ixtrd Lyndhurst, 1 liackeray, Wilkie Collins, Trollope, Barry Cornwell. I hsraeli,
Lord Carlisle, Brunei, Douglas Jcrrold, Egg. Lemon, etc.
One room, dedicated to music, had its quiet res|iectcd,
but in other rooms one could listen to him or other fine
talkers present. Being requested to contribute by sing¬
ing, I told him a song was prepared in the pocket of ail
overcoat in the anteroom. Returning with it presently,
he said in his humorous way, 'Rather peculiar, eh? for
the master to be seen picking the pockets of his guests—
very detrimental to the servants' morals!’ lie em¬
barrassed me by asking which of his female characters I
preferred; but I promptly replied, ‘Oh, the highest in
rank ranks first: the marchioness, of course.' This
pleased him, evidently, for upon this he took me into his
sanctum, showed me several manuscripts of his works,
and how he wrote, explaining his system: the chapters,
in heads of matter to be developed after, in each chapter,
and the story carried along. He said to me he was sure
the public had never had, from the reading of his l»x>ks,
a tenth part of the enjoyment he had himself in th • writ¬
ing of them.”

Helping the Careless Pupil
By Earl S. Hliton
If a pupil has a tendency to play his piece indifferently,
he will fumble and miss many notes. Such actions in a
pupil is a sure sign of hazy mindedness, or plain
carelessness.
This condition of mind must be overcome, and replaced
with a mind that has a purpose, before good results
in his studies can be expected. It is like taking out ar
old slide in a stereopticon and putting in a new one
The pupil has in his mind a “mistake picture.’’ I-et hilt
replace it with a “correct picture.”
The best way to change this mental slide, is to givi
the pupil an incentive. This should be in the form o:
some interesting association in music.
As an illustration: Take something of interest ii
the pupil’s “play life” and compare it with the piece
or the manner in which the notes should be played
(e.g.) if the pupil is a boy, we would naturally suppos
him to be interested in marbles or base ball.
lell him that a sure and careful aim mil bring hi'
far better results than a careless one mould.
By encouraging the pupil to think in the same manne
towards the notes of his piece as he plays them on tli
keyboard, will often bring about a more purposcfi
state of mind in him.

*
’ as ln chess Playing—the Queer
possesses supreme power; but it is the Ki
mony who ultimately decides.”
Robert Schi

The dictionary defines Harmony (in Music) as the
succession of chords according to the rules of progression
and -modulation; the science which treats of their con¬
struction and progression.
. „ . .
,
This, while probably as good a definition as can be
given in few words, demands some qualification in order
to be strictly true to fact. The formation of chords
rests on a truly scientific basis and may be explained
according to the laws of Acoustics (a branch of Phy¬
sics) but their progression is something into whicn a
human factor enters, and although the rules may appear
at any given period to be tolerably well determined, yet
historically they have undergone many important changes
with the development of musical taste and the rise o.
different schools of composition. Harmony, then, is a
study having a somewhat mixed basis: one foot rests on
Science, the other on Art!
■
The young student poring over the pages of Richter,
Jadassohn, or even the most modern standard text-book
on the subject, is apt to believe that the rules there given
are something as immutable as those of mathematics, and
that all good composers are and always have been gov¬
erned by them; he feels either scandalized or puzzled
when presently he finds unaccountable exceptions to them
in some of the best music. If he has an independent
streak in his nature, he may feel inclined to throw the
rules overboard bodily, thinking that if the great com¬
posers could break them with impunity, he can get along
without them altogether. This however would be a ser¬
ious error in judgment; the great composers have been
close students of the science of harmony, and when they
broke a rule they did it intelligently, knowing just what
they were about. Either they saw that the underlying
principles of harmony were but imperfectly expressed
by the usual wording of the rule, or, it was their desire
to produce an intentionally odd effect, or to strike out
in a new style. For instance, “parallel fifths” were at
first a well recognized stock device for harmonization.
After they fell into disfavor, and for centuries, even up
to our own day, were strictly forbidden. The most ad¬
vanced modern composers have only lately come to realize
that there may be some good in them after all.
Much early harmony was largely a series of parallel
thirds, fifths, fourths and octaves, such as the following:
Thirds:
Sicilian Melody

'(The harmonization in simple thirds, though it undoubt¬
edly was used at an early date in the rendition of certain
folk-songs, did not come to be recognized in written-music
until a much later date: in fact, not until after experi¬
ments had been made with parallel fifths and other de¬
vices which now appeal to us as rather crude and empty.)
Octaves:

Parti
(The name “Organum” probably took its rise from the
fact of these first crude attempts at harmony being made
on the organ, though afterward applied to voices.)
In the 13th century harmony of this sort seems to
have been deemed specially fitting for the singing of the
word “Alleluia,” where it occurred, and the skill to har¬
monize it after the most approved style commanded a
substantial money value, Thus we read in an ancient
document The clerks who organise the Alleluia m two,
three or four parts, shall receive sixpence; those who
assist in the Mass shall have twopence. Here is an
example of an artistically “organized” Alleluia of that
date.

Not long after we find Guido d’Arezzo describing this
same style of harmony, but proposing a further improve¬
ment, of which the following is a sample: (He appears
to have prided himself particularly on the device of hav¬
ing the two voices move in contrary motion to a unison
at the end, which he styles “Occursus”)
8

_

Consequently, although the writers of counterpoint
thought their music horizontally rather than vertically,
i. e. in terms of combined melodies rather than of suc¬
cessions of chords, they unconsciously prepared the way
for the greatest developments in the music of future
It was the sine qua non of good counterpoint that each
and every voice should have a good, singable, indepen¬
dent melody; nevertheless one particular melody (often
not original) was chosen as a basis and known, as the
Cantus Firmus. (Abbreviated “C. F.”) As the science
of Harmony (known to us today) was not yet invented,
it would have been exceedingly difficult for the young
student of those days to commence with four-part writ¬
ing, hence two-voice counterpoint was the first task; to
be followed, when sufficient skill had been acquired, by
that for three, four or more voices. (At the present
day students who have made a thorough study of har¬
mony are often allowed to begin at once with four-part
counterpoint.)
Five “orders” of counterpoint were recognized:—
1.

Note against note.

2.

Two notes to one.

'‘0ccllrsu,‘"

Half a dozen other writers on harmony of this period
could be named here, but the next one to contribute any
real advancement was probably Joannes Tinctoris (14341520). He gives the following example of a melody
harmonized in sixths and octaves.
9

3. Four notes to one.
under the same rules.)

4.
Successive improvements on the old “Organum” were
styled “Diaphonum” and “Discant,” but these are not
important enough to demand our minute attention. The
next step in advance after these was “Faux Bourdon,”
which consisted in the accompaniment of a given melody
(called the Cantus Firmus) by a series of exceedingly
simple chords. This melody was not commonly in the
soprano, as with us, but in the tenor.
10

Glo - ri - a
Pa - tri
et
Fi - li - o
This form of harmony was invented before the death
of Joannes Tinctoris, from which it will be seen that
events were now moving rapidly in the art.
Counterpoint
The next step in advance was the invention of “Coun¬
terpoint”—the art of combining melodies, generally those
more or less contrasted in rhythm. It would appear that
Harmony was made a side-issue for the time being, and
this was, to a limited extent, true. Yet a moment’s
thought will convince one that if melodies are to be com¬
bined, they must needs be combined harmoniously, and
this implies a certain knowledge of harmony.

(“Three notes to one” comes

Syncopated counterpoint

5. Florid counterpoint—a combination of all the
other Sorts, together with certain ornamental variations
of its own.

In the First Order, all notes were required to be purely
harmonious. In the Second Order likewise, according to
Continental usage, all notes should be purely harmonious,
but according to English usage, passing notes (i. e. dis¬
cords approached and quitted scale-wise) might be allow¬
ed. This was probably because the English took a more
rapid tempo in performance. In the Third Order, pass¬
ing notes were not only allowed, but required. In Florid
Counterpoint, the rules of whatever Order might be
temporarily in use, held valid.
It sometimes became desirable to write a counterpoint
in such a manner that it could be used equally well above
or below the C. F„ and appropriate rules were devised
for the guidance of the writers. The example given
below is in “double counterpoint at the octave,” which
is rather easy, but the same device was sometimes put
to use at the interval of the twelfth or the tenth, which
is considerably more difficult.
16

A Practical Harmony Lesson
Harmony is not at all the difficult
thing that some people seem to think
it is.
The main stumbling block is that so
many books and so many teachers do
not make each step clear enough as
they progress.
Next month you will find the con¬
tinuation of this article by Mr. E. H.
Pierce as good as the best kind of a prac¬
tical harmony lesson for the beginner.

But when composers had solved the problem of com¬
bining several melodies into one network of tone, they
began to feel that these melodies needed some underlying
element of unity; hence they hit upon the principle of
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imitation. Especially, when one voice made its entry
after another voice, it made a very pleasing effect to
have it imitate more or less closely that which the first
voice had just sung. (Examine almost any piece by
Bach, for instance.) We now realize that this imita¬
tion does not always need to be exact in order to be pleas¬
ing but in the early days composers apparently prided
themselves on their ability to carry out exact imitation
to the bitter end. This strict imitation was called
“Canon,” and was practiced at all possible intervals,
though that at the octave and at the fifth were found to
be most generally feasible. Sometimes the second voice
was put in slower notes than the first (Canon by aug¬
mentation) ; sometimes in faster notes (Canon by dimin¬
ution); sometimes it entered at such a point m the
measure that the accents were all reversed (Canon per
arsin et thesin) ; sometimes two or three voices in turn
imitated the first; sometimes two leading voices were
imitated by two following voices, etc. etc. Composers
vied with each other in the complexity and ingenuity of
their Canons. A favorite sport among contrapuntists
was for one to write a canon and then to send simply
the “leading voice" to another, challenging him to dis¬
cover the proper interval of imitation both as to time and
pitch—a sort of musical chess-problem. Without doubt,
much of these doings were too dryly intellectual to be
of any real artistic worth, yet we ought not pronounce
them mere pedantic folly, for they gave musicians a
tremendous insight into certain possibilities of. musical
structure, which future ages were to develop into real
creations of beauty.
. . , „
The crowning development of Counterpoint and Canon
was the “Fugue”—an art-form based on Canon at the
fifth and the octave (though with certain peculiar modifi¬
cations into which we cannot here enter), and the last
and greatest writer of fugues was Johann Sebastian
Bach, (N. B. We say “last,” although countless fugues
—and some good ones—have been written since his day,
because he seems to have been the last with whom the
Fugue was the natural and obvious means of artistic
self-expression).

Capture the Child’s Musical
Interest Early

Reminiscences of a Famous Prima Donna

in Sound
Character in

By MME. LUISA TETRAZZINI

By Herbert Antcliffe
Very few people recognise how great and subtle a
variety of character is to be found in the
i d^ sound
Perhaps the commonest example is that of the^recog
of footsteps. Nearly everybody recognizes certamfoot^
steps, if only when heard at certain places «
.
conditions; and most people recognise the different type
of tread which most obviously betray character
Is it because we know intimately the characters o
our friends that we recognise their footsteps. F
by which we recognise them is the subtle var ation of
these more obvious persona! peculiarities In music. too,
most people recognize the fact of character. Otherwise,
a large proportion of the effect of music would be lost
We recognise the raucous or whining tone which con y
obvious humour, the firm virile tone of virtue or patri¬
otism and the sweetness or pathos of other kinds of ton.
In single sounds, broad general characteristics a
more easily recognised and more clearly expressed, ecause a single sound usually represents only a single
fact or a single emotion. With more complex sounds,
subtler characteristics become evident; and where the
individual sounds which make up the complex one are
under greater control it is possible to express in greater
detail the character desired to be described or the emotion
to be uttered.
„ ,
,
Much the same thing obtains in uncontrolled sounds.
To the unaccustomed and untrained ear, doubtless the
roar and rumble of each great city as heard from a
little distance is much the same; Not so with those who
are accustomed to notice the character of such sounds.
Every city has its own peculiar characteristic tone, made
up of the many individual sounds of its traffic, its street
cries, its trade, and even the conversation of its people.
Some could recognise almost instantly the general noise
of certain great cities, if it were possible to bring them
within hearing of such noise without their _ previous
knowledge. London, with the orderly roll of its traffic
and the comparative quiet and sullen speech of its people,
produces a continuous roar quite different from the
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“
.Paris with the clatter of its ill-regulated traffic
and The shrill-toned and obvious expressiveness of the
conversation 3^51^ c^^ ^ which sjmilar industries

•The life of the average musician is so different from
that of the prima donna that it is often difficult to realize
how so much interest and romance can be crowded within
a few pages. Mme. Tetrazzini gives the impression in
her remarkably interesting autobiography that she is just
picking out a few of the most unusual events. Although
the book is over three hundred pages in length there are
no dull moments. The chapters dealing with her ex¬
periences in South America are vested with singular mo¬
desty and feminine charm.
It is difficult to realize that below the equator on this
continent this Queen of Song was treated with real regal
homage before she became known here. When Mme
Tetrazzini left Buenos Aires for a tour among the smaller
cities of the Argentine Republic, she whs met at the
stations by throngs of people headed by the mayor; velvet
carpets covered the path to her carriage and church bells
were rung. Queen Victoria never had a greater ovation.
In some sections there were insufficient auditoriums
and halls were built at a few weeks notice for the diva.
One incident leads to what is probably the most unusual
concert ever given. Tetrazzini was approached by a
local notable who said:
“ ‘Signorina, we have here a cemetery without an en¬
closure. This is not good for the township or for our
dead, for there is nothing to keep the wild animals out.
Consequently the hyenas prowl among the graves and
root up the bodies of our dead. Such a terrible state of
things should not be, should it, signorina?’
“Still slightly mystified, I agreed with them. ‘Now,
we wish to ask you to sing for us, and so to raise the
money to build a wall around our dead to keep them in¬
violate.’ I am afraid in those early days I was almost
tempted to laugh at the unusual nature of the request.
I had already sung for many quaint and novel objects,
but not before, or since, have I ever been asked to use
my voice as a means of preventing hyenas from desecra¬
ting the dead. Nevertheless, I recognized the worthy
nature of the object and asked if there were a theatre in
town in which I could sing.

EVCn rl on have each a different characteristic sound.
a7etca";ve does Manchester produce a different sound
T°m Newcastle, but Solingen and Sheffield, Pittsburg
Hi Birmingham, Roubaix and Bradford, Chicago and
!”d ® I are each possible to distinguish from the other,
° Tthis ’ character is continuous through all the variations
HT created not only by what is actually done
£ “ pta, toa.„ by *. natural and artificial
hv its geographical position and the manner
nfTts'architectureffrom the meanest of its slums to the
residential and commercial palaces of the rich
Animals recognise the characteristics of different
sounds very readily, though in a limited degree. Unless
Hound affects them directly, by soothing or disturbing
the nerves, or by informing them of danger or safety,
nf rauses of joy or fear, they will pass it without notice.
Yet they recognise the footsteps of a friend, and often
distinguish between the tread of an honest and a dis¬
honest man, between a fearful and a fcarlessMcp. That
a dog howls or whines for certain kinds of music and
not for others is a sign of this recognition. Some even
recognise the difference not only m the timbre or the
quality of the actual sound, but even in the character and
style of the music itself. Few, however, can distinguish
in this way; and with those which can it is usually a
matter of training rather than of natural gifts. Sound
character rather than musical character is recognised by
animals, for they do not recognize rhythm, which is an
important contributor to character in music
What it is that constitutes character in music it is dif¬
ficult to say; though for much of it there is a scientific
explanation. Not for all of it, however. It depends
largely upon the circumstances under which the music is
produced and of the persons who produce or hear it.
Roughly, it may be said to consist of characteristic sound

The Legend of “The Moonlight Sonata”
By Isadore Freed
The average child gets most of its knowledge during
the first six or seven years of its life. It is during this
period that its interest for music should be stimulated.
Children are always interested in things that they see
and hear because it is through these two senses mostly
that they form their connection with the world about
them The wise parent should take advantage of their
natural curiosity and use it as a means for molding their
future likes and dislikes.
... .
How many parents are there who were not thrilled
when their little child first showed its interest m the
playing of the piano or the phonograph? Almost every
parent remembers such an occurrence in the life of the
young one. That action on the part of the child was
its natural reaction to the world of sound. The parents
should begin to educate the youngster musically from
that moment. They should provide only good records
. for their machine and should play them frequently. The
child should be encouraged to listen to good music and
• to sing. (The latter is an easy matter when there are
other children in the family.) Singing is an absolute
sign of the birth of musical feeling in the child. It
should be encouraged to play dancing games in order to
stimulate its rhythmic sense. All these things the average
child does with great pleasure.
.
The benefits derived from such training, which should
always be hidden under the guise of games, is of such
importance that it means everything m the future musical
development of the little one. A child taught to love
music, by constant association with it, will learn more
rapidly and with greater desire than one who is forced
into studying a thing that it knows and cares nothing

self. “Yes,” he said, "I will play for you.” After a
The Beethoven Sonata, that has come to be known as
few moments, whilst playing one of his older composi¬
the “Moonlight,” was written towards the latter part of
tions, the candle flickered, and went out. The interrup¬
Beethoven’s life, after his powers had reached their
height, and together with the “Pathetique,” and one or two
tion seemed to break the train of his memory. He arose
and went to the window, and throwing it open, let in a
others, marks the highest point in the piano literature of
flood of moonlight. After musing a few moments, he
the classic school. There is an old story told in connec¬
tion with the writing of this Sonata. Although it has
turned around and said, “I will improvise a sonata to
been discredited by many, it has crept into the tradition
the moonlight.” Then followed the wonderful composi¬
of the Sonata, and makes very interesting reading.
tion that we all know so well.
It is related that late one evening, Beethoven and a
However, to introduce cold and disagreeable fact into
friend were walking through the streets of Bonn, and,
this rather poetic account, that which he improvised that
in passing through one of the poorer quarters, were
night in the moonlight, while it probably contained many
surprised to hear music, well played, coming from one
of the themes that we now hear in the sonata, yet to us
of the houses. Beethoven, with his usual impulsiveness,
who know Beethoven’s method of writing and his habit
crossed the street, pushed open the door, and entered
of rewriting, revising and polishing over and over again
unannounced. The room was poor, and lit by one feeble
his manuscripts, it is also probable that the itnprovision
candle. A young man was working at a cobbler’s bench
bore little resemblance to the finished work. The first
in a corner. A young lady, still almost a child, was
movement of the “Moonlight” Sonata is slow, stately
seated at an old square piano. Both sprang up in amaze¬
and sombre, like a beautiful and formal garden ly>nS
ment at the intrusion, but their surprise was no greater
still and expectant in the dark of the evening. Then
than Beethoven’s, and his friend’s, upon discovering that
comes quietly stealing through the sombre background
the girl was blind. Beethoven, somewhat confused,
of the accompaniment, a sad and infinitely lovely melody,
hastened to apologize, and explained that he had been so
permeating the whole movement, until the full meaning
struck with the quality of the young woman’s playing,
of its eerie and mystic beauty is revealed; even as the
that he had hastened to find out who was playing at that
rising moon gradually bathes our darkening garden to
time of night and in this quarter of the city. He then
silvery splendor. After a breathless pause, the second
asked the girl where she had learned to play, and she
movement begins, and our garden is suddenly filled with
informed him that they had at one time lived next door
dancing sprites, ethereal and delicate, as we know that
to a lady who studied music, and who spent a great deal
sprites must be, but moving with an abandonment 0
of time practicing the works of the great Master,
rhythm that carries the spirit away in a whirl of delight
Beethoven.
She
had
learned
to
play
many
of
the
Mas¬
Gaul and Goth
A sudden break, another hush of suspense, and the thir
ter’s pieces just from hearing the lady practice. The
The last great Teuto-Latin musical war was a one
movement beginslike a gust of wind that lashes the
brother then interfered to inquire who they were, that
handed fight upon the part of Richard Wagner -until
trees and sends the sprites scurrying, the notes falliu?
they should notice his poor sister’s playing. Listen! said
Guiseppe Verdi, in his last period, commenced to pro¬
in a rushing, whirling torrent. Clouds race across the
Beethoven, and going to the piano he played the opening
duce masterpieces which ever since have been the glory
bars of his Sonata in F. Tears rushed to the girl’s eyes
sky, but every now and then through the breaks the
of Italian musical art. This war was not confined to any
as
she
recognized
the
music,
and
then
in
a
trembling
moon is seen riding majestically, flooding the tortured
city but was world-wide. Fortunately, time and good
voice, asked him if he could be the great Master him¬
sense have led the musical oublic to realize that there
garden with calm and serene melodies of light.
is beauty m all schools and the old Italian coloratura
florid school cannot be compared with the modern Ger¬
Making The Etude spirit contagious is one of the secrets of our success. We are certain
man any more than one can compare the beauty of the
that you will want to tell many others how interesting you have found this issue.
bird of paradise with the eagle.
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in San Francisco and made an immediate success. It was
not until some time later, however, that Oscar Hammerstein brought her to New York as a kind of trump card
to play against Caruso at the Metropolitan. Thereafter
followed a series of experiences in opera and in concert
which kept the noted singer in pretty close touch with
the police authorities. Only by reading such a book does
one realize what a “mark” a prominent singer becomes
for swindlers and blackmailers. At one time Tetrazzini
kept two detectives constantly in her employ to travel
with her. The ingenuity of the imposters was most ex¬
traordinary. Once she received a box filled with what
appeared to be diamonds. There was no name attached.
Shortly after she received a letter asking whether she
wanted to buy the diamonds, and on sending them back
received notice that she had returned paste diamonds in¬
stead of the originals. The owner claimed $3,000.00.
The detective ferreted the matter out and found that the
“owner” was a milkman bent upon “getting rich quickly.”
He was glad to escape a jail sentence.
How Tetrazzini helped a young singer in Venice makes
a very interesting story. The young woman had failed
to please the audience and had been a victim of the booing
and hissing which had driven her from the stage at a
previous performance. She appealed to Tetrazzini.
They concocted a story that Tetrazzini should represent

The Choicest Gift of the Gods

Yankee Hustle in the Argentine
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“ ‘No,’ they sorrowfully admitted. ‘We have here only
a fine large piazza’ (an open square).
“ ‘But I can’t sing in a piazza,’ I objected. Then some¬
one made an offer.
“ ‘If you will promise to sing we will have a theatre
built ready for you to sing in within five days, and we
will guarantee that it will be packed to the doors as
well’.
“The proposition seemed impossible, but the speaker was
in dead earnest, and I consented. I did not then believe
that a theatre could be run up in the time mentioned.
But it was! The Yankee hustle for which the United
States is famous is not confined to the northern part of
the continent. There is a good deal of it among the
Latins of Argentina. Nevertheless, the man who ac¬
tually made himself responsible for the work was a Bos¬
tonian! He owned the largest sawmill in the place—
there were sawmills everywhere—and gave all the timber,
all the nails, and most of the push.
“On the fifth day everything was ready for my concert.
All the seats had been sold out for days, and since the
building had cost nothing, provided I appeared and the
people had no occasion to demand their money back, the
funds necessary for the new cemetery wall were well se¬
cured.
“As for the performance, it was a very sombre affair.
To mark the serious object of the evening, everyone pre¬
sent was dressed in deep black; all the members of my
Company, the instrumentalists, and I too, were all in
mourning garb.
“We certainly were a dismally apparelled assembly. I
sang Gounod’s Ave Maria and Pinsuti’s Libro Sacro, and
then for a novelty my small company and the little or¬
chestra which had come out from Tucuman gave Lucia
di Lammermoor. Despite the solemn appearance of the
auditors and company, we were loudly applauded for our
efforts. The expenses of the company and the orchestra
I paid out of my own pocket, so that the total takings—
5,000 Argentine dollars—were all profit, and were handed
over to the cemetery wall fund.”
Tetrazzini, details in a very “chatty” manner her ex¬
periences in touring North America. After a long back¬
ground of Latin American successes she finally appeared

hear it. We are told that it is. of the past, that it is
dying or dead. The critics and the people that go to
opera talk of the modern music of France, Germany and
Italy. But I do not believe this older style of music will
die. No, it cannot die. For is it not natural music, the
music of the birds?
“And do the admirers of the very modern music really
know how great is this old Italian music? It is not a
matter of the frills and trills—these things are easy to
write, and they do not make music; they are but the froth
on the champagne. It takes a great master to write this
music, though it seems so simple in comparison with the
modern operatic compositions. The composers of this
old school—Donizetti and Rossini, for instance—wrote
especially for the voice as for an instrument; but Richard
Strauss certainly did not write for the voice. The day
will come, however, when there will be born another
Donizetti. Then coloratura music will take a new lease
of life. It may be that one or two great coloratura sing¬
ers may first arise so as to inspire the new Donizetti.
Yet he will come, and the world will assuredly welcome
his advent.
“Today the young students of singing whose voices seem
to come in the coloratura class try to turn them into some
other. Unfortunately, the majority of such voices are
very small in compass, and do not therefore promise a
great career. Perhaps that is another reason why there
are now practically no students of this style of singing.
It is true that the vocal art must be perfect for such
music. What I mean is that the defects of a coloratura
are more readily apparent; they are not covered, as in
the modern opera, with the sound of the orchestra. To
one who has mastered high soprano technique, other
music is not difficult. Coloratura practice is a kind of
gymnastic exercise which keeps the voice flexible and in
perfect working condition.

herself as a Russian whose family objected to her going
on the stage and thus she could stand in the wings and
sing the music without revealing her identity to the au¬
dience or to the management, while the young singer
who was ill and needed the money badly should pretend
to sing on the stage. There were to be three perform¬
ances and at each performance the audience “went wild”
over the voice of the unknown Russian. Finally on the
third night the applause was so great that Tetrazzini was
forced to go to the front and raise her veil so that the
audience could see her. Although she v/as well known
in Italy at that time no one in the audience suspected her
identity.
Practical Advice to Singers
Mme Tetrazzini concludes her autobiography with some
very useful advice to singers from which we quote in
part:
“What of the future of coloratura music, the music of
runs and trills and melody, through which I have become
known to the world? This music is no longer being
written, singers no longer study it—yet people crowd to

“Some people will say that it takes years of study to be¬
come a great coloratura artist. Possibly with some, but
with others it may not be necessary. A voice may be
born just right or it may be developed just right. In any
case, to have a perfect coloratura voice is to possess the
choicest gift of the gods. Therefore, if it means ardu¬
ous effort, the achievement is always worth while.
“One objection now made to coloratura music is that
it is not dramatic, that it is artificial, that the world now
demands in its opera the thing that is like life. I cannot
deny that such music is not dramatic in its character.
One might say, perhaps, that it has light, but no shadow.
Yet the melody that reaches the heart can exist in the
same opera with dramatic music. Indeed, this is the case
in the early Verdi operas. Perhaps the coloratura music
of the future will be differently combined and used. I
am no prophet—indeed, can anyone foresee in these
matters? But I will say that this music will return to
popularity as surely as springtime and its chorus of sing¬
ing-birds must follow every melancholy winter.
“Many of my correspondents write to ask me to give
them some hints as to how to become a famous singer.
One day I may write a book on this subject. In this
“My Life of Song” I have no space to give more than a
few hints. I counsel every singer to lose herself in her
part, as I invariably do when singing. I am the joyous
girl in a pretty garden in far-away Italy; I am a daughter
of Greece, wandering, pensive, in the shade of a noble
temple; or I am the wild-hearted French maiden sorrow¬
ing for my ungrateful lover. Whatever role I am sing¬
ing, I actually become that person. Even then one must
temper feeling with reason. Sometimes, when the dra¬
matic situation demands sadness, I forget myself to
such an extent that sobs choke my throat, tears fill my
eyes, and my voice breaks. The singer must never let
herself go so far. When this happens I have to take
hold of myself suddenly. ‘No, Tetrazzini,’ I say; ‘what
are you doing?’ Then my voice clears, and I am the
character again, but the character under the control of
Tetrazzini.
“In studying a new role I am in the habit of practising
in front of a mirror in order to get an idea of the effect
of a facial expression and to see that it does not take
away from the correct position of the mouth.
“When singing, always smile slightly. This little smile
at once relaxes the lips, allowing them free play for the
words which they and the tongue must form. It also
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Phrasing Made Simple for Earnest Piano Students

Indicating Mistakes

gives the singer a slight sensation of uplift necessary for
By Clement Antrobus Harris
singing. It is impossible to sing well when mentally de¬
pressed or even physically indisposed. Unless one has
■—
, h_h:t of self-criticism.
Sometimes it js
complete control over the entire vocal apparatus, and un¬
power an
he
p;j what the error has been, but
As often as not, when a teacher indicates; that a m.
less one can assume a smile one does not feel, the voice
take has been made, the pupil alters somethin1 that « to‘say ^“y ou have made a mistake, do you know what it
will lack some of its resonant quality, particularly in the
• ?'> yOr one may wait until the end of the piece and
quite correct, the result being confusion and waste
upper notes. Be careful not to stimulate too broad a
“what in your own opinion, was the worst part
time. More often than not, the fault ■s the acher s^
smile. Too wide a smile often accompanies what is
For very frequently he indicates that something is wrong
called “the white voice.” This is a voice production
without giving even a hint as to what it is.
e
not previously made the experiment will be to reveal the
where a head resonance alone is employed, without suffi¬
bly the pupil does not know whether the error is a w
g veryP wide difference in the perceptive faculty of his
cient of the appoggio or enough of the mouth resonance
note, wrong time, or faulty expression; and even . tne pupils. Some know very well what the value of their
to give the tone a vital quality. This “white voice”
character of the mistake is recognized the pupil, i' °
p p performance hoc
has hf-pn
been;• others will make the most
should be thoroughly understood, and is one of the many
a nervous disposition, will probably alter the
,
excruciating mistakes and be quite unconscious of them.
shades of tone a singer can use at times, just as the im¬
has made no mistake! A great deal of time and mutua
Obviously
the
same
treatment
will not do or both. One
pressionist uses various unusual colors to produce certain
irritation would be saved if teachers would make a habit
of the commonest faults m teaching is to treat all pup,Is
of first mentioning the hand and then particularising
atmospheric effects. For instance, in the mad scene in
mistake, thus, “Left-hand, wrong note, E instead of F.
Lucia, the use of the “white voice” suggests the babbling
alike.
All teaching should be directed o development of the
of the mad woman, as the same voice in the last act of
Traviata or in the last act of La Boheme suggests utter
physical exhaustion and the approach of death. An entire
A Silent Music Lesson
voice production on this colorless line, however, would
always lack the brilliancy and the vitality which inspires
By Dora T. Nye
enthusiasm. One of the compensations of the “white
voice” singer is the fact that she usually possesses a per¬
We all looked forward to our new kind of lesson. I
When I told my pupils that the next week they
was much surprised and very greatly delighted when
fect diction.
.
.,
would have a “Silent Music Lesson,” surprise and
“The singer’s expression must concern itself chiefly with
my record showed that only ten pupils, from a_ class of
wonderment was on each face. Several said: I do not
the play of emotion around the eyes, eyebrows and fore¬
twenty-five, forgot and spoke; and they sa.d just part
see how that can be possible.” I explained,—they were
head. The average person has no idea how much ex¬
of a sentence. Their teacher spoke once and said:
to play their scales, arpeggios, studies and pieces, but
pression can be conveyed by the eyebrows and eyelids.
“No! No!”
were not to speak once during the lesson-period.
A complete emotional scale can be symbolized thereby.
Aside from the interest it awakens I am sure we gain
As I have private pupils, instead of class-work, I told
A very drooping eyebrow is expressive of fatigue, either
in the following ways from an occasional resort to this
them I would keep a record that week of how many
physical or mental. This lowered eyebrow is the aspect
novel plan:
forgot and talked, also of how many times their teacher
we see about us most of the time, particularly on people
spoke. Then I said: “You will have to study more
1st. It is a time-saver.
past their first youth. As it shows a lack of interest, it
carefully each point and think much. For instance, in
2nd. It teaches the pupils to depend more on
is not a favorite expression of actors, and is only em¬
your scales be sure to swing the thumb under when the
ployed where the role makes it necessary. Increasing
themselves.
second finger plays; and think of six things that go to
anxiety is depicted by slanting the eyebrows obliquely in
3rd. It teaches them to study the details more carefully.
make a well-played scale. In your pieces be sure to
a downward line toward the nose. Concentrated atten¬
4th. It gives the teacher a better opportunity of find¬
know the meaning of the definitions; watch for changes
tion draws the eyebrows together over the bridge of the
ing out just how much of their instruction is being
of time, the shading and so on; for I shall not tell you
nose, while furtiveness widens the space again without
understood and put in practice by the pupils.
elevating the eyebrows. In the eyebrows alone you can
one thing.
depict mockery, every stage of anxiety or pain, astonish¬
ment, ecstacy, terror, suffering, fury and admiration, be¬
sides all the subtle tones between. That is one reason
Is this the Ideal Position at the Keyboard?
why it is necessary to practise before the mirror—to see
that the correct facial expression is present, that the face
By Sidney Vantyn
is not contorted by lines of suffering or by lines of mirth.
The Important Question of Dress
.. ___ ._ Professor of
seat for practice and a high one for performance. This
Pianoforte Playing at the Conservatoire Royal de Musique
“Another thing the young singer must not forget in
idea is equally faulty.
Lifrge, Belgium, expresses a very interesting opinion In a
making her initial bow before the public is the question
practical way.—Editor’s Note.]
There should really be no difference between one’s
of dress. When singing on the platform or stage, dress
“It would be hard to exaggerate the importance of a
positions at the pianoforte when practising and when per¬
as well as you can. Whenever you face the public, have
perfect position at the instrument. As a matter of fact
forming in public. An altered position at the instrument
at least the assurance that you are looking your very
many pianists, nowadays, prefer taking their chairs or
will evidently give us altered circumstances, however
best; that your gowns hang well, fit perfectly, and are of
a becoming color. It is not necessary that they should
stools with them, when on tour, to relying upon finding
slight the change may be. Habit is second nature, says
be gorgeous or expensive, but let them always be suitable;
more or less suitable seats provided for them. The per¬
the proverb; we should therefore endeavor to obtain as
and for big cities let them be just as sumptuous a? you
fectly adjusted seat is essential. Should it be too high,
great a similitude between the circumstances accompany¬
can afford. At morning concerts in New York, velvets
the weight of the body is thrown on the arms and hands
ing a public performance and those of our practice hours
in a great measure. If too low, this most inconvenient
and hand-painted chiffons are considered good form,
as is possible. This is quite possible as regards the
position will practically deprive one of all strength.
while in the afternoon handsome silk or satin frocks of a
position at the instrument. With a little care and fore¬
The general idea was, formerly, and is still extant, that
very light color, are worn, with hats. If the singer
thought we can always obtain the same height of seat.
the arm from the elbow should be strictly on the level
chooses to wear a hat, let her be sure that its shape will
The ideal seat should give us such a position
with the keyboard, and the fingers, when bent, gave a
not interfere with her voice. A very large hat, for in¬
second horizontal line from the second joint of the
that both passages where strength is required as
stance, with a wide brim that comes down over the face,
middle finger to the bend of the elbow.
acts as a sort of blanket to the voice, eating up sound and
well as in delicate work the result obtained may
Certain teachers, more concerned with the amount of
detracting from the beauty of tone which should go forth
be a maximum output with a minimum expendi¬
noise their pupils should get out of the instrument than
into the audience. It is also likely to screen the singer s
ture of energy. For this reason I have found the
with perfect pianoforte playing, insist on a high seat for
features too much and hide her from view of those sitting
following position the most advisable: The height of’
their pupils in order to obtain an incline from the elbow
in the balconies and galleries.
the seat will be such that the outer curve of the elbow
to the fingers. By this means the weight of the fore¬
“One word on the subject of corsets. There is no
will be from one to one and a half inch below the level of
arm is thrown on to the hand which, consequently, loses
reason in the world why a singer should not wear corsets,
the keyboard; consequently, there will be an extremely
a
great
proportion
of
its
freedom
of
movement.
When
and if singers have a tendency to grow stout, a corset is
slight incline upwards from the elbow to the fingers.
to that is added a bending forward1 of the body the
usually a necessity. A singer’s corset should be well
This position will effectually prevent the touch becoming
whole effect is disastrous so far as the freedom and
fitted around the hips and should be extremely loose
rough or harsh, without interfering with the freedom of
lightness of the touch is concerned.
the diaphragm. If made in this way it will —>t interfere
the fingers. We shall in this way obtain a quality of
In a book published several years ago, a Parisian pian¬
in the slightest degree with the breathing.
tone which is always good, both in the fortissimo and
ist claimed advantages for a change of seat: i. e. a low
“Though every singer must take care of her health, she
pianissimo
need not necessarily wrap herself in cotton-wool and lead
a sequestered existence. At the same time, one cannot
Paganini Demanded Skill
retain a position of eminence in the domain of song and
also indulge in social dissipations. Society must be cut
Paganini once asked a cabdriver to take him to his
you ask for your own seats at your concert.” “Out upon
out of the life of the great singer, for the demands made
concert. When they arrived the driver demanded the you, screamed Paganini giving him what he deserved.
by it on time and vitality can only be given at a sacrifice
price of ten francs, “That is outrageous” exclaimed
If you could drive me upon one wheel I might give you
Paganini. “Not at all” said the driver. “It is just what
to her art.
ten francs for your skill but not for a regular fare.
“The care of the health is an individual matter; what
agrees well with one might cause trouble to others. I
eat the plainest food always, and naturally, being Italian,
I prefer the foods of my native land. But simple French
The most striking romance in American Operatic
telling how an
or German cooking agrees with me quite as well; and I
American singer, who never saw an opera until two years
ul’
!
be¬
allow the tempting pastry, the rich and over-spiced patty,
to pass by untouched, consoling myself with fruit and
came leading tenor at the Metropolitan Opera House
’
fresh vegetables.
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By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. Doc.
As there can be no proper argument without a definition
of terms, the first thing a student should know about
phrasing is the meaning of the word itself. Perhaps the
best interpretation of the expression is that which would
describe it as the correct observance of the connection
and disconnection of sounds, together with the relative
degree of force or accent required for their artistic
delivery.
This connection of sounds is denoted by means of a
curved line, usually termed a slur or a legato (Italian,
bound or connected) ; the disconnection, by the employ¬
ment of dots or dashes, known as staccato (Italian, de¬
tached). Slurs and staccato marks are placed over or
under notes, preferably adjoining the heads of the notes
rather than the tails or stems. This is shown in our
first example, which is taken from Beethoven’s Sonata
in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1. But the foregoing procedure
only obtains when writing a single part. When two or
more parts are assigned to a single staff the slurs and
staccato signs are placed above the notes representing the
upper part or parts, and below those representing the
lower, as shown in our second example, which is taken
from Beethoven's Sonata in E flat. Op. 7, e. g.

To these signs which, as we shall see presently, are
often implied rather than expressed, we may add another
sign, really a combination of slur and staccato, which
is known as the slurred staccato mezzo staccato, or
portamento. Remembering that the dash (staccatoissimo)reduces the sound to approximately one quarter
of its value, and the dot to about one-half, the slurred
staccato reduces it to about three-fourths of its normal
length. When placed over or under a single note the
mezzo staccato is expressed by a dot and a short line.
Both these methods are shown in the following example,
which is taken from the Finale of Beethoven’s Sonata
Patetico, Op. 13 :—
Ex.!

The line without the dot as every, musical student is
probably aware, indicates the tenuto, i. e., the holding or
sustaining of a note, with, of course, a certain amount
of accent or stress, and a slight disconnection of the
tone at the end of the note or chord.
Before leaving the purely definitive portion of our
subject it may be well to point out that the term phrasing
has often been applied to the division of music into
groups of measures, generally two or four, each closing
more or less definitely with what is known in harmony
as a cadence, i, e., a chord combination suitable for use
at the end of a movement or of some portion of a
movement. Thus, normally, the smallest division of
music is a motive, or figure, a characteristic group of
notes which must contain at least one strong accent. Next
comes the section, containing at least two strong accents
or measures; the phrase, generally consisting of two
sections or four motives; and the sentence, or period,
embracing two or three phrases. This is well shown
in the following passage, the first sentence from the
movement from which we quoted in Ex. 3 :—

“From Plow Boy to Parsifal”
History

Here the divisions are absolutely normal, and easily
distinguished by their symmetry. But phrases are often
extended to five measures, or contracted to three, and
cannot always be determined by the mere melodic out¬
line. A good elementary knowledge of harmony is re¬
quired for this; but, as no knowledge of harmony is
presumed throughout this paper, it is not this meaning
of the term phrasing which we propose to discuss, as
this latter really pertains to the subject of musical form.
Our observations will, therefore, be limited to the signs
by which the connection and disconnection of sounds
are expressed, the proper rendering of the music affected
by these signs, and the rendering demanded when these
signs are absent or understood.
Taking first the slur connecting two notes of equal
length, in moderate or quick tempo, or the slur con¬
necting two notes of which the first is greater than the
second, we note that in this case the first note is ac¬
cented and the second shortened. And this regardless
of whether the first note falls upon an accented or an
unaccented beat or portion of a beat. Thus, in the fol¬
lowing example, from the Finale of Beethoven’s Sonata
in E flat, Op. 10, the first note under the slur receives
the accent although it does not fall upon the accented
portion of the beat or measure

From this we infer that the slur takes precedence, so
to speak, of the regular accent, which is really the case.
But if a slur connects two notes of equal value, but of
considerable duration, the curved line is merely , a sign
of legato, or smoothness, the ordinary accent of the meas¬
ure being observed, and the second note held its full
value and not detached. Here is an instance from
Beethoven’s Sonata in D, Op. 10, No. 3:—

Ex.9b

but he evidently feared that the music would have been
played just as heavily as it would have looked with that
notation. Another interesting case of this kind is to be
found in Raff’s Galop Caprice in E flat, Op. 5, No. 2.
When connecting more than two notes, the curved line
is not really a slur, although generally so termed for
convenience sake. It is, for the most part, nothing but
a sign of legato; and should, therefore, be called by that,
name. Its use does not imply a shortening of the last
note, nor even an accenting of the first, but merely the
employment of a smooth and connected method of ex¬
ecution. To this generalization there are, however, at
least two important exceptions, through ignorance of
which thousands of students and keyboard performers
are going astray, either making their renderings of the
printed copy monotonous or else ridiculous. The first
exception is that when the legato sign terminates upon
an accented note, or upon an accented portion of a beat,
or upon a note immediately following an accent, such
note is decidedly shortened. Thus, in Ex. 1, the note E
natural is not shortened being an unaccented note. On
the other hand the note F- is most decidedly shortened be¬
cause in this case the slur or legato sign ends upon an
accented beat. We now give an instance from Sir
William Sterndale Bennett’s beautiful Rondo alia Polo¬
naise, showing the shortening of a note immediately
following the accent when the slur happens to end upon
that note:—

Ex. 6

In this case the whole passage is simply rendered
When the slur , covers two notes or chords of which
the second is a very strong dissonance then the expressive
accent takes precedence of the rhythmical, and we place
the accent upon the dissonant note or chord. Thus,
quoting again from the Finale of the Sonata Patetico,

the force of the foregoing remark will at once be per¬
ceived.
Another point in phrasing which is very frequently
misunderstood, or utterly ignored, is the slurring of the
shorter note to the longer. Here the first note is not
necessarily accented, but the ordinary accent of_ the
measure is observed,—the second note of the two, how¬
ever, being slightly shortened. We quote again from
the same Beethoven movement as before:

Another interesting instance of this particular and
peculiar phrasing may be found in the Presto from
Mendelssohn’s Andante and Presto Agitato m B minor.
Our last case of the slur covering two notes is a more
complicated one. This occurs when two short notes are
grouped together, but when the second one is really a
long note written out as a short note followed by a rest,
the latter method of notation being adopted to secure a
staccato rendering of the second note. We quote this
time from the Finale of Beethoven’s Sonata m E flat,
Op. 31, No. 3:—
Ex.9a

and 1st Sentence.

Here, according to our first rule, the first eighth note
should be accented; but, in performance, this would
sound grotesque, the second note being in reality a
quarter and one which could easily have been written as
such but for the fact that the rule concerning the shorter
note slurred to the longer is so little known and so
imperfectly understood. Thus, Beethoven could have
written as follows the passage just quoted:
-i

Most of the classical masters merely drew a legato
sign from bar to bar in order to signify that the whole
passage should receive a smooth and connected rendering.
T j shorten the last note, if unaccented, would sound gro¬
tesque, especially when at the cadence where, as a rule,
the final and penultimate sounds should be connected.
Such a process would sound like saying “This is a fine
Day!” A practical example of this particular case may
be found in the original phrasing which Beethoven in¬
serted in the Adagio from his Sonata Patetico. This
was as shown in Ex. 11. Imagine anyone playing it as
shown in Ex. 12!

What a modern composer would have written, had he
not intended an unbroken legato, and what most modern
editors of Beethoven do write, is

Further, the long slur, or legato, does not necessarily
imply an accenting of the first note under the slur, be¬
cause, in this case, the ordinary accent of the measure
obtains. But to this observation there are two unwritten
exceptions. Of these the first is to the effect that it is
usual, and generally artistic, to give a particularly em¬
phatic accent to the first accented note under the long
slur. Thus the first chord in the second measure of
Ex. 2 will be specially accented; while the last chord in
the quotation, although falling upon an accented beat, will
be somewhat shaded off, in order to convey an impression
somewhat similar to the rising or falling inflection pro-
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duced vocally at the end of a phrase by a'l practical do-

rEsr*5.trs£.,s:u

change ta'the'harmony.'Thus! She /oHoS example,
from the first movement of Beethoven s Sonata m G, Op.
1? No 2, the first two groups belong to the same har¬
mony. Consequently, G, in the treble
>
But every other group denotes a changeofchord.The
accents, therefore, should be placed as indicated m our
extract:—

than authoritative,—the work of the
the correct and
that of the composer. On the other hand thej^^ ^
artistic observance of phrasing indicat ns>
real
serted in any work, is one of the hM marks o

*j;;r
plays) and duly marks out *e Phrasesand
^
man of taste. But he who can only give tn
.
intervals of the notes without the sense-of tte ph ^
however accurate he may be, is a

;tt

;n days

i. ™*.b« '“"“‘'"tTen.S S. «
when phrasing signs were not m. g
perf0rmers
therefore, should be expected
editions?
with their fully phrased and almost over-edited
It least that they should be the better —^th
possession of all these advantages, sm a Ruski,^ ^
“He is the greatest artist who has embodied
„
ofhis works the greatest number of the greatest ideas.
Sometimes, instead of using a legato W, •‘
varies the grouping,-it being understood that the last
note of each group, or the note with a separate stem,
Sould be detached. Thus in the following example
from Beethoven’s Sonata m G, Op. 49, No 2, t
notations represent exactly the same thing; the G m the
first method being detached because it has a separate stem,
m

“ r.2«d

b,™.. i. u «*

' Si of ending ta*
f*,™
write slurs overlapping each other. Thus the following
nhfase from the Andante of Beethoven’s Pastoral So¬
nata Op. 28, although written out in three different ways
would be played in exactly the same manner

Pop-Songs in Cycles
Some one has referred to the “Popular Song" , “Hit
Some one
[jawing Waves of Bunk.’’ Now whatStuff" as the BUlowmg ^ ^ ^ ..popular Song„
ever that may me
In theme, lyric and musical
is a most peculiar creation.^
^
there ^
setting they see
dred different songs about the “Blues”
more than one
start of this industry they
running today
in bunches or cycles,
have constantly app
Waltz Ballad—After the
In the beginning «
Comrades.
SaU.W
GraVe-Yard Ballad, where without exSeC°W- dkd in the second verse-the slaughter of
ception she
awful during this cycle; the
sweet young
® roduCed most of the tomb-stones of
illustrated song P» Wedding, The Pardon Came Too
the country,/^ * ^ ^ Rhte Sea> Jennie Iee
Lale’
song of 1898, mostly running to soldier
, Tha!nd sailor^boy themes ; Annabclle, Blue Belle. Mary..
^SSeK^ow broke out
• Jr°ngY^k HiawatU Red Wing. Silver Bell.
Thel the Chinese came in for much unfaithful advsr-

Why Popular Songs Don’t Last
By T. Rogers Lyons
ears Mr. T. Rogers Lyons
HalsTadUeVarge of rl>V Sheet Miisic
who
STtaken
g^aMnterest in this subject and ^ojsjre-

t*SItIiasIrotebly^th^mmtal>coiitortions from the Indian
11F
that aavc us rag time, / hat Myster™tCR™?AkxoJicr’s Ragtime Baud and fifty thousand

1"6

Association, with ^quarters in^Newf Y g firman, Mr.
F' C °Mills which is possibly Inspired by the popular agitafion'agains’t “Jazz.''
Vich m make1 respfel-

Utfil?

“whictwem
and now if any insane
can get out any sheet any further from verse or mus c
than the Jazz productions, it will have to be a sample
overlooked by the Jazz exponents.
Today Jazz seems to have run its course and we pause
4 *•
with bated breath to wonder—What Next.
b°“Thef wln-dfaiui music of
THerc
The idea contained in “What Next is tin. central
soid”CmoreU Liberty Bonds than aU the’fervfd oratory of
thought of this article and it is suggested that the next
cycle be a set of poems set to music, and so gtxxl, and so
appealing that they will last. This writer seeks a con¬
dition where there are to lie a set of new good songs
that everybody knows, which arc here today and here
°".kePreSdatnhde SSf‘oWpOSEft reformer who
tomorrow and likely to tie here for a century t.> come.
ri bt„v
Just now we are pulling for a revival of the Stephen
and Proclaimed._ttat.it »
words clean-the
‘demnitlon bow-wow ,f itself. If it has no appeal it will
Foster Cycle, and should that cycle come we would like
a
million
people
like
to
hear
it,
it
to be the first to welcome it and bid it to sit it sell down
dieSquickly enough;
is'harming none of then for then
ot„a ’ ”e”nt
and stay among us—it is the long felt want in things
musical.
wit and humor—yes—and plenty Of it. ^Lyrto
,n„

1

abieap eeopble11attaclc it.

While

\he “music inspires the

’1

After this we shall be disposed to conclude with Dr
Gordon Saunders that “to use the curved line for the
legato is really superfluous, as, unless the reverse is e
pressed, the legato is always understood
In music for
keyboard instruments this is so. But in music fo
stringed instruments all unslurred notes are more or less
detached, by being played with separate strokes of the
how Under similar circumstances played on wind in¬
struments would also detach their notes by a certain
movement of the tongue causing a temporary cessation
of the wind or breath.
,
In music for stringed instruments, therefore, the slur
or legato usually indicates the number of notes to De
played in one stroke of the bow; in music for wind in¬
struments the number of notes to ta played m one breath
or one movement of the tongue. But in vocal musthe
slur is generally used to indicate the number of notes to
be sung to one syllable. In the case of grouped notes,
i.e„ 8th notes and others of shorter value, this slur is
not really necessary. It was strongly objected to by
Mendelssohn, and by some composers is never used at: all
in this connection. Really the grouping of the notes
shows the number to be sung to one syllable. This en¬
ables the slur to be retained as a sign of the vocal
-notes to be sung in one breath, m one impulse_ofthe
breath, or in one action of the mouth and lips Here is
a fine example from one of the best known choruses m
Handel’s Messiah. In this the slur is used to cover the
notes intended to be sung to one syllable and, at the
same time, it indicates a legato execution.
Ex. 17

Any further exceptions to the foregoing rules and
observations are comparatively slight. The earnest
student will be able to deal with them without any more
explanations. But it may be well to state )-*»**<£
few-if any-indications of phrasing were used in the
works of Bach, Handel, and their contemporaries. In¬
deed, such markings or indications only came into general
use towards the latter part of the 8th century. Conse¬
quently, any phrasing signs encountered in the works of
the older masters must be. regarded as suggestive rather

1

1

^But aT^the °very o°utstnrt he cautions the publishers in
the following maimer: ,nt ion to the importance of refus
“I again call your al under all circumstances, to put
UMi any composition t-..p lyrics of which are suggestivi
h ridicule any
offensive to decent people,
played on mort than six mil”* “The songs we publish
,..r hundred the usand playerlion phonographs
imes of this country; they f re listened to,
nillion people
hummed, whistled and ,
id a factor in
’
- ‘a theatres; they
the Jife
iff^cif the nation.
“There* should” be nothing in them to inspire a leer on
the face of a youth, or force a. blli?,1Lt“,°LS
girl who hears them. If there is, then such a song win.
deserve, and will receive ruthless, merciless suppression,
regardless of by whom it is written or published not only
from our own industry but allied enterprises which are
committed to the clean and decent motif in songs.
“No wise publisher is either big or small enough to even
consider the publication of lyrics coming under the ban;
please see that the writers understand this.”
.
^—i—i- —would soy that the popular music of
to-day is bettt. ...n many ways'
....... than it has 1
„ong textsbetter musically and better n n, m. UO
“the lyrics"—are concerned, However, the dances that
are permitted, not only in
°
managed ball rooms, are in the opinion of mof
people even beyond the charita1'1"
1
which have brought much
lunocent^’music into bad odor.]
“Why do we not have songs to-day like Annie Laurie
or My Old Kentucky Home?” asked the Literary Digest
in 1914, and you have asked that same question many
times. It is the most remarkable situation in the entire
scope of published commodities, that of the millions of
different songs that have been published since Harris
wrote After the Ball none of them have lasted—none of
them are sung to-day and only a small fraction of one
. per cent of this entire output has even been remembered.
All during this time that the “Hit-stuff” has made its
kaleidoscopic passage—the classical, semi-classical, oper¬
atic and concert songs have come and with more or less
mark of honor and distinction they are filed in the
country’s Library of Music, to be taken out and greeted
as old friends upon proper occasion, but the Popular
Songs—the Home Songs—the Folk Songs—the Patriotic
Songs—the Songs of the People—have come and gone,
and today none are so dead as the hits of yesterday.

You know, that in the hundreds of thousands of “hit
publications of the last twenty-five years there were good
songs. It would be possible to pick out from the charnal
house of dead hits and near-hits, many really good num¬
bers—numbers worthy of a better fate and the reason
that these songs have not been picked out and preserved
and given a permanent place in musical literature is sim¬
ply that the publishers of these songs never intended them
to last. They were, and are, like the Old Peddlers
Razors—“Made” quoth the Peddler, with a smile, to
sell.”
During the last quarter century, New York Publishers
Row has been equipped to furnish ten times as much
sheet music as the entire country in usual course could
consume. They put one number out, if it took, it was
crowded to the limit; if it did not take, it was junked.
Music publishing in New York resolved itself into a
propaganda to keep the presses going day and night. To
further this propaganda the public were informed that
last year’s copyright was old, passe and useless, and this
propaganda has misled the public, so that they considci
popular music, and popular songs to be just what the)
intended them to be—a thing of the moment—a passmf
novelty.
The real Popular Song world is ready for a moderi
Stephen Foster, and there never was a time when h
had the opportunity that he has today to come in an
publish songs that are intended to stay. When he arrive
or when a group of publishers will print songs of huma
appeal, and will market them as merchandise and not s
postal cards or “pigs-in-the-clover," or some other fai
then will we have again songs like Annie Laurie ar
My Old Kentucky Home that will last—and will remai
to please after the author and publisher are gone.
Lucky is the musician who learns that it is {i
ahn'r t0 worry about doing one’s best than to worr
about success. Success may be just around th
ee«f|ri and y0U may n0t know it* You may be S
?.?w and not realize it. Browning pu‘s 1
God will estimate success one day.”
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Symphonies in Color—Silent Music
By THE RECORDER
Musicians all over the United States are certain to
have their curiosity aroused for some time to come over
reports of the astonishingly beautiful results of The
Clavilux, as the color organ of Thomas Wilfred is
known, but since it can only be exhibited in a few of
the large cities in the immediate future, it will be a long
time before many will have an opportunity to see it.
It is for this reason that The Recorder made it a
matter of business to meet the serious, youthful Danish
musician and inventor in order to learn as much as
words can convey about the main facts of what seems
to be an altogether extraordinary instrument, which has
already aroused immense enthusiasm and drawn huge
crowds wherever it has been shown.
Perhaps the Editor of The Etude may have some
question as. to whether this instrument falls within the
historically preserved musical channels of this paper.
Why? Because, in a musical sense, the Clavilux is an
organ merely in name. Musically it is as silent as a
butterfly. However, the very fact that it has been called
an organ is bound to make musical people associate it
with music.
More than this, it was invented by a musician, it will
unquestionably be shown in public in the future in con¬
nection with the performance of musical compositions,
and the compositions played by Mr. Wilfred himself
upon the organ have a very obvioul analogy to music
which is of great interest to music-lovers who like to be
up on things but who do not want to swallow the garbled
reports of enthusiasts.
The Clavilux was exhibited privately and then pub¬
licly in New York, once at an auditorium patronized by
esoteric groups always glad.to revel in anything unusual
from pink cats and opaque verse to cubist nightmares
and musical epilepsy. The organ was again shown at a
large moving picture theatre of a wholly popular appeal
(The Rialto). Then it was brought to Philadelphia
where it was displayed in the Wanamaker auditorium—
“Egyptian Hall,” and later at the Stanley, Philadelphia
“Movie” Palace. At all times it drew ever increasing
crowds, and at Wanamaker’s hundreds were turned away.
This is cited merely to indicate that it has a widespread
fascination—a human appeal. In Philadelphia the pos¬
sibility of its use with a presentation of the Scriabine
color-poem Prometheus, with the Philadelphia Orchestra
is discussed.
Before attempting to put into words a description of the
instrument and its effects let us review the work of the
man and note some other work in a similar field.
The idea of combining color with music is as old as the
stage itself. In modern times Mary Halleck Greenwald,
an American pianist, has worked at this problem with
similar aims, and in London, in 1913, Wallace
Remington, an English portrait painter, ex¬
hibited a form of color organ and, according
to Mr. Wilfred, developed a very interesting
notation for color-organ compositions. Right
here we see a close analogy to music, for colororgan compositions must have a score.
Thomas Wilfred, the inventor of the Clavilux,
was born at Nasted, Denmark, in 1889. His
earliest professional work was that of a journal¬
ist, but in his youth he had studied piano and
later, discovering the possession of a fine voice,
he decided to make a speciality of singing folk
songs. He then studied voice with Monceau in
Paris, San Carolo in London, and Valdimir
Talvi in Copenhagen, thereafter making many
tours in Europe and in America as a singer. He
also studied the old twelve-stringed lute in order
to accompany himself. There are very few per¬
formers upon this instrument.
During much of this time he was dreaming of
the possibilities of the colo'-organ. His present
instrument, he intimated to The Recorder, was
the result of some seventeen years of experiment.
Wilfred has all the serious mien of his race,
the alertness of the blond Norseman, and his
blue eyes have the sincerity and candor of the
real artist forgetting himself in the quest of an
ideal.
In discussing his invention he makes clear that
he realizes that it is as y*t only in its infancy and
he hesitates to attempt to complete his system of
notation until his instruments become more fixed
in type, as far as the manuals and pedals are con¬
cerned. However, despite large financial offers,
he is in no hurry and sees the wisdom of keep-

ing the development of the instrument floating for some
The instrument used in his public exhibitions is valued
at $12,000. The average person in viewing it would see
first of all a large steel box about six feet wide, five
feet tall and twelve feet long. At one end of this is the
console or keyboard, but in no way resembling the organ
manuals. The keyboard employed by Remington, in
London, resembled that of the piano somewhat, but the
Wilfred keyboard is totally differeht. On the right and
on the left in front are four grooves with knobs which
serve to increase or diminish the amount of electricity
employed. In front are a series of discs about the size
of phonograph discs set on edge, facing the player and
capable of being revolved. On the edges of these discs
are numbers of from one to one hundred each indicating
the amount of color intensity desired. That is, a blue
may be used which can be given a crescendo from the
palest tint of dawn to the deepest blue of midnight. Be¬
hind the discs are a series of circular devices like saucers
lying on a table which when revolved give the mysterious
forms which will hereafter be described.
The front of the steel box has a long door which
when opened makes the aperture through which the
colors are projected upon a screen similar to that used
in moving pictures.
Up to this time the Recorder is morally certain that
the reader has an idea that the colors projected upon the
screen are merely a giant form of kaleidoscope. At
least that is what the Recorder himself expected to see.
Can we paint verbally just what is really seen? Imagine
the depths of the very heavens themselves, at midnight in
the infinity of space. Place in this, moving forms alto¬
gether lacking in any of the angularity of the kaleidoscope
but more like exquisitely colored smoke, dream clouds,
silken veils, fairy cathedrals, birds, flowers, the arctic
aurora borealis, fleeting souls, never definite, never fixed,
always moving, always changing, coming and vanishing
with an array of color so exquisitely beautiful that
artist and layman sit in silent delight.
The first aston¬
ishment, however, is the fact that the colors are given
movement, , form and texture. Unlike the moving picture
which is flat upon the screen, the Clavilux seems to de. stroy this idea of flatness and everything has density and
surface. The veil-like films for instance, are transparent
oh the screen and one can see other veils behind them.
In the exhibition given in Philadelphia, the Clavilux
compositions played by Mr. Wilfred were made part of
programs composed of music and dancing, but while the.
color organ was used the house was in absolute silence.

The only sound was occasional gasps of admiration.
Silent music!
The musician soon discovers that for the first time in
his life he is seeing a composition. In the first composi¬
tion, played by Mr. Wilfred, ghostly draperies of silk
floated in from each side of the screen while from the
center arose in different forms, shapes and grotesque
designs of light, which floated to the top and faded in
the distance. Soon one realized that a certain very slow
rhythm was being preserved and that the different forms
and colors were being used in a manner very similar to
that in which a composer creates a symphony or a
sonata or any other balanced composition by means of
contrasted recurring themes.
A composition written for the color organ can thus be
repeated exactly at each performance or it can be modi¬
fied to suit the whim of the interpreter.
Mr. Wilfred produced his results by means of color
filters, prisms, and in various other ways not yet revealed.
He is anxious to devote all his. time to laboratory work,
giving up his concert tours and training others to play
his instruments as soon as he can feel that they are a
little better standardized. He has a feeling that musi¬
cians will play the instrument but that artists will become
better color organists at first because of their superior
knowledge of color harmony and composition.
The Recorder does not agree with him in this, because
a great deal of the beauty of the work which Mr.
Wilfred has shown is due to the very slow but very reg¬
ular rhythm he preserves in introducing the color and
form motifs and reiterating them. In this the trained
senses of the musician will be' found important.
In previous presentations of musical compositions with
some color plan as the performance of the Prometheus
Tone Poem of Scriabine with the Russian Symphony
Orchestra of New York, at Carnegie Hall, where a small
screen was used, the object has been in most cases, to
show a continuous color. In fact the Scriabine score, in
which he has paralleled the musical score with a staff to
indicate color, merely indicates a change of solid color.
Of course this is wholly different from the Wilfred in¬
strument, in which mobile ever-changing forms are intro¬
duced with continually changing colors. If Scriabine had
grasped the possibility of the invention of such an instru¬
ment he would have written a different score.
The necessity for an adequate notation is one of the
great problems of the color organ,—in some of the nota¬
tions devised at present the staves, if they may be called
that, run perpendicularly on the page instead of
horizontally as in music.
Mr. Wilfred makes clear that he does not feel
that there is any physical connection between
the ratio of musical vibrations and color vibra¬
tions. Music is represented in hundreds and
thousands and color in millions and billions.
Sound, he insists, is limited to the planet while
light is trans-terrestrial, going indefinitely
through space. A cataclysm caused by the colli¬
sion of two heavenly bodies might occur sixty
years before the light messages could reach the
earth to tell us about it. He therefore insists
that the art of the eye is a higher art than that
of the ear,—a discrimination which the Recorder
is inclined to feel is trivial. Whether sight is
or is not the more important sense cannot be
determined by argument. The blind man could
possibly decide that it was.
Have the color organ compositions, as yet in
their infancy, any meaning? No more than has
a Brahms’ symphony. They are merely an ex¬
pression of the beautiful addressed to the eye
rather than the ear. They have no more
value than fine music and they are no more
important than a lily, a rose or an orchid. But
who would want to live in a world without
beautiful things. When the color organ is seen
with a great orchestra it will be necessary to
have the orchestra and the conductor hidden
completely. The composition must be played in
a room entirely without light except that which
proceeds from the organ itself. Of course they
are visible with some lights lit but they are seen
to best advantage in a room.made as dark as
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possible. The inventor insists, however, the greatest de¬
light will come from seeing the organ without association
with music,—a queer statement coming from a musician.
Notwithstanding this, the public will demand to see this
instrument not only with music but with modern expres¬
sionists stage scenery as well. There is little doubt that
some of Mr. Wilfred’s light and color discoveries will be
employed in the theatre to wonderful advantage.
One of the principal applications of the organ, ac¬
cording to Mr. Wilfred, will be in connection with ther¬
apeutics. He claims that the importance of color m
treating nervous and some other disorders has been well
recognized by reputable specialists. Just how the color
organ may be applied he does not know, but he is certain
that it will have usefulness in such cases. The best
colors for the nerves, he feels, are combinations of red
and yellow, also warm greens verging toward the yellow.
It is not unlikely that the inventor is right since the
tremendous value of various forms of light has already
been recognized by great physicians,—among them the
celebrated Dane, Dr. Finsen, whose employment of the
Finsen lights to cure lupus,—a chronic tuberculosis di¬
sease which eats into the skin, is now widely acclaimed.

Practical Musical Note-Books

Teachers of young students, *nC* ‘‘
of'each
keep a record of each lesson and the P B one soluchild. The use of individual note-bcxJ
^dents,
tion. These note-books are the Prop'rapidity
who soon take great pride in them, and m the rap
of their progress recorded therein.
and
Under the date of each lesson ti e
or
pieces are recorded as well as any
nulst
musical signs with their f erpretat on. Thes jf ^
always be learned during the followul» W '
apt
written down as a cpnstant reminder, they are very

The mechanism of the Clavilux, and certain parts, is
extremely delicate, so that it cannot be transported by
railroad but is taken from place to place in an upholstered,
slow moving van. The organ develops severe heat be¬
cause of the amount of light used but this is overcome by
batteries of electric fans used for cooling.
To describe the Clavilux is like describing music.
reader may have gained some idea from this, but
the actual seeing, a performance may give him a
very different idea. Because of the fact that
the inventor insists upon developing his work
and his art slowly, it may be years before some
of the readers of this article will see the organ.
The expense of manufacture, the fact that prac¬
tically all of the instruments thus far made have
been made by hand, and the difficulties surround¬
ing performance, unfortunately make it a little
distant from the average- man and woman. It
is hardly conceivable to the Recorder that this
instrument will ever assume a form that would
make it practical for home use as is the talking
machine and the radio. For the years to come
the performers will probably be limited m num¬
ber and the organ will be seen chiefly with or¬
chestras or in moving picture theatres.

The
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By PROF. FREDERICK CORDER

that,,kn°J“lgsoh So many of them will “do their ]cs.
would eem . ^ advanccd in the grades; and yet,
s?n?
I* ’In to get puzzled in reading a passage, arc
they taPP®
helpless. They have been reading by
almost abso
, ome slightly confused, they have

Of the Royal Academy of Music, London
Part VIII
Polonaise
A dance originating in Poland, but adopted as a spe¬
cial feature of German State Balls during the earlier
part of the nineteenth century. Although in triple time,
the Polonaise was used as a kind of processional march
to which the guests made the tour of the rooms in couples
and with a peculiar halting step.
As regards its artistic aspect, this dance has been
given considerable importance through the remarkable
efforts of Chopin, who has lavished upon it a wealth of
rhythmical and melodic invention. Its special rhythms

nothing reliable1 on which they can fall back to find then,.
Sewfnm shall we blame?

ssvs

ffistory of the composer and those sections which the
student may Have learned.
,
L t there
Rewards should not lie given too freely bet
he comnetition, so that the novelty may not weaken
ThTs the children take greater mteres and are
spurred on to better work and consequently great.

The teacher?

The pupil?

The Teacher’s Responsibility
let us first bring the teacher to judgment. Of
U,vprv teacher, in the beginning, tells the
course
y
]ines and spaces But, unfortun*1 telling is not enough. To fix these letternames (or syllable-names, if the Tonic-sol-fa Method
”s used), unless the scholar is unusual, it will be neces' “ to give repeated drills in naming them. Once w.l
not do. ^ Unless drilled till the names come as second
° _ thc [verage pupil will follow the line of least

XtJSZ
drill
Then, woe to

SUTheS' Pianoscript book of Alberto Jonas is an adsuccess.

M. “ir
the teachers peace , mind, ,f
accuracy in placing sharps and flats of the signature is
desired, or if notes of the legerhnesarc to he readIreliably. So, for many lessons, it will 1«
to spend
a short time in having thc pupil to read note aloud. As
keys of new signatures are begun, u a so is well
to have the notes read, being
•> >hat the
proper sharps and flats arc named with the
letters to which they belong thus t.xuig them
well in the mind.

The Pupil’s Part
If you, as a student, have a real desire to
excel in music, start by thorough!- mastering
the names of the degrees of thc staff. Nothing
will add more to proficiency a- a reader ot
music; and, after all, ability to read readily and
accurately will largely determine . nt progress.
It is surprising how many student, fairly well
advanced in execution, arc pitiably deficient in
accurate reading. Test yourself as to your
facility in naming thc notes you mt mi thc page
of music. If their names do nm coine easily,
rapidly and accurately, then >■
bourn take
some time for their mastery. Read aloud a page
of music each day. When thc i»" hands have
When Schumann first discovered Chopin he
notes to lie played together, name them in order
coined the famous phrase "Hats off, gentlemen,
from thc lowest note of thc bass t ■ the lughes
a genius.” When one reviews the accomplish¬
of the treble.
ments and the serious ideals of Thomas Wilfred,
When reading in keys with slum s or flats in
such a remarkable future for his invention is
the signatures, be sure that you apply these to
seen that one can think of no better expression,
their proper degree names. Thus, to be read¬
“Hats off, gentlemen, a genius.”
ing along and say “C” in thc key : D, is
)R ORGAN COMPOSITION
wrong; for it is “C-sharp.” To call the pit
iy of the Theatre
Arts “C” is as much wrong as to name it by another
“itemember
Something About the Pause
Magazine gives only i
position on
letter. Getting these pitch names absolutely
oving
incessantly
in
s
that
curate is of the utmost importance Much o
Alice G. Witaker
the stumbling in practice and playing is due t , a lack of ;
Helping a Limping Pupil
correct thinking in this line.
How long shall I hold a note when it has the little
curved sign of the pause or hold over it? Is there any
By G. F. Ray
In no other art is demonstration so difficult as ®
rule that fits all cases ? This question was put to me
_
a
m
t
-tll
:
music. Science fights with mathematics and logicby an amateur who takes pride in being exact. I had
ie last winter with a P
One of my pupils cai e
poetry wields the golden decisive spoken •word.
to confess that I did not know. I looked through many
books but did not get satisfaction until I found it in
FrTheh firstTule given there is to let the pause sign
act as though it were doubling the time of the no
itself HUis a half note make it a whole note and so on.
“But” asked my inquisitive friend, “here is a pause
over a chord and in the left band there is a broken
chord, each note of which is a sixteenth ™te What
shall I do there?” Again by digging, I found that the
practice was to double the length of the accompanying
,e r, . chord or note having the pause sign.
This* had the effect of. doubling the chord and making
the accompaniment proportionate. Again I fomdino
of my reference books that when a pause
the bar at the end of a composition it signified a rest
equal to the length of that measure, that is.the^measure
nreceeding. This is found ffl places where there are a
preceeaing
jn places where there are repeats.
While this may be the rule I know of several places
While tn
;t WQuld be ineffective, posiy ffi-gh the introduction of the sign as the result
of bad editing.

^■rnmw

T

"•"d
‘"d
,l"”
This was because I did not point out something which
I have since discovered is little known among piano
students. XZaIIIU*
Editors» of piauuiui
pianoforte
pieces when preparing
Students.
CV, pi.
them for the press
oress always attempt to
iu designate
ucsignarc notes
uuics in
a running passage which are to be played by the left hand
by turning the stems down and connecting them with a line
or head while those that are to be played by the right
hand have their stems turned up and likewise connected
with a head or line. This is something that every student
sees now and then and it is good thing to know as the dis¬
tribution of the parts between two hands often makes a
passage very much easier.
Chopin had that reverential worship for art which
characterized the first masters of the Middle Ages; but
in expression and bearing he was more simply
modern and less ecstatic. As for them, so art was for
him, a high and holy avocation. Like them, he was
proud of his election for it, and honored it with de¬
vout piety.
Liszt.
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Little Lessons from a Master ’s Workshop

By Edward E. Hipsher
t ihere a little imp who whispers in the students' ears
is mere a
.
name ,s unnecessary? u

By Willis James Maw
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jV*ps in the mystery of her origin lies b®1
arm’

The Most Difficult Things
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The cadence (a) is a peculiarity found in no other
dance of the world. There are certain traditional fea¬
tures of melody, most of which may be seen in Chopin’s
Polonaise for Cello in C minor, Op. 3 and his Polonaise
for Piano and Orchestra in E flat, but from which he
has widely departed in his later and more original speciPieces, or movements from sonatas, which employ any
of the above rhythms are sometimes designated Alla
Polacca, that is, in Polish style.
Prelude
Preludes are of two distinct kinds, dramatic and per¬
functory. The latter term is the best I can find for the
Prelude to a Suite, or what used to be called a Desson.
It is a piece something like an Etude, usually with a very
indefinite subject, consisting often of a mere figure
worked over a trite succession of harmonies. More or
less ingenuity is shown in the carrying out of this figure,
the piece being intended to have the air of an extempore
fantasia; but the intrinsic interest of such preludes, no
matter whom the composer, is not great. I call them
perfunctory because they have an air of duty—unpleasant
duty—about them.
When.they approximate the Etude, as do many of the
Preludes of Bach’s “48,” or of thc twelve of Chopin, they
claim far more respect than when they serve merely as
introductions to. fugues or sets of dances. A few of our
modern writers have endowed them with interest by fore¬
shadowing some theme to be made more of in subsequent
movements. This is an idea that is worth following. In
order to justify the name, the Prelude to a Suite or
Fugue ought to have some actual connection with it. If
it is not interesting in itself, it has no right to exist.
The Dramatic Prelude may be either the orchestral
introduction to an opera or drama—the kind of thing
that Wagner practically invented and in the making of
which he has never been .rivaled—or it may be an in¬
definite Tone-Poem as are many of the best modern
pianoforte compositions in this form. The structure re¬
quired seems to be always the same—a single powerful
short subject, with little in the way of subordinate maThe Preludes to the three acts of Tristan, or to the
first acts of Lohengrin and Die Valkyrie, form the types
for the true Dramatic Prelude. In each of these the
one earnest subject is wrought up to a climax of intense
feeling (not always by the obvious device of a dominant
pedal) and immediately fades away again.
An almost peerless example of the true emotional Pre¬
lude is afforded by the G minor one of Scriabine (Op.
27). The noble subject,

Ex. 2

Accent deals with single pulses, grouping these into
long and short.
Time or Measure deals with accents, grouping these
into twos, threes, fours, and so forth.
Rhythm deals with the pattern it is possible to form
in measure by. modifying the length of the notes.

patetico

is worked up with irresistible logic to a climax worthy
of Tschaikowski. This Prelude, by the way, offers a
curious exception to what one would have thought was
an obvious rule, in that it has a full cadence (not a very
conclusive one) at the eighth measure. Emotional pieces
should generally be kept free from anything like a full
close till the end. Definite rules for its construction can¬
not be given, as so much depends upon its character and
intention, but unity of impression is the great desid-.
eratum.
Under this head it should be pointed out that the Vorspicl to Parsifal and to Die Mcistersinger are not Pre¬
ludes in this sense at all, and should rather be styled
Introductions. They are Overtures of a kind common
enough in light opera, being pot-pourris of a more re¬
fined and artistic build—synopses of the materials pres¬
ently to be used.
Progression
One of the first things the music student has to . learn
is the conventional succession of concords to be found
in simple music. This he is supposed to learn by the
practice of Strict Counterpoint; but the matter is seldom
made clear to him. A little consideration will make it
evident that in following one chord by another the roots
of these chords must be either a second, third or fourth
apart.
Common chords a fourth or fifth apart are said to
form the most natural progression; those a major or
minor third apart are less closely connected; while those
a major or minor second asunder are generally antag¬
onistic. Curiously enough, with first inversions of
chords the exact reverse is the case, those on adjacent
degrees sounding best and those a' fourth or fifth apart
sounding least well.
Everyone learns that fundamental discords can be
resolved properly -only by being followed by a chord or
discord whose root is a fourth above; but how can
you account for the enthusiasm with which all young musi¬
cians now write fifths, sevenths and ninths scaleswise?
This hideous effect, first introduced, if I remember
aright, by the amateur Boito in his Mefistofelc. has
been popularized by the ingenious efforts of Claude
Debussy and has given rise to what is called “fluid
music,” in which discords are used without rhyme or
reason—without connection or resolution. To the per¬
son with a musical ear, this sounds like the first ex¬
periments of a child at the piano; but to utter the least
protest against it sends everyone into the wildest state
of enthusiasm for it, even when it is as bad as this:
Ex. 3

Ex. 4

Weak RhythmA‘The Fine Old English Gentleman”

Ex.'5

Strong Rhythm

Monotonous Rhythm-“Novelette No.7” Schumann

Rhythm is the weakest point in English music, a fact
which our Folk-Songs and Music of the Olden Time
renders quite evident. A waltz by the average English
music pupil will always be of this order:
Ex. 8

or if a song is produced the notes will rarely consist of
anything but beats and half-beats. A French, Russian
or even Italian student is more likely to furnish some¬
thing in this form:
Ex.9
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The crude attempt of the average Hungarian or Bo¬
hemian student would be still more distinctive.
An examination of the lowest class of music—popular
songs or drawing-room pieces—of each country shows
very strikingly this attitude towards rhythm. In the
wretchedest French pianoforte pieces, written for the
shops, will nearly always be found some little departure
from absolute rigidity and regular subdivision of beats;
but English music of the same class is like iron rail¬
ings, or the wall-paper in an attic, and could be com¬
posed easily by machinery. Compare an average folk¬
song of the Normandy peasant,
Ex. 10

A. Schonberg, Op. 17, No. 2

Rhythm
A much used' and much mis-used term, being em¬
ployed generally as a mere synonym for Time, Metre
or Accent. Its proper signification is a Pattern of ac¬
cents; and the mental picture of wall-paper will convey
thc concept almost exactly.

to Master
Wilhelm Bachaus, whose tcchric
is recognized as being one of the
greatest ever possessed by a pianist
will tell in the July issue of THE
ETUDE how he masters great difficul¬
ties. It will be another issue as stim¬
ulating in its interest as this.

The “thirst for knowledge” is the basis of all progress. This series
of articles, which will continue for some months, answers in a most
readable manner many of the hundreds of questions which have come
to “The Etude” office daily for years.
Professor Corder, who has been the teacher of by far the greatest
number of British composers of note of the present day, started out to
write an Encyclopedia cf Music. However, he was far too interesting
a writer to produce anything so arid as an encyclopedia in the ordinary
sense. He embodies the human aspect of Sir George Grove, combined

with a masterly musical technique. This is enlivened by a rare sense
of humor and broadened by a life-time of rich experience as a teacher,
composer, editor and writer.
There is always a demand for musical dictionaries. The “I want to
know” spirit is particularly strong in America. No amateur or pro¬
fessional musician can read these paragraphs by Professor Corder with¬
out acquiring a more comprehensive aspect of many of the most interest¬
ing things in the Art. This series began in October.—EDITOR’S NOTE.
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Practical Preparation for the Pianoforte Recital

h Q{ ^ Best New Records and Instruments

An Interview Secured Expressly for The Etude with the Eminent Piano Virtuoso
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A Practical Review Giving the Latest Ideas

Mme. Elly Ney
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By HARRIETTE BROWER

Reproductions for the Piano Student

lOgrapn
A Word on the Piano and its Phonograp
, uvv, were struck
Musical instruments, the strings of
or plucked, were among the earliest °f,a
playing
Egyptian remains show pictures ofperfe
^ent;on
upon the harp. In the book: of Genesis, there^
? a kinnor which was either a tyre
Bible.
' ’! of .^e.
«« very
The former has poor melody but delightfu rhythm,
the latter has good melody but no rhythm at all.
Much good may be done by drawing the studen
attention to this subject. All books on Harmony and
Counterpoint almost of necessity ignore it. Later the
music he studies should include far more of the strongly
rhythmical composers-Haydn,
Beethoven
Chc^n,
Dvorak, Fibich and Tschaikowski-than of Hummel,
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Brahms or ^rieg H.s nat¬
ural taste may incline more to the latter but by t
and personal influence he may be induced to fee, th.
increase of power which a command of rhythm can
eive to music.
,
.
f «
The composition of a considerable quantity of dancemusic—national dances of all kinds and with at least
really composed codas—is of the greatest p a
benefit to the student.

What is Tempo?
By Lillian B. Martin

meo christofori,
Christofori, born
^ ^ Rartolomeo
bom at Padua, May
vention ol o
, ti nary invention was made known to
4, 1653. His revolt,^ y as named the piano c forte,
the world m lJ ^ English. means simply soft and
which, translate
.
{ harpsichord players to acloud. Owing to maW y
instrument of Cristofori’s
quire the proper touch, h
it {ound favo:
fell into disuse m^■
as we know thetT

—-«-*•...
which was. a string stretched a':r0^s * * ue bridge for

££***
the evolutiotvof*the modern piano.

Perhaps the most^

ZTllTlf'Zt 7aatSard68 in all
the keyboard originated with the ■organ,
of the eleventh century.

^

Its first apphcaUon to the piano

typ4°sft s:n:;s sr

patent of 1/83.

—*,h'

5

was that the strings of the clavichord were struck while
those of the harpsichord were plucked.
,
What caused the clavichord and harpsl*°™
,
superseded by the type of instrument on thi-order of the
modern piano was the hammer action which was the «n

appeared in the April issue of The

TJS
■the niano witn me am <■* < '
•■To toprove your musicianship, especially in the matter
of Se pretation. my suggestioin is to obtain P-nojok,
records and re-creations, a tuning record and sheet music
oTthe selection under study. Strike your
»„ the piano
aL tune your phonograph to the piano
tuning the
speed regulator with the tuning record on th< turn-table.
Play the record or re-creation alone a. first with he
sheet music before you, and as you h-„ . mark the
■ roses and every variant of expression
\fter that,
ty playing in unison with the phonograph I think you
wTll find it a great source of pleasure, as w U as a won¬
derful stimulant to better and l>iRger musician p.

Tempo is the key to the life of a composition, So
many students have no conception of its proper use. n
New Records
is more essential to a musical rendering of a composi¬
Mr. Williams died of pneumonia a short "me ago, jtm
tion than is the exact observance of note values
No list of the Brunswick seems complete without a
when he was about to appear in New York as the stellar
Tempo is usually indicated by Italian words and
Florence Easton record, just as many opera^goers this
member of his own company ill t min 11,
imhoo t ree,
phrases and the pronunciation and meaning of these
season have felt that no performance at the Metropolitan
a new musical show. He will lie sadly missed for a long
Sw understood. To do this the
gave complete pleasure without this majestic artists pre¬
time by all who have enjoyed him for so many years m
need a good musical dictionary for study and reference.
sence in the cast. In fact there seem to have been very
the
Ziegfeld
Follies
and
other
production
Once again,
This should be begun early in the studies and made a
few performances of opera which have not had the sup¬
how fortunate we are to have a permanent ■
rd
regular part of them. No matter how advanced in
port of Mme. Easton. With the Jvme Brunswick list
splendid comedian’s ability in the discs he has left behind
other lines, disregard of the marks of expression in¬
Mme. Easton offers Micaela’s Air frdm Carmen (50012).
dicates poor musicianship To bring about this interest
She has depicted with clarity and warmth of expression him
in the interpretative marks is the duty of the teac e .
Mr. Williams’ record is Not Lately (35*"> ■ remedy
Micaela’s love for Don Jose, as she comes to search for
M
song sung in his familiar half-talking, half--miring joc¬
Only the exceptional student studies them unaided.
.
him and to deliver a dying message from his mother.
To awaken interest in the various tempo marks it will
ular manner. His enunciation is so clear a d tree that
Mme. Easton is aided in her consummate rendition by
be found most useful to write little treses and simple
every word of the funny lyric, which mentions among
adequate orchestral accompaniment.
melodies, indicating the correct tempo and laving them
other quaint witicisms that he used b wa-h hts aoe
Another excerpt from opera among the current month s
so played These should be interesting and playable,
regularly, but now being a coal-miner he bad washed t
offerings is a mixed quartette arrangement of the Lokento attract the attention of the pupils.
“well—not lately." If you like to laugh you will enjoy
• Wedding March made by the Vocation Company,
It is well to have the student make lists of words
this record.
This is a difficult selection to sing with precision and inmtins
. .
hcswith their definitions. These should be studied to be
terest
but
the
artists
have
done
themselves
credit,
and
I
The Edison have issued a viohnccllo sol. with oral
recited to the teacher at lessons, till thoroughly learned
can commend this record to you as one of the best records
tral accompaniment, of Chant Hu Men, ■
' ’
Much of the interest to the listener depends upon the
criazuiiuv,
uie
ivussiau
luiiijjusci
ana
1'i.iy'
nublished of this popular selection.
Glazunov, the Russian composer and play
\a "
piece being executed in the proper tempo or rhythm
Dubinsky. This selection is one of Glazunov’s5 most
Tito Schipa, the Chicago Opera tenor, sings his first
The composition conceived as slow cannot be p aye
famous works and it abounds with the path. - which n s
Victor record with Gramdhnos (66039) (Farewell, My
fast without ruining its spirit. No cliangeof thisnatu
all the compositions of this great man. Particularly in- j
Granada). His rendition of this seductive and haunting
can be made without great risk and such should be
wuiu. jnu.
Spanish song is supero
superb ana
and wen
well worth
your immediate teresting is the manner in which the accompanying in¬
attempted only by the experienced musician or under
attention. For his voice records with a pure floating
struments repeat fragments of the solo air a- they weave
his guidance.
__
tone and even musicalness that is rivaled by few of hts
the musical fabric of warm and glowing color. Hr
brother phonographic creators, and_ the rnarnwr m which
Dubinsk ,
with excellent tone and splendid interpreNotes with Two Stems
he sings the long lyric phrases with their difficult caden^ has
# djsc which will ;lfford many
?as is most inspirational.
*
.
. .
By Alice G. Mestayer
The Pathe Company have issued among other excellent
peopIe much P'easure.
productions, productions which are equal to any other
Why do notes have two stems? This seems to bafflle
mk. of discs «, .he
Brunswick—/'ar.crf—Tosti-Mario M UW)
hundreds of pupils who do not understand that most ah
B- K.Tr-A....a Case
music is written as though several melodies run alot g
It has perfect btdance, and though it is not of the best in
Columbia-Selections from The Mikado-1 nnces 0
the same time When one comes to a note with a stem
musical value, the song is so well exploited by Mr. James chestra (A6212)
turning up and another turning down, it means that the
two meJies are singing in the imagination the ame note.
that it will gain favor in the eyes of even the most disPathe— Wonderland of Dreams—Charles Harrison
“Rut” savs the inquisitive pupil, why two stems.
criminating.
\ ictor—Canzonctta—Godard-Krika Morini (Violin*5*
Merely to tadicate. to the person familiar with Harmony
On the June bulletin of the Columbia there is published
—(66038)
and the laws of writing music that the two voi
the last record Bert Williams, the colored comedian, made.
Vocalion—0 Sole Mio—Crimi.
together there. One of the very hardest things to each

Scales in Four Octaves

EiXZSrA'XX' SET

By Harold Mynning

I show the pupil why in certain places a rest would ap¬
pear above the notes on the same staff.
We live in *dSto0SightendMchWoThSer0by means
SdKSU »d to vigorously pr™*.
gress of science and the fine arts.

J«o-

Many pupils who are able to play two octave scales
jierfectly fall down miserably on four octave scales.
Pour octave scale playing is highly beneficial because
of the different muscular positions demanded by the
sweep of the keyboard for a longer distance.
One very good way of stepping from
octave

scales to four octaves is to play (each hand alone) UP
two octaves then back one octave, then tip two n101*
octaves and so on. until the limits of the keyboard
reached Coming down, the process is reversed,
makes an interesting variant in the daily scale practice-

husband.

His views upon piano playing are sound and original, without being iconoclastic.\

i the soulful side. Even little simple pieces have a
Among the various European artists who have come
soulful side, a theme to be brought out, a mood or
to America this year, is Elly Ney, a pianist of exceptional
picture to express. Do not misunderstand and think I
technical ability and striking personality. She spent
make
light of technical preparation or technical perfec¬
her early childhood on the hanks of the Rhein, having
tion. We must have it; but one can always do technic
been born at Dusseldorf. Her parents did not try to
with live fingers, and not mechanically. If I put mind
force her talents, or, on the other hand, to hinder them.
and feeling into my scale or trill, it is much more musi¬
She received a thorough school education, besides having
cal than if I play them in a purely mechanical way. We
a musical one; the two went hand in hand.
may sit and practice scales by the hour, until we become
When she was ten, she received a scholarship in one
dazed by them; we can play a difficult movement of a
of the great German conservatories, although she was
sonata fifty, a hundred, five hundred times, till we become
under the age limit, but won out on the strength of her
mechanical machines, and yet we may come no nearer
musical gifts. At sixteen she won the Mendelssohn prize
the great heart of the music which is burning to be ex¬
—a grand piano, and then began to realize she must be¬
pressed. I feel now that it is a waste of time to play too
come a pianist, that this must be her life work. Yet
much techpic, when I am longing to do the pieces. When
the road to fame was not always easy. Her parents were
I go to the piano I want to make music.
not anxious for her to follow a musical career, and she
had her early struggles, just as all artists have had to
Memorizing
meet them.
“There are so many ways of memorizing. Some pian¬
Several years were spent in Vienna, where she at
ists play the piece a great many times, until they know
once found favor with Leschetisky, and studied with
it.
Others
begin
to
learn
the notes first of all, before
him. Later the young artist traveled over Germany as
thinking much of their meaning. I go at it differently.
a pianist, and on the tour a Dutch manager heard her
For me it must be the music first and the meaning of
and engaged her for a series of concerts in Holland,
it. And it is my mind which apprehends all this. So I
her present home country. It was in Holland that she
_ Hoog. „
begin at the other end. I begin by thinking, thinking,
met the Dutch violinist and conductor,^Willy von
number of
thinking; studying the tones, the phrases which embody
straten, and later became his wif
induce
Mme.
Ney
’
the music I wish to reproduce. I can do much of this
years efforts have been put forth
io luiuc to America, but only last summer she finally
away from the piano. For I don’t care to hear too
decided to visit this country. It might be added that
much the sound of the piano nor too much repetition,
her devotion to her art has not interfered with her happy
Better to use the mind and accomplish what I seek by
home life and companionship with her husband and
mental means rather than by constant mechanical repetlieir little daughter.
tition.
Fingering
Rapid Playing
“Then there is the fingering, which is so important
“It seems to me that too often the great aim in piano
a means of bringing out the musical idea. Certain
playing is rapidity, when the true aim should be to make
fingers may not have heart and soul in them for the
music. Rapidity often takes away all the feeling, the
meaning to be produced; some may not have the strength.
meaning of the music. One must, of course, be able
It may be imagined I have no weak fingers, but some¬
to play with quickness, but not at the sacrifice of clear¬
times I have, for the accents required. I learned the
ness and understanding. We should think of Beauty,
Hammerklavier Sonata with a particular fingering, and
Clearness and Understanding, first and always. All
found, later, that I should use other fingers to bring
these must come first. And then the character of the
out certain effects. So that part of the work had to
music must be considered. If a beautiful theme of Moz¬
be done over in places. The pianist heeds to choose the
art or Beethoven is played too fast, as is often the case
use of fingers to suit her hand and her understanding
even among experienced players, it is spoiled for those
of the music she is playing.
who really understand. And why? Why should it be
•done? Is it to show that the pianist has fleet fingers?
Before an Audience
But it is more difficult to play more slowly and preserve
“I am asked sometimes if I always play the piece the
a beautiful rhythm and the dignity of the composers
same way, when before an audience; I can answer, I
meaning, than to rush through the music at greater
never do. How can one play a piece always the same
speed. If such players would only realize this great
way? One is not a machine. In public, the surroundings
fact.
are so different, one’s mood is never just the same twice
in succession, and, last but not least, the audience is always
Artistic Conscience
different. I feel the mental touch of the listeners at once,
“One must preserve and reproduce the meaning of
whether it is to be sympathetic or not; we re-act on each
the music before all else. One must play cleanly, in
other, even though I am completely absorbed in what I
order to make this meaning clear. If at any time I miss
am playing. An audience
a note or even a small phrase does not come out as I
can be—often is—the art¬
wish, I am so unhappy. And I 'feel the same with my
ist’s true inspiration. I
pupils when they play. For myself I go at once to that
am not sure just how I
spot which was weak, and fix the passage more firmly in
shall play a piece until I
mind. And so in my teaching; no note is allowed to be
have tried it on an audi¬
played carelessly, or not in a clean way. I am very par¬
ence. Then I really find
ticular with them; nothing, is slurred, over. And if
its inner meaning, through
pupils play in public and make a slip or a wrong note.
coming in touch with the
I am as unhappy as though I had done it myself. One
audience, by the way it im¬
must be so careful in every point, both in playing and
presses them, and the .re¬
teaching.
sponse I receive from the
Technic Practice Outside of Pieces
sympathetic listener. Then
“I do not now practice technic outside of pieces, for
I really begin to study the
I do not need to. As a child I was obliged to do this,
piece in the highest way.
all beginners are. In the beginning one must learn to
In the light of this thought
have a correct hand position, must learn to put the thumb
it can easily be seen that
under the hand quite properly, must do trills, scales
I am constantly modeling
and exercises. These points once learned, we pass on
and polishing the work,
to higher things. As I advanced I discovered it was
here a little more tone,
music itself I sought, the meaning of it, the significance
there a bit less; here a
of it. It is the same in my teaching, I have taught three
pause, there more ritard.
years in the Conservatory of Cologne. I try as early
The art of the interpreter
as possible to lead my pupils from the technical side

is constant recreation. The audience is the greatest
teacher of all.
“Take the instance of the Hammerklavier Sonata of
Beethoven. One would scarcely think of beginning a re¬
cital with this monumental work. Yet I introduced my- •
self to America with it. And after I had played a few
measures I knew it was a good choice, for I felt the
people were with me. Such a great work as this the
artist must play for herself alone. She cannot expect the
audience to understand it. However, I knew I could
make them feel it, the beauty of the music, and that was
enough. I don’t want them to look at me personally: I
want to put myself out of their thought; I only want
to make the music living for them. It had always been
a great desire of mine to perform this, the greatest of
the master’s sonatas, but I put away the wish, for I felt
the time was not ripe—that I was not ready. Eight years
ago the temptation came to begin it, again I put the
thought aside, and said ‘No, I will not do it—yet!’ Then
at last, the impulse became too strong. It was the sum¬
mer; I had been resting and felt strong and .vigorous.
I felt I must study this most difficult, most soulful of all
sonatas. I learned and.memorized it in three weeks.”
Mr. Van Hoogstraten, Mme Ney’s husband, the dis¬
tinguished musician and conductor, had entered the room,
was listening attentively and joined in the conversation.
Don’t Overdo Practice
“I used to have very pronounced ideas about the neces¬
sity for a great deal of technic practice, constant prac¬
tice, either on the piano, violin, or any instrument, be¬
fore doing much with pieces. But my wife has shown
me . in her own case, and with her pupils too, that too
many hours devoted to purfe technic can result in slavish
bondage. It dulls the ear and the heart to the beauty
of music itself. And I feel she is right. While one is
giving hours and hours to scales and other technic, one’s
heart is starving for expression.
“Then another thing: Those scales which you do so
beautifully by themselves, outside of the pieces, you never
play them just like that in the pieces themselves—in Bee¬
thoven, for instance. Your plain scales do not occur .
just like that in pieces, so you must learn them all over
again. Is it not a waste of time—after having acquired
. some facility of
stantly practice
scales by them¬
selves? Yet, as she
says, all pianists
must have the tech¬
nic ; let them ac¬
quire
a musical
technic—the kind
that is ‘an art in
itself.’ ”
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WITH THE GREAT MUSICIANS
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
In the year 1822, Richard Wagner’s
education began in earnest. "He was en¬
tered under the .name of Richard Geyer at
the Dresden Kreuzschule,” says Hadow,
"and began at once to show a hereditary
fondness for the drama.” He also took
piano lessons, and “his teacher, a good
conscientious man, soon gave him up in
despair, and declared that he would never
become a pianist, a prophecy which, as
Wagner adds, was abundantly justified by
the event.”
In October, 1822, Franz Schubert bega#
the Unfinished Symphony in celebration
of the fact that he had been made an
h norary member of the musical societies
of Linz and Graz.’ The same year —

The Musical Scrap Book^
Anything and Everything as Long as it is
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

A WHISTLING FRAUD.
rich and respected, and for all we know,
philanthropic subscriber to the Opera
and Symphony. He began, however, as a
Broadway, in

which capacity r.e enjuycu
“.7
due to genial mediocrity. His friends
were the more surprised, therefore, when
he disappeared completely from view.
After a considerable time had elapsed he
returned, and showed the outward signs oi
riches Whereupon his friends questioned
him.
>f
“Inherited a fortune?”“No,” he replied, hoarsely.
“Written a successful song?”
“No,”——still more hoarsely.
“Then how in Tophet-”
•This whistle,” he answered. “It sells
, -.
for twenty-five
cents.”
a very ordinary-looking whistle
ft
rir ordinary
r»t-j-ilnnrv sound.
cnnnd. As 2. source
a very
Beethoven nUk^d,.. wealth i, did no, look ^
year alao mute the 6rM
"Von see." he gruffly explained.
appearance of Schiller’s Ode to Joy in his a year ago I had trouble wi h my throat,
note-books in connection with his last (the and had to have an operation I
Ninth) Symphony, on which he was then scarcely speak, let alone sing, and _I

meeting with Beethoven.
Spohr was appointed director of the
Court Theatre at Cassel.
Franz Liszt made his debut as a concert
pianist in Vienna, Dec. 1, 1822, the Town
Hall being loaned by the authorities for
the occasion.
Abraham Mendelssohn treated his wife
~
”
and family, with the tutor, a Doctor
Neuburg, and several servants, to a summer
_ Switzerland; and Felix nearly broke
up the party by getting left behind at
Potsdam! The tutor went back for him
and found him walking the road with an
old peasant woman.

FACTS ABOUT JAPANESE MUSIC
Modern Japanese music is composed almost
exclusively for the
says Piggott
"»■ si
varieties of the Koto, |
long, zither-like in,e high bridge for
Sg "the "position '
I ’.
is slightly
get absolute
altered from time to

THE LESSON
hard-working; music studmh ...
^
l,fe of Camille Sam
>
er q{
“Saint-Saens is a consum
composition,” says Groves soDer uic
ary, “and
aim no
i» one
— possesses a more^pro, th
found knowledge than he does ot tne
secrets ^ resources of the art; but tne
creative faculty does not keep pace with
thg technical skill of the workman.
mis
a p0Hte way of saying he was a r
class technician with a second-rate genius
....however,
- he developed to an exwhich,
treme degree by sheer hard work and
clear thinking.
,
,
Genius is rare; Mozarts and Schuberts
are scarce in musical history. But all of
.n work, and though our endowments
be considerably less than those of
Saint-Saens, this accomplished organist,
pjanist; conductor,
~~., critic and composer
i
__
live
shows that it is possible tn
to work
work hard,
hard, live
long, and enjoy a considerable measure of
• by making the utmost of
.
whatever share of talent we have. In th«
from
respect at least we can learn
Saint-Saens than from Schubert.
Incidentally, Saint-Saens mixed freely
with men, and as an amateur astronomer
could be happy alone with the stars. It is
well to cultivate a hobby outside of
•-'
for this, no doubt, helped Saint-Saens ti
live to eighty-six.

working.
.
,
...
to my throat which gave n,w n extraordiRossini began the year 1822 by getting
,oud hi tle Just listen.
_lx,
Tcv.1,,,1!, Colbran,
rvdhran a singer
sirmer with
... ,
, ..
married to Isabella
And he emitted a shrill blast that almost
whom he had long been acquainted. They stopped the traffic.
had a month’s honeymoon in .Bologna and
“My throat trouble put me out of busi¬
went on to a brilliant concert season in ness, and my songs were not a success, so
Vienna. It is said that Rossini then met I was at my wits’ end. Being desperate,
Beethoven and was much distressed by the I hired a three-piece orchestra, and started
condition of the great master.
to whistle opera airs on the street corner.
The year 1822 must have been a great People could hear me
one in Vienna, for Carl Maria von Weber and they came a-runnin’ I pretended the
.. . and
.... spring
„
_
^
. whistle,
.Wi
_*
also visited the city in the
sound _
came UK
from the
duct Dcr Freischiitz. In the summer he from my throat After I was through,
leturned home to compose Euryanthc.
j so)d these whistles at two-bits each—
-sold hundreds of ’em. O’ course, nobody
“Music sprang from two essential e]se COuld get much out of ’em, and some
elements, Rhythm and Melody. Many 0f my customers got sore. They’d hand
could concoct a sounding score but few me t}le whistle back, and I’d pretend to
could create a good melody.”
show ’em how to play it, and send ’em
t_
Sir Charles Villiers Stanford.
away to practice.”
With this whistle, the amiable fraud
town all over the
GERMAN ORGANISTS IN POVERTY traveled from
For obvious reasons, he had to
“German music flourishes, German oryfast and avoid return
ganists starve,” says the correspondent ot
the London Musical Times. “Before^the jjAVE yQU HEARD THE “CALL?”
wm a church musician with
last contribution to a newspaper
ic training had an income of $300/ (We
.
..
take the liberty of translating the English syndicate, Enrico Caruso said
pounds to American dollars.) "Today he therefore, before you take to
: without
receives not quite a fourth of the salary of profession that you have a
ffie beadle. Many organists leave the that ’call’-the presence of which you alone
elsewhere, can feel—1you would be
Church to seek employment elsewhere.
c
... , tn nlav in restaurants your talent to the amusement of freinds
and relations, for music is the most whimr
sica. master in the world. If it really
d Iiuuiuci ui u c
^_‘i-alK’ VOH. it is verv sure to be your
nacl to be dissolved. The country organ- ‘calls’ you, it is very
ist receives but $40 to $60, and the Saxon friend for life; it will help you over every
government, along with the consistorium, difficulty that may cross your patlu But
have discussed the question as to whether if you make advances to music unbidden
an increase of $100 resolved upon in 1919, there is no master who can lash you mid
might be paid now. Teachers whose duty spurn you m more merciless fashion,
it was to play the organ refuse to do so
When the late Lord Melbourne was
any longer. The organ bench has become compelled to listen to a sermon on sin,
vacant, and everywhere courses of instruc- he declared indignantly : Things have
t;on are in progress to teach the instru- come to a pretty pass when religion is
ment to private individuals. Ladies have allowed to invade the sphere of private
volunteered to learn organ playing, and in life.” Enrico Caruso apparently holds the
my music school I have three farm lads opposite view regarding music: it must not
who, busy all the week with field work, only “invade the sphere of private life
are anxious to solve the intricacies of a but must dominate it almost to the ,exRinck prelude or a German chorale.”
elusion of everything else.

I Kokyu

nJ?Flndusetandtch^ai9
ivelleii througt .
described a
ving been orig

SontYtuck

Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach," “What to Teach, etc., and not technical
ptobiems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
department.
In Various Ways

versal Japanese instrument. • strings.
skinScovcringnthe body is cat
..
formerly
8 • ’tin) and it is played with a plectrum
of wood,- ivory or tortoise-shell
w-hich" strikes the strings ft* Mow where
’““fi'SK.Th,
«“ri

lx

J”,. '.'.p.mi-mar
order to aeo
,.vorv <iny m
work.^ ^“Ten
painter
I] Japan

! ufuX’Vr
ilrudgi-r.

the profeaabiti
est rank and

MUSICIANS AS THEATRE
ARCHITECTS.
Writing of theatres built in Italy durjpg thc sjxtcenth, seventh mb and eighteen,j, centuries, Mr. Gordon * raig (the
son q{ K|)en Xerrv. and a dramatic producer and scene-painter of genius) says,
"It seems impossible to realize that these
wtic made Ik-fore
.
places., were
Shakespeare was
an(, whjle ,1C stin livid
He lived
^nd j har(1)v fitld this le-s impossible to
rea)izc| while it was still -:i'ily possible
for his countrymen to build
such a palace of kings as these Italians,
but a few miles away, were building for
fine poets, but admittedly not such a poet
ORIGIN OF KATHLEEN
as ours.”
MAVOURNEEN
The idea is interesting to musicians
because it opens up the question of what
F. N. Crouch, composer of Kathiee
Mavourneen, gives the following account might have happened if adequate auditor■> origin
-I-- of
-r this song
-“The words iums and opera-houses had !>eon built tor
of- the
instantly attracted my attention by their some of the great compos,
purity of style and diction. I sought the case in history where a composer
ithoress, and obtained her permission to allowed to have a say as to the housing
set them to music. Leaving London as of his operas, was that of Richar
traveller to Chapman & Co, Comhill, Wagner, who rose to the occa-ion magni
(metal brokers), while prosecuting my cently. The home for his music-dramas,
journey towards Saltash I jotted down the built in Bayreuth, was nut only some
melody on the historic banks of the Tamar, thing new in opera-house-, it was someOn arriving at Plymouth, I wrote out a thing new in theatre building and theatrifair copy of the song and sang it to Mrs. cal production which has had far-reaching
Rowe, the wife of a music publisher in effect upon dramatic productions of oat
that town. The melody so captivated her own time (incidentally pavii the way to.
and others who heard it that I was earn- the genius of Mr. Gordon Craig). Admuestly solicited that it should be given the teclly, Wagner was equipped for the taskfirst time in nubile at her husband’s open- by earlv dramatic training . but one can
ing concert of the season. But certain speculate in imagination a- to what the
reasons obliged me to decline that honor, outcome would have been had Mozart. j°r
I retired to rest at my hotel, but rising instance, been encouraged, instead of being
early next morning and opening my win- crushed out of existence by poverty ana
on a- neglert.
Suppose the
0
,dow, ..what .was
,, my surprise
. *
. to see---uq5iSVi.
ou|>i>u9c
»•*'- Archbishop
.
boarding right opposite a large placard Salzburg, who distinguished himself '
on which was printed in the largest and kicking Mozart out of hi- palace,^
***** type: ;T. NichMls^rouch, from i:lstcad. cnacted the role of mad ^
London, will sing at P E. Rowe’s concert, I,udwig, of Bavaria, and given the greater.
Kathleen Mavourneen, lor one night.’ ”
r,.,m
the world has yet known, a
He refused to sing ,t at first, but “over- chance t0 develop his gift
full fruit«J
come by the entreaties of the fascinating 0ne has visions of more exquisitely
Mrs. Rowe, he finally did so. Crouch, dious onera, ,uch as -non Giovanni,
who was a friend of Rossini and one-time housed ^ a'theatre acoustically built to
bad'rather"/ hard lHe^In Vs49 became ac5?n™oda*e tho “oiartian '’^^alto America,
^
%
meaenr* of
. .
r
...
bread tea
Finally, however, he won some measure
of the Gargantuan, gilt-ginger-b
success and as late as 1892 he was tendered
o’oftef
plush-covered monstrosities which *
a banquet at Portland, Maine, at which he
go by the name of Opera House.
sang Kathleen Mavourneen. being then in
,a**‘
his eighty-fourth year. The above farts
taken from Fitzgerald's Stories of Famous
Songs.
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i a scale played in the
n

scale be played in

i a group of five notei
1, This question is rather vague. It almost recalls
the story of the man who went into a bookstore and asked
for a copy of the “reversed edition of the New Testa¬
ment.” It is good advice to all young musicians to be
careful in their use of terminology. A piano key is al¬
most universally spoken of as a note, and then the tone
heard when the key is struck is also called a note.
While a key should never be called a note, tone and note
have been used synonymously for ages. The poets may
have been responsible for this, or possibly because the two
words are spelled by “reversed positions” of the same let¬
ters. I gather that you intended to ask how scales may be
played in contrary motion. Place your two thumbs on
middle C. Play one octave in “opposited” directions, and
return to middle C. This procedure may be carried
through as many octaves as the keyboard will permit.
2. A canon is a form of composition in which a melody
delivered by one voice, (called the leader) is exactly re¬
peated by another voice a little later in time, either at
the same or another pitch. The simplest placement of
the scale in canon form will be as follows, therefore,
in which it will be seen that it is in tenths ascending, and
in sixths descending. You can exercise your ingenuity
in extending it farther, and writing in other rhythms,
etc. You will find suggestions as to various canon forms
in the second book of Mason's Touch and Technic.
No. 1

In case you wish to continue practicing this many
times over, simply let the right hand turn upwards in
the eigth measure, as it is in the first, and the left turn
upwards in the ninth, and continue.
3. In playing, the fingers can hardly evade rising above
one another in various ways, as positions constantly
shift. If you refer to the stiff lifted position sometimes
acquired by a finger, a good way to correct is to practice
technical exercises, especially the slow trill and its dupli¬
cations, with the hand in accurate and quiet position on
the edge of the table. Afterwards on the keyboard
also. Give close attention to this sort of practice daily
for months. Work for muscular ease in the fingers.
To correct lifting little finger, place the tip of this finger
against the point of the thumb while practicing the trill
exercises with the second and third fingers.
4. Rhythmically a group of five notes on a single count
unconsciously groups' itself like the turn, that is, in three
and two note groups making their values as even as possi¬
ble. In rapid playing this is not difficult to accomplish.
In slow playing pupils at first experience some difficulty,
as, for example, in the Eusebius of Schumann s Car nival.
Routine Necessities
Ha

e tell me when to start a pupil with
r is Hanon no longer used?
the Mathews Course. When should I
scales ? Also when give them in diff-

ways best to have■ some technical exercises, such
as seales, arpeggio!s or Hanon, or does the pupil
get beyond that aftier the second and third grades!”
—M. .(J.
1. Personally, I have made no use of the Hanon
exercises. They belong in the moderately difficult grades.
Unless your pupils have three hours or more daily for
practice, it will hardly be advisable to give them if you
are following out the course of instruction often sug¬

Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
gested in this department. In the earlier books of the
Standard Course in the Presser instruction books you
will find all the special exercises needed, except in
special instances, when it may be necessary to give techni¬
cal exercise for a particular result.
2. If you have read this department carefully you
have seen explicit directions and suggestions in regard
to laying out a course of instruction. Any such course
can only be suggestive, and is most valuable while the
teacher is learning to teach. When a given outline, is
thoroughly understood then the teacher may begin to
depart from it in individual instances. The practice of
the scales may be begun in the first grade, at first
through one octave. They should be taught by dictation,
not by note. You will find a complete manual of in¬
struction in Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios. Ill
this also you will find direction as to various metrical
groupings.
3. Preliminary arpeggio study may be begun in the
first grade, confining the work first to three note chords.
Then the four note groupings. The Presser books will
establish you at first in the right ways of thinking and
laying out the work. Pupils never get beyond the
practice of scales and arpeggios. They should continue
them throughout their piano playing careers. There is
no end to this work.

the table, or should it be perfectly relaxe
the back of the hand be level with th.
Should the fingers not ill use rest on tl
In practicing on the table, all positions necessary for
correct playing on the piano should be observed. To
acquire relaxed condition of the hand and arm, allow
the forearm to rest on the table, the elbow just reach¬
ing over the edge. Allow it to lie perfectly limp while
exercising the fingers. Later, when the exercises are
learned, lift the arm from the table slightly, preserving
the same feeling of relaxation. In both, the fingers
should at first move easily up and down, exerting no
strength, merely acquiring flexibility of motion. Grad¬
ually add strength to the stroke, such as will be needed
upon the keys. The level position of the back of the
hand should be maintained, terminating in properly
curved fingers. At first, let the tips of the fingers rest
on the table until a certain independence of motion is
secured. Later, lift slightly as if upon the keys, and
try for the same freedom of motion. There is a great
deal of the gymnastic hand training that can be most
effectively done on the table if pupils and teachers only
realized it. It is. indeed, a very useful resort where
motions may be studied and analyzed even as the advanced
stages are approached.

the early stages. Without knowing more about your
condition from actual examination it would be impos¬
sible to give an exact answer in regard to the stiffness
of your fingers. Meanwhile I should in some way make
a special study of velocity, using all sorts of scales,
arpeggios and passage work, including a good deal of
slow and moderate practice. You can determine a good
deal about the actual feeling in your fingers by doing
finger work every day on the table. Study the motions
and the finger flexibility and relaxation. Pupils should
study the scale and arpeggios and runnning exercises'
from the early stages, and keep at it permanently. The
chord work should be introduced in its own proper time,
and can be in no way a substitute for velocity. They
■ respectively represent two phases of piano playing.
Nuts to Crack
1. I have two pupils with fine long fingers for
playing, hut I cannot get them to relax their mus¬
cles or bend their fingers, and their playing is there¬
fore stiff and- awkward. Can you suggest exercises
that will help?
, ^
^
2. I have one girl who ought to finish music
soon, but prefers Jazz etc. She plays difficult music
but carelessly slides over mistakes. How can she
be helped?
3. A little pupil holds the outside of her wrist
dropped low. Ilow can this be corrected ? —

1. One of the greatest of virtuosi, who also taught,
had a pupil who troubled him with straight fingers. He
put her on five finger exercises for one week, making her
bend her fingers under so that she played on the first
joints, with the finger nails flat on the keys. He was
afterwards able to teach her to bend her fingers properly.
A course of practice of five fingers and passage work
exercises on the table will help towards relaxation, if
you are careful to insist upon a light easy motion from
the knuckle joints. Do the same on the keyboard later
without depressing the keys. Then producing a tone,
but insisting on the same relaxed but controlled condi¬
tion. You will find-suitable exercises for this in any
instruction book.
2. A girl who has taken a course of instruction in
which the best class of music has been used ought to
have at the same time developed her taste to a point
that would have been superior to so-called Rag Time
or Jazz. Carelessness is difficult to cure as it is usuallv
innate. Careful study and an insistence upon repetition
of given passages until they can be played correctly,
slowly before attempting correct tempo, is the only help
I know of. Failure one week should result in doing
again and again until the pupil realizes that you mean
business..
3. Teach the child to turn the hand toward the thumb.
At first exaggerate this position a little so that in strik¬
ing the keys the finger stroke is directed sideways to¬
ward the little finger. Use simple finger exercises for
this and train the child to keep the position in other work.

The Speed Limit

More As to Outlines

“It is often stated that it is almost impossible
o acquire technic after eighteen. As^a child J

“Will you please advise me what combinations
f studies to work on at the same time in order
> produce the best results from the first grade

Seventeen. Tm now taking first year'of advanced
linsic in a standard college. I have great trouble
n acquiring velocity in such pieces as Weber's Per¬
petual Mat ion. Have my fingers become too stiff
o acquire velocity, which is necessary for an artist
of this type,
p,asyh ild I give my pnnils more
.
firm, yet reand hand?”—W. D.
ted, weight of
There are exceptions to everything, and let us hope
you may prove the exception in this case. The experi¬
ence you had as a 'child should help, especially if you
kept up your playing, even to a moderate extent. Have
you taken a special course in velocity work along the
lines laid down, for example, in Mastering the Scales
and Arpeggios. Velocity demands a relaxed controlled
flexibility in fingers. Are you sure you do not allow
a little tenseness to creep into your fingers when you
try to push to greater speed? Much harm is often done
by players who try to push themselves to a greater speed
than they are ready for. It should come gradually and
be carefully watched. Some seem unable to exceed a
certain degree of speed, while others seem endowed by
nature with fleet fingers. MacDowell for example, was
said to have possessed a natural fleetness of finger from

“O. D.” sends a long list of studies and technical
exercises to be correlated as suggested. I am not in
favor of an excess of such combinations. This especi¬
ally in the case of children, and of those whose famili¬
arity with music has always been limited. Too many
studies and technical exercises will repel pupils having
small time to devote to practice For technical work
the average pupil will not thrive on much aside from
the routine necessities, such as scales, arpeggios, run¬
ning passages, staccato, chords and octaves, which pre¬
sent themselves for consideration in due season. A
careful reader of the Round Table for even the past
year will be well posted on suggested outlines of study.
I have recently sent answers to questions as to “An Out¬
line,” and as to “Routine Necessities,” The Standard
Graded Course may be used in accordance with its name,
as a standard of progress. The suggested supplemen¬
tary studies in “Outline” already printed, should be
given in alternation, not at the same time. Wise judg¬
ment will also know what to omit with bright pupils.
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By Elsie Maennel

Then and Now

, j k* vour teacher assigns scales and chords for
No doubt y
practice at home and has carefully
your sfudy an l
from which each major and minor

By D. A. CLIPPINGER

CX1f'-ffc!rmed making each kind uniform in sound.
.
to]d you of the chords or triads (music
Then she ha
> a]e tone by adding to.it the third
terms) made on e^sm ^ ^ ^ the*, music terms

Professor of Music, University of. Michigan

Part of a Series of genial retro¬
spects by well known musicians.
Several others will appear
later from time
to time

By way of beginning this tabloid I will »
became conscious of myself in Northwestern Ohio. Just
when, is of no importance to any one, save the tax
^learned to read music when a small barefooted boy •
knocking about the farm. I traveled light in
My entire worldly possessions were always attached to
my person, sometimes by a slender thread, and would
total in value about seventy-five cents.
There was no musical instrument in our home at that
time and along with the other members of a rather
large brood, I learned to read by do, re, m, and was
reading anything and everything at sight before I ev .
put my hands on a keyboard.
,
I had the usual school and college training and akmg
with it my dreams of music. By the time I left sctioo
I had definitely decided to be a. “ H™ I Jafa "d
visible means of carrying out my plans. How I managed
to get through the first two or three years I would
rather not tell. But I remember that I kept my sorrows
and disappointments to myself and never looted back¬
ward. I began my first serious study of music in the
Ft. Wayne College, taking piano, theory and voice.
that time the so called scientific method of voice training
WaTeachershfehhthat their success depended upon their
being scientific. This particular one undertook to explain
the vocal cords to me by drawing her fingers from the
base of her ears down to her collar bone and saying.
“There are two cords in the neck called the vocal
C°I^was led to believe they had their origin in the
mastoid process and were about eight inches m length
I registered a blood curdling vow that as soon as i had
the public ear I would go after that kind of scientific
teaching, and I did. About that time I made the ac¬
quaintance of Dr. Geo. F. Root and was very close to
him the last ten years of his life, assistmg him in his
work. He was a very great pedagogue. His clean cut,

all<|
i Ire named major, minor, diminished and aug(CrT She has told you that scales are to music what
dare to arithmetic, and has urged your effort to
• th m as readily. She tests your recognition of
reate the
r00t position and inversions
fse Jhfstaff toe? and spaces" and their sound and
appearance from the keyboard until you think you know
CLIPPINGER. TODAY

logical way of presenting a subject was of gr«t value
to a young teacher. I still feel that I owe hm much.
My first European study was with Herr
’
in Berlin. He was at that time teacher of the Royal
Family. His method was a combination of Kultur an
militarism It was visualized in two mighty volumes and
we started at the beginning of the first one. Sometimes
I would get impatient and ask him something that
evidently was not due for several months. Th.s always
worried him. He would answer evasively and, bitt
were back in the first volume again. Later I haddbe Pmilege of working with Mr. Shakespeare, Mr. Betake, and
I coached for a while with Mr. Henschell and Mr.
Randegger. These men were all masters and I consider
myself foitunate to have been .under their u'fluence,
recall that Randegger was rather peppery and as ^
a bit of tobasco in my own makeup there was always
a scrap somewhere in the lesson. However, the atmo¬
sphere would clear before the end of the lesson and h*
never failed to pat me on the back as I left the room
For the last twenty-five years I have lived in Chicago,
teaching, conducting, and writing. Early m my careei
I began combating the ultra-mechanical systems of voice
training parading as the “Scientific Method. Much of
it was merely stupid mechanics which bore no relation
to science, and was used by those who had never learned
to listen to a voice, consequently had to work with what
they could see. My half dozen books on the subject
. have been well received and I trust have done their bit
in helping students to see what things are really funda¬
mental in voice training.
Everything has turned out for me better than 1
planned it. I have not found this world a dull unin¬
teresting place. On the contrary, I am constantly amazed
at the beautiful and wonderful things it contains. Every
morning is a resurrection and every day is filled with
miracles if we have eyes to see them. I hope to work
here for a long time to come.

^wbe yMdo;anand!hifrdso, you should enjoy applying
of the devices for word practice you sec employed
inHhe ^ school room. One of these is the making of
111 the words possible, using the letters contained m
Ton. word as Washington or Constantinople, and
then classifying these words under the 1 ■ „d of noun
h etc Applying this device to musii. in place of
the ;ne word use a scale and classify the chords under
the proper heading.
.
.
At first you may need to write out th calc pattern
and build the scale, from the keynote >
n. beneath
it, thus.
Degrees

A Convenient Table
By Albert Bowerman
The following table has been a great aid in impress¬
ing the different keys, and their appropriate signatures,
upon the minds of my pupils:
C scale has no sharps or flats.
Sharps Keynotes
Flats
Keynotes
iNt
G
1
Bb.
F
1
8::::::
D
2
*.
g..|
d#/.::::

• a!::::::

E

4

&. g

n

6

g,. » «

«

Bit.
Ci 7
Fb.
Cb 7
Supposing two sharps are to be used read down the
column headed “Sharps,” 2 letters which ^e found to
he F# and Cl The letter directly opposite in the
“Keynotes” is D. Therefore, D is the key having two
sharps. Take four sharps. Read down •fonrt'^W FS C# GC and Dl. The corresponding letter in the
“Keynotes'- column is E. So E has four sharps.
We often hear the remark. “It s a poor rule that
won’t work both ways.” It “works both ways here
For instance: If we wish to discoverhowmany and

s?

other column being G1 Reading the Sharps down
we have F#, C# and GS. Qne more dlustratmn M e
wish to learn the signature of F# scale. Ft is the 6th

Simple Study in Triads

under “Keynotes.” Et is just across. Ft, therefore,
employs 6 sharps: Ft, Ct, Gt, Dt, At and FI
The flats and their keynotes are named and found in
a similar manner. Be sure always to read from the
top of the list down to the required letter. The key¬
note of any scale will be found under the heading
“Keynotes,” exactly across from the last named sharp,
or last named flat, as the case may be. In addition to
using the table, I always remind the students that the
keynote in a sharp scale is one-half step above the last
named sharp, and in a flat scale, two and one-half steps
(five half-steps) below the last named flat. I give them
this sentence by which to remember the proper order of
sharps: Frank Can Go Down And Eat Breakfast,
using the first letter of each word. The flats are the
sharps named in reverse order. I find, however, that
the table is far more effective than a set of rules.
Each pupil is expected to make a copy of the above,
to be kept upon the piano for daily reference when
practicing the scales, and when deciphering keys and
signatures in compositions. I always have it within
sight while giving lessons at the studio. I urge the
students to look at the table just as often as is neces¬
sary, in order that they may associate the related signa¬
tures and keys together. A few illustrations are suffi¬
cient to make them familiar with its proper use, and it
is not long before it is all memorized.

major Scale Pattern
Kind of Triad

Applied to Scale
(.-b-d '
F5-a-c
E-g-b
D-f5-a
C-e-g
B-d-ff
A-c-e
G-b-d

Major
Major
Minor
Minor
Major
Chords Classified in Groups
Augmented
Minor
Diminished
Major
2. A-c-c
7. FS-a-c
1. G-b-d
3. B-d-fS
4. C-e-g
6. E-g-b
D-fS-a
o.
t-g-D
5. D-ttIn each scale there will be seven chop I
Remember,
when classifying a chord, if the letter- conn- from the
scale,
root as though it were the keynote of a n
the chord is a major chord; if the third
half step lower than it would be in a major -cale from
the root as the keynote, the chord is minor; if the
third and fifth arc both a half step lower, the chord is
a diminished chord; if the fifth is a ball step higher
than it would be in a major scale from the keynote
as the root, the chord is an augmented
ad. If you
know your major scales and major chords perfect!),
the others are easy to think.
only
in
the
minor scale
The augmented chord comes
and its root is the third tone of the scale. Use the
Harmonic Minor for a pattern.
Minor Scale Pattern
Applied to Scale
Degrees
Kind of Triad
of E Minor
F.-g-b
8
Minor
*
DS-fS-a
7
Diminished
C-e-g
6
Major
B-dS-f*
5
Major
A-c-e
4
M inor
G-b-dS
3
Augmented
F5-a-c
2
Diminished
E-g-b
1
Minor
Chords Classified in Groups
,
Major
Diminished
Augmented
Minor
1. E-g-b
5. B-dS-fS
2. Fl-a-c
3. G-b-d*
4. A-c-e
6. C-e-g
7. DS-fS-a
DS-f5-a
The augmented triad is called the tell-tale triad. 1
Imtvl • us
Jfo nttn being
____
wiura;
number .__ - - crale
directly to the keynote of the scale of which i
number three.
Now go to the keyboard and pronounce (sound)
four kinds of chords until your ear can recognize
character of each:
The major
The minor
thoughtful or sad.
joyful and bright.
The augmented
The diminished
every
Two or more scales worked out in this way day, either major scales or a major and its re a ,eJ
minor, will greatly increase your interest in
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SILVER WINGS

A lively waltz in running style* to be played smoothly and connectedly, with almost automatic precision.Grade 4.

M_ L. PRESTON

-
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tjtrdS’ SPRING GREETING
4.

butW^ha^^e

In pleasing drawing-room style
are executed in the same manner as the first measu

_■ the trill and the turn. All passages marked *-~
, niirB0Se. This number affords practice m
^ the /urns being used for ornamental

^second section in Etisinthe manne
.

_

THEO. PRESSER

purposes. Grade 3.

VILLAGE BLACKSMITH

Copyright 1922by Theo. Presser Co.
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rpTJJj] CALUMET OE PE^O
No,1.

111
INDIAN LEGENDS,
_ P/hsbel„„ti,.t its use»»wlIlk'i»g to
. 1 *
v,v the North American Ihdians, w1^0
u animals, all men, the heavens and the earth.
Th. Calumet o, Peace or P.ace-plp.
™
that a.im.toe“ motl„,
them the blessings of the “Great Father,” which Signifies Ti
,
Ojihway motive^
| | fTT [ 1^ Grade 5

furnished the themes for this piece.
The fol lowing American Indian motives-

Andante grazioBO, quasi pju lento >PM.

*1

ANGELO M. READ

-ji

A joyous little

rondo, to he played in a rocking

manner. Grade 2 £

CHARLES

H.

DEMOREST

British Copyright secured
British Copyright <=ecor
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MOMUS
Andante moderato
8

M.M.

NOVELETTE
PRIMO

J=ios

5

4 3

Moderato con spirito
a

.

ADAM GEIBEL

.

■—

3

1

*
L

\

\

^
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SECONDO

from “AIDA”
A favorite number from a celebrated opera, very sonorous and imposing in duet form.

Copyright 1922 by Theo.Presser Co.

Tempo
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A “TIMELY REMINDER” TO TEACHERS AND PIANISTS
AN AID IN KEEPING UP TECHNIQUE THIS SUMMER

1922

ON

JUNE 1922

EVER gay

BERT R. ANTHONY, Op. 272, No. 3

®

Art of % ptaun

Etude Prize Contest

L’ART DU CLAVIER
100 Special Exercises in Mechanism of
Medium Difficulty

By THEO. LACK

Opus 289

Page 399

FOR

PIANO SOLOS—VOCAL SOLOS
ANTHEMS

::

PART SONGS

$1,000.00 in Prizes

W

short, "phasing studies covering all phases
This would also be a most excellent work to incorporate in next season’s curriculum for use with
advanced students. Teachers may obtain a copy for examination.

PRICE, $1.50
1710-1712-1714
CHESTNUT ST.

E TAKE pleasure in making the following offer
instituting our new Etude Prize Contest,
being convinced of the real value of a contest of
this nature in arousing a wider interest in composition
and of stimulating the efforts of composers. In this
contest all are welcome without restrictions of any
kind and we can assure the contestants of a respectful
hearing and an absolutely impartial final judgment.

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
will be divided among the successful composers
in the following manner:

Evangelistic Piano Playing
By George S. Schuler

:

: :

CLASS 1.

Price $1.00

A Practical Guide for Playing Accompaniments to
Gospel Songs and Hymns—A Book Every Pianist
Will Find Extremely Interesting and Full of
Practical Hints on Effective Hymn Playing.
express purpose ol
being sung, usually in ft
known that, if played on tl
ment, they frequently soui
evangelists at their meetings have,, in many cas
This book teaches one how to go about doing th
It begins with the simple forms of hymn ^and gos]
book closes with a number of hymns complete
ing to the author’s previo
This book fills a long felt need, as attested by t ie
flood cd advance orders received when the announ e'

A List of the Subjects Treated:
Problems in Hymn Playing
Gospel Song Accompanying
Evangelistic Piano Playing
1. Choral Style
nation Style 3.
,y Style
Completely worked-out versions of the following
hvmns are included—Onward Christian Soldiers;
Nearer, My God, to Thee; Come Ye Disconsolate;
Jesus, Savior, Pilot Me; and the compositions:
Chapel Bell : I. V. Flagler.
Introducing “Jesus, Lover of My Soul.”
Fraternal March : Chas, Lindsay
Intmdud^“M HadjAejWof JeWName,”

Price, $1.00. Published by

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

Chestnut *st.1

CLASS 2.

CLASS 3.

CT ASS 1

CLASS 2.

_ ___
CLASS 1.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Salute to the Colors-^*

CLASS 2.

By BERT R. ANTHONY
A March that Appeals

SALUTE TO THE COLORS

CLASS 3.

PIANO SOLOS
For the three best Concert or Drawing
Room pieces for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE.. 25.00
For the three best Intermediate Teaching
Pieces for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE.25.00
For the three best Easy Teaching Pieces
of any style for piano solo
FIRST PRIZE. $50.00
SECOND PRIZE. 35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00
VOCAL SOLOS
For the three best Sacred Solos
FIRST PRIZE. $75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE. 25.00
For the three best Secular Solos
first prize.$75.00
SECOND PRIZE. 50.00
THIRD PRIZE. 25.00
CHORUSES
For the three best Anthems for Mixed
Voices
FIRST PRIZE.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE. . 35.00
THIRD PRIZE . 15.00
For the three best Part-Songs for Mixed
Voices with piano accompaniment
FIRST prize.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE. 35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00
For the three best Part Songs for Treble
Voices in two or three parts with
piano accompaniment
FIRST PRIZE.$50.00
SECOND PRIZE.35.00
THIRD PRIZE. 15.00

to Young Americans
and Older Ones Also.
'J’HIS marcl

CONDITIONS
iply with the following conditions:

Pu blished for
Price, 50 cents
Catalog No. 17720
PIANO SOLO
Price, 60 cents
Catalog No. 18105
PIANO DUET
BAND
Price,
50 cents
ORCHESTRA Price, 50 cents
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“([ am a child again just for tonight
^

—for Jf hear the songs my
mother used to sing

”

NOTE: Written on a piece of ordinary note paper and unsigned
by the writer, the following article came to us through the mail
several weeks ago. Although it bears no particular relation to
the Brunswick Phonograph, we are publishing it because it strikes
a sentimental chord in our own hearts and suggests the important
role a phonograph may play in the drama of home life, if only in
enabling us to pause long enough, in the rush of a commercialistic
age, to spend an evening now and then with the songs our mothers
loved to sing.

In the homes of greatest musicians
—The Brunswick

Softly and clearly, I hear the words:
1 'Just a song at twilight when the lights are low,
And the flick'ring shadows softly come and go;
Tho’ the heart be weary, sad the day and long.
Still to us at twilight comes love’s old song.”
Time has turned backward in its flight!
I am a child again.

And my mother

Greatest musicians of Europe and
America agree that The

Brunswick

more closely approaches true rendition
of the tones of the voice, the piano and
all other musical instruments, than any
other phonograph. And that it conveys

stands before me.

sustained notes of mellow quality and
Half sung, half hummed, comes now

mighty crescendos of volume with

to beguile me:

equal facility.

‘ ‘ Carry me back to old Virginny,
There's where the cotton and the corn and
'tatoes grow,
There's zvhere the birds warble sweetly in
the springtime.”
And crooning so sweetly, oh so sweetly:
“ Lullaby and goodnight!
With roses delight—
Creep into thy bed,
There pillow thy head.”

This is due to the Brunswick Method

Softly and clearly, I hear the words:
1 ‘Just a song at twilight when the
lights are low,
And the flick'ring shadows softly
come and go.”

of Reproduction, embodying the Ultona
and the Tone Amplifier — patented
Brunswick features which result in the
playing of all makes of records with a
freedom from mechanical suggestion,
almost startling to one accustomed to
hearing the ordinary type of phono¬
graph.
Any Brunswick dealer will be delighted

I smile with her through “When You
and I Were Young, Maggie.” And laugh

tures

to you.

And,

incidentally, to

show the complete Brunswick display *

songs. But then comes “Silver Threads,”

of Standard models and Period Designs

Special

and there’s a tightening in my throat

—especially interesting to the bride, as

Many of the sweet melodies and heart songs of long

—and with “Old Black Joe,” a tear falls

well as to the lover of fine furniture—

ago are obtainable on Brunswick Records.

on my hand. So I change to a favorite

in which a super-phonograph is com¬

Among them are:

of my own. And it’s bedtime. And life

bined with the highest expression of

Where the River
Shannon Flows
Old Black Joe
. Silver Threads Among
the Gold

Carry Me Back to Old
Virginny
Little Mother of Mine
My Wild Irish Rose
The Cradle Song

and many others

ffffnmawick

to explain and demonstrate these fea¬

in remembrance of my first minstrel

the cabinet makers’ art.

is sweet.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

And crooning so sweetly, oh so sweetly:
“ Lullaby and goodnight!
With roses delight—
Creep into thy bed.”
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OUR SCHOOL BAND
! ALBUMS FOR THE PIANO

The

Most
Recent
Publications
In Book Form
of the

Theodore Presser Co.
New and Important Works
A Progressive Musician
Should Know

f
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TWELVE WELL-KNOWN NURSERY
RHYMES AND ACTION SONGS
By M. Greenwald
Price, 75 cents
New and easily playable arrangements of some
of the most familiar nursery rhymes with illustra¬
tions and directions for practicing them as action
songs. The piano parts are complete in themselves
and may be treated as instrumental numbers.

GRIEG—CHILD’S OWN BOOK OF
GREAT MUSICIANS
By Thomas Tapper
Price, 20 cents
The story of Edvard Grieg is the latest addition
to Mr. Tapper’s interesting series of cut-out books
for children. Grieg’s music holds much that is
attractive to the juvenile and if your little ones
have liked the other books in this set, they are sure
to be delighted with this newest one.

There is no other collection of pipe organ music
on the market for this specific purpose—weddings
and funerals. The busy organist, usually called
upon to play for these occasions at short notice,
will find this album of great value as many of the
numbers are also suitable for general use.

ORGANIST’S OFFERING
Compiled by Preston Ware Orem
Price, $1.50

CROWN COLLECTION OF PIANO
MUSIC
Price, 75 cents

An exceedingly fine collection of pipe organ
music selected from popular recent publications,
and a worthy successor to Mr. Orem's Organ
Player and Organ Repertoire. The contents are
well diversified, including selections suitable for
church, recital, or picture playing.

An extremely valuable collection from the teach¬
ing standpoint, since it thoroughly covers practi¬
cally all departments of elementary technic. It
is a compilation of thirty-three easy and interme¬
diate piano numbers of various styles, divided into
logical groups, each group covering some certain
point in technic, such as two-finger work, scales,
trills and arpeggios.

VIOLIN
SCALE AND CHORD STUDIES
By H. van den Beemt
Price, $1.00

In this little book of juvenile pieces the composer
introduces a short sentence, or theme, and then
develops it along polyphonic lines, but in a very
simple manner, giving the young player some idea
of counterpoint. The little sentences bear such
charming titles as I'll Tell Mama on You, What
shall I Name My Doll? Come and Play with Me,

In this work Mr. van den Beemt has compiled and
set forth the necessary material for the violinist’s
daily practice in a logical and practical manner.
Especial attention is given to finger exercise, scales,
arpeggios and shifting.
M-**+*f

PIANO-FOUR HANDS
♦♦ ♦ fr ft ♦ >t»t-»

THEORETICAL
I
MUSICAL COMPOSITION FOR
BEGINNERS.
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton
Price, $1.00

ORIGINAL FOUR-HAND PIECES
By Classic and Modern Composers
Price, $1.25
Every number in this album is an original com¬
position for four hands; there are no arrangements
from piano solos or orchestral numbers. Experi¬
enced duet players realize the value of this and for
advanced performers, music club work, recitals,
etc., this book is most heartily recommended.
Among the compositions will be found numbers
by Moskowski, MacDowell, Schubert, Schytte, Jen¬
sen, Chaminade, Rubinstein, Gottschalk, Brahms,

Composing “really truly composing” is a most
fascinating occupation for children and nothing is
better calculated to further their musical intelli¬
gence or keep alive their interest. This book pre¬
supposes no knowledge of harmony on the part of
the pupil and can be used with six-year olds. It
begins with the simplest imaginable forms and con¬
tinues step by step till the classic Minuet is reached.

OPERETTAS
PIANO STUDIES FOR
SPECIAL PURPOSES
EVANGELISTIC PIANO PLAYING
By George S. Schuler
Price, $1.00
Hymn-tunes as they appear in the books are usu¬
ally arranged for four voices and if played on the
piano as written sound weak and ineffective. All
methods of treating the hymn-tune are given in this
hook from the simple instrumental arrangements to
the more ornate forms, with variations.

IN ALL KEYS
Twenty-four Melodious Study Pieces in
the Major and Minor
By M. Greenwald
Price, $1.00
Very few books, especially in the intermediate
grades, contain numbers exemplifying all possible
keys. The exercises in this work, in addition to
their educational value, are quite melodious and
pleasing and may even be used for recreation pur¬
poses.

MOTHER GOOSE FANTASY
For Soprano Solo and Two-Part Chorus
By Arthur Nevin
Price, $1.00

SECULAR DUETS
For All Voices
Price, $1.25
A companion volume to the very successful com¬
pilation, Sacred Duets.” These secular duets are
of a medium grade of difficulty and arranged for
all combinations of voices, many of them being in¬
terchangeable They all have been tried out and
were successful compositions published in sheet
*°™4efore
they were selected for this
particular
album.
An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth
of the Publications of the Theo. Presser Co

thPTogo?S

«!

?vm^iiV0ef-Wi11 &ladl-v send any of them for
^amiaati°n. To further assist in the selech
or,mn.8ic’
Lave catalogs covering

A most interesting set of short, melodious, original
studies planned first to interest the pupil and secondly,
to instruct in a most pleasant manner. The work is
published in sheet form and is well worth an examina¬
tion by every progressive teacher who is seeking
material for pupils. ,in the primary and early inter¬
mediate grades.

The leading character, the Dream Maid, dis¬
covers a Mother Goose Book of her childhood days
and revels in retrospection of the time when the
characters were, to her, real, live human beings,
the chorus parts may be enacted by children from
eight to eighteen years of age.

FROM THE YELLOWSTONE
A Musical Drama
By Thurlow Lieurance Price, 75 cents
At the headwaters of the Yellowstone River the
scene of this unique sketch is laid. The lyrics of
Chas. O. and Juanita E. Roos are quite poetic and
some of Mr. Lieurance’s most popular Indian mel¬
odies are introduced. A mixed quartet, two speak¬
ing parts and chorus are required.

|

TOUCH AND TONE
Price, $1.00

Theodore Presser Co.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE

1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I
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VOCAL

Short Melodious Exercises

By Ave Corbett

WALTER ROLFE

WEDDING AND FUNERAL MUSIC
Edited by E. A. Kraft
Price, $2.00

YOUNG FOLKS’ PIANO FOLIO
Price, 50 cents
Pieces in the second and third grades suitable
for keyboard diversion. The numbers have been
chosen from the most popular sheet music publica¬
tions of the past year or two, with a few duets
added for variety and there is not a dull composi¬
tion in the entire volume. A splendid collection of
music for the home or for sight reading practice.

TINY TUNES FOR TINY TOTS
By A. Louis Scarmolin Price, 60 cents
"ft

MARCH

|

LITERATURE

* * ** *,;..% *...........................

!

GREAT SINGERS ON THE ART OF
SINGING
By James Francis Cooke
Price, $2.25
Twenty-se,en foremost artists of opera, oratorio
;u-CG1^Cer,t ^ave contrfouted individual chapters
d<jvoted to advice and suggestions on
f «art
sln8lrfR- Each chapter is preceded by a
full page portrait and biography of the artist con¬
tributor. Beautifully bound in cloth.
.
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IMPROMPTU

Among Rubinstein’s lesser known works,but of rare beauty. A genuine trnpro p
straying idly over the keys. In the style and rythm of a barcarolle. Grade 5.

Allegro non troppo

.

ANTOINE RUBIN STEIN, Op. 16, No. l

ermnHinf? as though the bandsof the master in reverie were
>
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MOONLIGHT SERENADE IN VENICE
GONDOLIERA
On the rocking waves,’neath the yellow moon,
We course o'er the dark- blue deep lagoon;
While my Serenade floats o’er the sea,
Chanting the love I bear for thee.
A refreshing change from the usual | rhythm found in most pieces of the barcarolle type. Grade 3\

Coda

Andante con sentimento m.m. J = 72

A lively characteristic piece, affording practice in grace notes and inlight fingerwork.Grade2|

Copyright 1921 by Theo Presser Co

CARLWILHELM KERN, Op.450, No. 3
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LEO OEHMLER,Op. 342
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CHERRY
BLOSSOMS
f. flaxington harker,
.
Sweet cherry blossoms, fallen tonight,
Op. 28, No. 1

There in the soft moonlight,
White ghosts of flowers they lay;
In the style of a song without words, with a broadly flowing melody. Grade
Andante sentimentale m.m.J = 96

Copyright 1922 by Theo.Presser Co.

HYACINTHB

One of the best left hand melodies. Grade 2%.

Moderate grazioso

Copyright 1902 by Theo.Presser '

While the breezes softly play ^

m.m.<J = 63

VALSE MELODIE

British Copyright secured

ARTHUR L. BROWN
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SOUTHERN

FANTASY

TEE ETUDE

(TWO MOVEMENTS)
From

a oharminR

medley of old Southern melodies. The complete con.pos.tmn has

a br.ll.ant .ntr

ERNEST E HAWKE
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SWEET AS AN ANGEL’S TEA ^THURLOW

CHARLES F. HORNER
Sung with much success by a number

ninspsirations,
of the great artists. This is one of Mr. Lieurance’s or

LIEURANCE
and is not based on an Indian theme.
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CORA R- MURRAY
The blending of voice-part
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THE SONG OP MY HEART
and accompaniment renders this

a

charming home song

FREDERICK L. RYDER

ModV>

. Andante con nioto

soft breez - es
naught else but

Copyright UM5 by Theo.Presser Co.
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The Music Teacher’s Card in the Newspaper

ABIDE WITH ME
VIOUN

OBBLIGATO

EUGENE GOUDEY

H

F LYTE
A song for evening service or the home. Devout and intensely human.

Andante

FAMOUS
BAND and ORCHESTRA
INSTRUMENTS
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a Tempo
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C. G. CONN, LTD.,
glo-riespassa - way;—

Changeand de-cay

in

all

a-round I see;

0

Thou,Whochang-est not, a - bide

with

me.
in these days, has been going up in price.
Consequently, economy is in order. The
lowest-priced form is usually that of the
“classified column.” In this, there are
such a quantity of small ads that it would
seem as if your own would be hopelessly
lost to sight, yet this danger may be
minimized by a good arrangement of the
words at the start. Here are two ex¬
amples and one warning:

British Copyright secur

of several teachers' who .......-~
this form of announcement at the opening
of their Fall term, and find the results
warrant the outlay.
rn,..tor's NOTB.-The author of ttie above

■"'*’H1 VS.

ougal Coni
Conn Uo.,
lorn or.,
McDougal
Cleveland Conn Co., 1220 Hi
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Caruso’s Last Musical Message

JUJSE 1922

The Most Favorable Vowel
Italian AH vs. American AH

The Singers’ Etude

By Ralph M. Brown

Edited Monthly by Voice Specialists
If someone struck you smartly and un¬
expectedly on the solar plexus, or pit of
the stomach; the first thing you would
probably say would be UH.
The Department for July will be Conducted by
As what follows is an effort to study
first principles in vowel formations and
E. E. tlipsher
their relation to sound devoid of muscular
influence; energetically and spontaneously
supported by the breath, the above illus¬
tration of the instantaneous response of
the vocal apparatus, when no intelligent
sound and the other vowels made to conform *
effort is exerted to control it in song or would indicate that the most open
t there is every reason to look tor re
speech, is offered as the first reason why should be the safest on which to begin,
itrictions in volume, quality, articulation,
study of tone production in singing, should
Having secured the sensation of an open
not begin with other than an open vowel.
throat on UH) and presumably long beStudents should pay little
• Each vowel has a marked influence of fore the habit is established, all vowels
ideals relative to the sound of
But the sound UH, is the only one devoid
of tongue, teeth, or lip influence. As an
illustration sing UH; while you sustain the
tone put your tongue forward, and the
vow/will change to A. When you wish
to return to UH, there must be a complete

paHsVthe voice should be used too, m
order that there be no overdevelopment
and particular leaning on any one v°we
or register. Students quickly learn that
soffle vowels are easier than others though
a group talking
on the subject will
bnng
t ■
___

the vowels as tl
me
^I'as we‘speak i:
the injunct
gQ{ the voice> jt
rec 0
. . d
w;tb SUCCess on
tamly cannot be done with succe
tones In
first seem unuai.y
pj -fi—exgg _ ^

ussr °'

.t his Drings
vowel is not
out another fact; the same
Sopranos find
equany easy to all voices. Sopranos nna
_ _ .. .... A bass or bari0Q difficult on high tones, a teor ban^ile on the other hand finds the sound
favorable and helpful.

peen experiences *i
--that song ordinarily demands vastly more
diaphragmatic strength, more volume, and
mapnragmaiic 5UCl^d1’..“‘"A a markedly
twice the range ; and there is a markedly
concise and pungent exaggeration of the
contrasted to every day
consonants,

Several months ago The Etude published a cleverly written article—an interwith a great singer, Amato. In this
quoted as saying one thing upon which
I would enlarge, for the benefit of students

¥±r“sx.

A few days before the death of the
great Caruso, Mile Geni Sadero had the
following conversation with him and re- ported it in Le Monde Musicals from
which this translation has been made ex¬
pressly for The Etude :
“How can you expect me to give you
tny opinion on your singing, when I am
never content with my own 1” exclaimed
the great singer in reply to my question.
It was on the veranda of the Hotel
Victoria at Sorrento that Caruso spoke,
looking caressingly over the beautiful
landscape which presented itself before
“I began to sing at ten years old, and
sang in church choirs. At seventeen it
was difficult to place my voice: baritone
or tenor? I had notes in all three
registers, and I baffled all experts. Finally
I decided to study with an old professor
who proposed to make me a great bari-

Cerhigh
»
^
^
have

“A few weeks later I ran away from
him, otherwise I would have lost what
voice I had. I then studied alone de¬
termined to be a tenor and nothing but a
tenor, and would you believe it, even today
they pretend that I am a liaritone with
"
. .
m-**
a tenor wun
.....
those who make shrill despairing
the high notes and inarticulate groanings
the high
!„ ^middle register, under the pretext
of being tenors!

** o,

lightly, had he not many times proved its
h
the tongue> teeth and lips, are thought should be wasted at first on style,
value, before and after the reading.
artic^tors; they should never be con- either in interpretation half voice, swelling
I am constantly impressed with the fact sidere(j as a primary means to securing and diminishing, or final consonants. A
that young singers think of the AH as quallty.
straightforward tone sung 1thus is more
flatter than it should be. Not A as in fat
where UH is properly understood, the easily catalogued in the mind, and the new
exactly, but much brighter than the sound Qther vowels come as a result of a nice habit made subject to control.
Amato suggests, and what it should be apprecjatjon 0f the requisite articulation
Stand during practice; and if you have
when produced with a perfectly open necessarv in song. Where a small cov- the courage to do your work before a mirthroat. What the young American mind ered vowel has been used as a basic quality, ror, you will find it a money saver,
and throat automatically produce upon
attempting AH is a typical Yankee sound
—a peculiarity of the English language,
Making a Voice
as we speak it here in the United States.
AH, like any other vowel when not
entirely free, does not encourage proper
By William Lisker
freedom of the tongue and throat. _
Its most exasperating feature, one which
usually
makes
it
difficult
to
explain
and
,-- „ ,
The teacher who understands the psy- range, with the old crescendo from />/> to
understand, is that to the pupil, the super- ^ ;caj and physiological features of Mecca voce (Italian for half voice.)
ficial muscular quality seems easier and
production and their application fo When this is mastered, increase the power
louder than when sung correctly. It must ^ student’s needs,—the teacher who gradually from mf to ff. When the middle
be confessed it is easier—but not louder. knows the beautiful tone and can lead his part of the voice has been well developed,
easier at first, because the mind and
^ produce it,—who will not allow gradually expand the compass in each di¬
throat are accustomed to making this
force the voice, who can rection. Persevere patiently in this course
sound; but
the voice
voice pays
pays ior
for it
it later
at the
iaici with
wiii. deve)ftudent,
;n the pup;i tbe imagination neces- till each note in the entire compass of the
tenseness, shrillness and frequen y wi_
safy tQ jead him to produce a beautiful voice can be begun pp and smoothly
difficulty in securing and holding the pitch. tone in all its gradations of power, that swelled to ff. After mastering this, add
The flat AH (do not confuse this with is a successful teacher of voice production, to it the diminuendo from the ff point to
AW, and change the vowel without open¬
A vital need of the voice student is re- PP and you have the perfected swell or
ing the throat) does not at first require the
laxation. Relaxation of all muscles of the Messa di Voce. Then the voice will be
same mental and bodily force, nor the same
5 absolutely necessary, capable of all expression, all degrees of
mode of breath control, encouraged by the throat and body
throated UH
always has been, and always will be.
strength and flexibility.
°PIf vou are inclined to argue that all
The development of the human voice
The voice should last throughout life,
d tones are easy I can only ask you requires a conception of the beautiful With age, of course, its power and quality
whether you consider all easy tones good, tone, developed under the guidance of a will decrease
1 singing is like everything else competent teacher and then relaxation.
Now for the relaxing exercises. First
Good singing ^
^
^
worth "while—it demands effort With these, confidence, a naturally good yawn silently; then sing down the scale
-—WU1
v
. ,
, „
itnacrinntion and time, aa student
’ ** part of- the
- voice. This e
, imagination
student mav
may in the middle
The science and art are in knowing how
to expend the effort. It were better to say hope to realize his ambition.
ercise should be done at the beginning'of
frictiorfless, rather than easy. The larynx
This was the old Italian Method. No the practice period, and about very ten
is never in exactly the same position for hook can give you this. It may give you miluites whde at work on the studies,
any two Pitches All teachers agree the Jj«When teachers realize that the student
throat should be as free as possible to
b■
T. «. „ _ .» ,
should sing the upper notes me~*a imrr
n»ke the,, min...
£ "aSSw
of th,
...died
SlfS
"" <*««• which coeered oal,
psomething
ana i
and, ,be uniformly helpful to a single sheet of paper. The conclusion is
everybddy. So, as all teachers do agree easy. Simply study all tones one by one,
that the throat should be free and open, it throughout about three-fourths of your

»ilh
that tiTey
W >° <Wiw a l„,u,if„|
fhey can produce it, then they will realize
success both for themselves and their
pupils,
*

you dictate unalterable rub- of a y
one single vocal organ
method when nett on.
1S similar to another
“There are some artists, and even good
ones, who must sing with their faults,
without them, they would probably not be
able to get on at all.
“An artist’s talent consists in the under¬
standing of his faults, anil in the courage
of acknowledging them to himself!
“That is where the real work begins, ft
is very difficult, very delicate; one must
have the patience and the Constance of a
Carthusian, and then the result is sure.
Now, you see. I have had this patience.
Wait, 1 am going to have my gramo¬
phone brought down and you will be able
to see the result of my work.”
In a few minutes a magnificent gramo¬
phone was placed on the table. Caruso
and I went over to a bench at the end of
the terrace.
‘Remember” said he “that I waited en
years until I became famous, and all that
I had the gift of my voice, I had
even at twenty years old! It was not my
voice alone then, but work which made
me acceptable to the public.
“Here is one of the first records which
I made. (It was Amor ti victa from
Fedora by Giordano).
.
“It is effective, but the equality ot _
voice leaves much to be desired; >
‘material’ thrown out with all the or ^
of one’s lungs, but that has nothing °
with *bel canto.’
, •
“Here are my first efforts at
ginning ofi my nn*
New York -career , . f
a
little
crude,
you
understand,
nu
effect i«
‘I had a holy fear that they would
tremolo in my voice, which Amen > detest and find so unpleasant in the '0
— Latin friends.
.
of mv
S"?N°"
« b'«"” the tones an • ^
**
Notice the
dynamism,
respiration; the. voice is trainee
treated as an instrument—I
c°mpnf
to you that the ’cello is the mstr

which aided me the most in the placement
of .my voice.—Listen 1” It was an Ave
Maria accompanied by piano with violin
obbligato. Caruso’s voice beautiful and
pure poured forth.
And the concert continued—Caruso
listening himself, in order to discover if
time had not impaired his voice by even a
tiny fissure, . . . Finally we came to
the last record the air from La Juive,

RacUele allor cite. . . . Impossible to
describe how it is rendered by the great
artist. It is not a human voice which
complains, it is a heart that weeps; I felt
that it would be impossible to surpass such
perfection.
Caruso was to have returned to America
for the nineteenth time, and he was much
affected at the idea of appearing at the
Metropolitan after the mortal danger
which he had run. . . .

Unaccompanied Song
Herbert Bedford, the well known Eng¬
lish artist whose wife, the late Liza Leh¬
mann, gave him an intimacy with music
and musical life, has recently written for
the London Musical Standard an article
upon Unaccompanied song from which we
quote a few paragraphs :
“It is a strange thing that up to the
present time no art-song, as differentiated
from folk-song, has been composed with
the deliberate intention of its being sung by
a single voice, and heard alone—i.e., with¬
out instrumental or other background of
any kind.
“It may be that it has been done in the
Orient, though I believe that there extem¬
porization takes to a large extent the
place of our methods of composition.
“It seems the more strange to those who,
like myself, recognize in the human voice
the most expressive of all musical instru¬
ments ; for, when it is heard alone, it re¬
veals beauties not otherwise perceived.
“The songs that in the past have been
sung without accompaniment are folk¬
songs; Imt even they are not generally
sung without accompaniment to-day.
“That many folk-songs can be so tung,
has, however, been proved many times;
and there are a few composers to-day
who, in seeking after new modes of ex¬
pression, are investigating the possibilities
of unaccompanied song of a more complex
kind than folk-song, resting upon more
. advanced harmonic schemes, and employ¬
ing a more modern musical idiom.
“What they are endeavoring to prove
is that accompaniment to song is not the
invariable necessity that it has come to be
generally considered; and that what may
be called free-song-in-a-single-line is cap¬
able of expressing the poet’s words and
of creating the suitable atmosphere with¬
out extraneous assistance.
“If that be so, we are adding a possibility
of further variety for the use of the con¬
structors of recital programmes, and in¬
deed of any programmes..
“We know that the ideal instrumental
accompaniment to a song, as used to-day,
creates atmosphere, emphasizes and dec¬

orates the vocal line, and illuminates the
underlying harmony.
“If we dispense with all accompaniment,
and are not to feel that the song we are
hearing is an incomplete thing, it follows
that this song-in-a-single-line must create
its own atmosphere, contain its oum orna¬
ment, and be composed in such a way as .
to demand no extraneous harmonic
explanation.
“To argue from analogy is a dangerous
thing; but one cannot but remember that
in an outline drawing, the character and
quality of the artist’s line suffice not only
to suggest form in three dimensions, but at
the same time to convey the utmost subtlety
of expression. It is for us to find out how
far outline-music is capable of the
equivalent.
“The first essential of fine song is fine
poetry; and from the poet we may ask
of his best, seeing that there is no reason
why every word should not tell at its full
value; and for that reason indifferent verse
would be intolerable.
“Every composer who takes in hand the
writing of unaccompanied song will have
his own point of view, as to what is suit¬
able, and what is expressive, exactly to
the same extent as he has his own point of
view when writing songs with instrumental
accompaniment; but we may probably as¬
sume that he will allow the form of his
music to grow naturally from the form
taken by the poet's verse, and be governed,
as to its intensity, by the ebb and flow of
the significance of its poetic content.
“Unaccompanied song gives not only
greater freedom of interpretation to the
singer, but it also gives greater freedom to
the imagination of the audience and it
would be unreasonable to expect any audi¬
ence, accustomed, as it is, to what one may
term the running commentary of an in¬
strumental accompaniment, to grasp the
whole significance of song-in-a-single-line
immediately. It will, however, be able to
give its entire attention to the singer, in¬
stead of frittering away the half of it
in following in the programme the words
that the singer is singing to them,”
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A complexion as fair
as the roses in June
can so easily be yours
rxO you know how truly beautiful your comLJ plexion can be? Do you appreciate what
delicate freshness, what fineness of texture you
can gain for your skin? And with how little effort?

:e the daily use of Ingrar
tram’s Milkweed Cream,

retain a complexion that is
it today and purchase a jar

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Established 1885
43 Tenth Street
Detroit, Michigan

Ingrams

MilKweed

Cream
No 16627

A Song
Suggestion

Sing Again that Song to Me

for the Singer often
called upon for
Church,School, Lodge
and other Entertain-

Stamps For a Copy
On Being Original

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

By D. A. Clippinger
The true vocal cords do not produce
Nothing is easier to acquire than a
certain kind of originality. It is only falsetto. .
The false vocal cords do not produce
necessary to deny in toto and with warmth
the opinions of all people past and present. falsetto.
The voice is not a stringed instrument.
This eliminates every one else from the
The voice is not a single or double reed.
equation and then no matter how absurd
s the lips
The vocal cords do
your theories may be you will, for a time,
have more or less of a following. There of a horn player.
the voice.
There are no registers
are always some who are sure that things
There is no such thing
are not what they are supposed to be and
head voice.
they hastily attach themselves to anything
There is no such thing
; not produced
that is different. They are the original
The different registers
dissenters and the more fantastic the by the vocal cords.
theory the more perfect is the adhesion.
The vocal cords do not change their
In looking through my library from length to produce the different registers.
time to time I have made note of some
The chest has nothing to do with reso¬
of the flat denials of things that have nance.
been generally believed about the voice.
The head has nothing o do with r
Here are a few of them;
The vocal cords are not responsible for
The true vocal cords take no part in
tone production.

D.

A.

CLIPPINGER
Author of

PHILA., PA.
STUDY harmony
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL }{J^rucUnueot0|'jr.1

THE HEAD VOICE AND OTHER PROBLEMS, $1.25
SYSTEMATIC VOICE TRAINING, $1.25
"ALFRED WOOLER, Mui. Doc.
A171 Cleveland Ave. Buffalo. N. Y.

TINDALE
MUSIC FILING CABINETS
Your music kept neatly in order, protected from
damage and where you can quickly find it.
Nearly 7000 now in use by artists, teachers, schools,
convents, professional musicians and music lovers.
12 Styles to Select

from.

Oak or

Mahogany

Send for Catalog I, and ask for our Easy Payment plan
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Any of these I

Mellin’s
Food

TWO PIANOS : EIGHT HANDS

PIANO SOLOS

is

Thousands of mothi testify thatthe
Mellin’s Food Method
of Milk Modification
satisfactorily solved
their infant feeding
promems.
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18051 Touch and Tone, Short Melodiow Eier- (

FOUR HANDS
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17962 Largo (Trans, by Edwin A. Kraft) ... .A
.50
LAWRENCE, MAY F.
18080 Caeatina in B Flat
3
.40
MENDELSSOHN, F.
17874 Funeral March from “Song. Without
r Word.” (Arr. by Harvey B.Gaul)..3
.30
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For all Voices

QINGERS possessing this volume are well prepared for
O duet concert singing or for pleasurable moments of
recreation at the keyboard with other singers. Practically
all combinations .of two voices are covered and in this
one hundred and two page volume there is a wealth of carefully selected, good duet, ^ ^2g

A New and WorthWhile Volume for
Singers

THEODORE PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Purity of Speech
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By Arthur L. Manchester
opinion about the need of distinctness
speech in singing. And very right i<
that the mumbling of words, the shad
of vowels and the elimination of cor
Hants, which all too frequently is offe
by. singers as an accompaniment to
tones they produce, should be condemi
And this not alone because those i
listen would very much like to know v
the
self :
sufficient reason why the
able to produce good tone without mar
his speech. But the thing goes deeper
that. There can be no clear thi
without purity of speech and clari
diction. The mumbler of words is
than likely to be a mumbler of tho

And how can the teacher of singing present
his subject forcibly and clearly when his

pronounce and do permit altogether too
much slang. But it must also be un er
stood that throughout the broad territory
of the United States there are no sue
differences in speech as to produce dia ec
in any part of the country that. an°nnot
section cannot understand; and this <ja
be said of any European country me 11
England itself. We have a yig°
language, let us speak it clearly and

—

ip
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TO begin—those who have only heard

Mr. Best once or twice, and then per¬
haps away from the glorious Willis in St.
George’s Hall, of which he made such a
profound study, can form but an inad¬
equate conception of his treatment of the
instrument. The majesty and breadth of
his style were perhaps its most striking
characteristics. While his technique was
faultless, he never employed it as a med¬
ium for the display of mere virtuosity.
His tempo was always sedate and dignified,
and even in the most brilliant arrange¬
ments the idiom of the organ was duly
insisted upon. There were no lurid patches
of mere “orchestral suggestion,” hut fin¬
ished detail of real orchestral technique.
His playing of his own arrangement, for
instance, of Mozart’s additional accom¬
paniments to “The Messiah" were perfect
models of finished orchestral registration.
I remember his playing “The Messiah”
once at a great performance in St. George’s
Hall—organ alone—without orchestra.
Not a point was missed in the orchestral
treatment in either solo or chorus throughout. It was one of the greatest things I
ever listened to of its kind.

The Organist’s Etude
Edited by Noted Specialists

Among the -veil known Organ Spec c’S^fJear'’ ”« DnWUUam

irjsa asssiEs&Si «*~
Practical Hints from the Life of a Brilliant Organ Virtuoso
William T. Best (1826-1897)
By Edward Watson
i recently printed t
——- Begt was a famous
following, extracts

t organists of all
cymcai and sarcastic. The
at' interest to organists who
—Editor's Note.]

keyboard may or may it have been, v
at all events, doing ample justice to the
repast. A gentleman sitting next to Mr.
Best at the table who had already harbored suspicion as to the playing, though
tnougn
he had none about the gourmandtzmg,
whispered_
.
‘Mr. Best, what did you think of our
guest’s playing ?”
.
‘The playing?” replied
’’ ’ Best,
r,‘"L 'looking
slyly across to *e visitor’s plate “the

three o’clock the organ will play.” At the
appointed hour an apparition of Best was
seen in the side gallery nearest the organ,
chin on hand, contemplating the console
with apparent apprehension. Calling an
attendant, Mr. Alderman petulantly in- ’
structed him to “go and tell Mr. Best that
the bill says: ’at three o’clock the organ
will play,’ and now it is five past.”
Trembling, and with many apologies, did
that attendant deliver his message, meekly
preparing to be riven in twain by his Vol¬
canic Majesty. Not so, however, was
Best’s humor, but, with a sly twinkle, he
instructed the man to return, “with Mr.
Best’s compliments,” and to say that he
also was “waiting for it to begin!” and
he settled himself for further ardent con¬
templation of the disappointing instrument.
The alderman saw the point of the retort,
and, calling for attention, publicly and
ceremoniously announced from the ros¬
trum that “our distinguished townsman,
Mr. Best, will now kindly favor us with
one of his incomparable performances on
the Grand Organ.”
Best Known as a Concert Player

church organist, if the truth must
» ..-..
be told> Best was not So preeminent
he undollbtcdiy was as a concert play.
A Marvelous Faculty
is
racIn )lis own peculiar sardonic way he w
As a recitalist he had a marvelousf‘t
fac¬
devout>
an(i was meticulously careful
_
ulty of compelling the listener
rSet
h t shouid
what
should 0r
or should not be played
the performer in the music itself, surely
sacred buj,djng 0ne has only to consult
an attribute of the highest interpretative
bjs
famolls
“Organ Arrangements” I
genius. In his Bach playing, the great
verify this. He was a churchman and knew
Cantor himself always seemed to me to be
bis prayer Book, and was no ignoramus
at the organ. He adopted a much more
... matters relating to the service and il
■. _ pace
^
be th.E
dignified
than seems
details, and was all on the side of the
;ogue. and he would have scorned to have
“cathedral”’tradition. He was no choirjr the brilliant D
his Intel
hustled the big G min-n
—..
Best,
it
is
not
generally
known,
was
master,
deputing all this kind of work to
major at the speed i many organists
an exceedingly fine pianist, with a highly a dcputy, paying him out of his own
affect.
sympathetic touch, but he only played the pocket. On one occasion, at West Derby,
A very famous player, while once —
,
PH_...
private to his very intimate he expressed his preference for 1 . less
Liverpool, played one of the smaller Bach
pianoforte^
friends. He had singularly beautiful hands, detailed attention to points of expression
fugues at a breakneck pace. The organand was just a little vain and fastidious ;n certain parts of the service, instructing
lt”of the church, a fine musician, and
about them. A cast of his right hand was ,he choir t0 maintain a normal tone-level,
of Best’s disciples, taxed him with “rushtaken immediately after death, at the in- and (said he) “leave expression to the
s amazed to hear
of his very few pupils, and organ.” He did not care to play opening
deavour to justify himself by replying that
stance of
presented to his widow. Best affected to voluntaries, reserving the organ for the
“people would think he had1 no technique”
rather
despise the touring virtqoso pianist announcement of the Venitc, which he
if he played it slower!
as
“a
person
who travels with a dozen usually played arrcstingly on rather full
Mr. Best’s programmes wet e usually div¬
programmes, whereas a Corporation organ- organ,
ided between pure organ music and care¬
ist has to present an unending series, all the
„ , .
_
fully planned “arrangements;” but I jised
year round, for years.” A world-famous
Delaying Dinner
:e that there was a sort of music oasis
pianist, whose advertising agent was makThe hymns were generally a feature, and
pianist,
midway; some simple, reposeful little piece,
ing
capital
out
of
his
“pianoforte
smashI
remember
one
unmusical
gentleman tellplanted deliberately for the purpose of rest
ing” reputation, was due to give a recital in jng mc that his principal recollection of
and refreshment between the more for¬
Liverpool, and even the newspaper boys, Best, was “his long preludes to the hymns
midable works which preceded and folso to speak, were saving up to purchase a and his interminable interludes,” while he,
lowed it. Again, in this connection, there
ticket, in the hope of witnessing one of the a restless lad, “was wondering how much
was a studied repose about the whole
Personal Appearance
legs of the instrument being driven through longer the organist was going to delay
recital. Mr. Best always left the organ
He
was
a
man
of
fine
presence,
somethe platform under the Cyclopean blows of his dinner 1”
stool between each item, sitting quietly at
He wa
During the eleven years I was at West
a table near the console meanwhile, thus what resembling in feature and bearing the the performer.
“Are you going, Mr. Best?”
Derby I heard many entertaining stones
giving his audience a breathing space as late King Edward, but without his genial“Naow. I think not. I have no desire to of the great man. One was about this
well as securing a little break for himself. ity, except perhaps to his private circle of
Each work, therefore, had time to become friends with whom he could he very witness delirium tremens upon the piano 1” very habit of extemporizing, though at
charming. He had a sharp, withering
Whilst organist to the Liverpool Phil- which church it happened I could not asl separate entity, instead of part of
pot-pourri, and the period of silence before tongue, and a keen sardonic wit; and when harmonic Society, he had many a courtly certain. He detested “Miles Lane.” The
and after some great work was often felt he had anything particularly cutting to say, little tiff with Sir Charles Halle, to the clergyman, on his part, liked it. It was
he affected a peculiar nasal drawl, and a vast amusement of the chorus. Strolling in “congregational.” Best retorted that this
to be almost sacramental. Was it
detached manner, as though he were hand- one evening to the organ—which he used was just what it was not, because of the
Mozart himself who once described “1
plete silence” as one of the greatest effects ling his victim with a pair of tongs, and facetiously to term “the whited sepulchre,” high notes in the refrain “Crown Him,
this added venom whenever sauce was and it is still—well, let us say, beautifully Crown Him.”
However, the minister
m music?
I shall never forget the occasion when intended to be served with the meat. He tuhitc! while the chorus were running could not be convinced, so Best “gave
_ _ sought
_ „ to do him seldom, if ever, got the worst of an en- through a part-song of Kis own composiSunday came, with the hytnn. Be¬
the Liverpool organists
honour on the completion of thirty years counter of wits. This was undoubtedly tion, he was irritated by what he con- tween each verse he played his customary
(I think it was) of his organistship to the due to his clever cultivation of a style of ceived to be a careless disregard of his interlude, but modulated a semitone higher
Corporation. “Would he consent to re- attack which gave his opponent no time marks of expression,
each time so adroitly that the minister, who
ceive an illuminated address?” “No, many to reflect. If it is true that the scorpion's
“Do you call that piano. Sir Charles?” was not musical, detected nothing. From
thanks, he would rather not!” Though sting is in its tail, his satire might he called inquired he from the organ loft.
about the fourth verse to the end, the re¬
icorpionesque, since he often, in the most
Retorted Halle, warmly: “You had bet- frain, at all events, was an organ solo, and
naturally piqued at what seemed ti
nasterly way, contrived to concentrate the ter come down and conduct it yourself, the minister, like the good Christian gen¬
ungracious a rebuff, they had another
sting” in the final word, as one or two Mr. Best.”
tleman he was, humbly acknowledged Ins
meeting and decided to mark their appre¬
ciation of the important anniversary by instances will show.
>, thank you, Sir Charles,” replied error, and “Miles Lane” had a long rest.
An organist of continental reputation
turning up en masse at the recital. Best
r one of those
I thought I was once on the track of a
failed
to
enhance
that
high
repute
when
a
stick!”
got wind of this and played (I was there
mine of information, of reminiscent char¬
and so I know) the most dismally uninr invited on one memorable occasion to “reacter, on learning that the father of one
Waiting for the Organ to Play
St. George’s Hall. The whole city
teresting programme
of my choristers had himself been
icrcauilg
Ui ugioiumc. imaginable.
- He
-A special organ performance was once one of Best’s choir boys, but all I could
lected words by contemporary English tu™®d up’ and Best was there;
organists, but miserably poor specimens of officially present at a b.g dinner given m advertised for some function at St. George’s elicit (he was a typical villager, and West
their compositions (I remember Dr. Rea’s the distmgmshed performer s honor. Our Hall, organized by a pompous but very Derby is an outlying township cf Liver¬
Andante in F-No 1 of the “Three short visitor, whatever lus performance at the ignorant alderman. The bill read—“At pool-half village, half town) was—

10

one) and we all went
organ ^rLtTdisaonointed
pieces
and chafed,
away extretr
extremely
PPuskians and fellow
having sincerely,
citizens, assembled to do him homage.
. ,
w
u. hhated
t ___
hilt he
^T'atTl can onlyhsuppose
end, and I can onlyhsuppose
fuss of any kind,
this was at the roo.
... -.
the same pride which made him gruffly
decline all offers of academic distinction.
Like Handel he had “no
A lady who once sweetly
blockhead vish.”
jf he would nott like t
“Doctor” "
Best,
was politely snubbed by the
.|
reply—“Well, madam, I suppose ‘Doctor
Best’ would sound quite nice—quite nice—
but—er—cr—who is going -•
to examine me?"
Again,, when in recognition of his distinguished services to musical art, the alterna_
~
mooted1 to mm, ne saraomca..y
friends who half hoped he would
consent to be tapped on the shoulder with
the Royal sword—
‘Sir
“Well, you see, if they call
William,’ it will take more than the penn to keep up the style!”
Once when, at West Derby, he fainted
e who happened
during servicethe congregation kindly tended
he began to come
him in the vestry, and
‘Are you betround she gently enquired^ _
” he sighed,
st;b gest
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“Eh! he was a nice gentleman; he never
taught us, any singin’ himself; he just
came on Sundays and played the orgin,
and for the full practice on Fridays, and
always had his pockets full of sweets for
us lads. Eh 1 he was a nice gentleman.”
A Short Rehearsal
Very funny incidents happened at some
of those practices. Chipp in A was a
service known “backwards way” at West
Derby. One practice Mr. Best called for
“Chipp in A,” to begin the rehearsal.
Something displeased him right away:
“Shut your books—go home—you can’t
sing Chipp in A.” So closed, surely, one
of the shortest rehearsals on record. For¬
tunately, for Sunday, it was a professional
choir.
At another rehearsal, an A flat and an
A natural struggled for supremacy amongst
the basses in a difficult bar. After a little
trouble unanimity was gained, with the
parting warning: “Now, basses, take care
of that bar on Sunday!” Sunday came,
and with it A flat and A natural. Best was
furious, and sent an imperious order that
all the basses were to return to the chancel
after service. Now, W. T. B. furious was
not a pleasant man to meet, but W. T. B.
bland was positively dangerous. During the
sermon he had become as meek as a lamb.
“Come here, gentlemen,” said he, as
they reappeared dreading the worst.
“Now, I will play the passage.” He
played it. “I sang it that way, sir,” said
one over-confident wight, eager to appease
his chief. “Then you are the culprit!”
flashed the scathing reply.

“Man, you have been eating onions 1” a
tender impeachment to which the poor
fellow pleaded guilty, being “partial to
spring onions for tea.”
“Ah! very well—very well. Now, if
you will be so good as to face the east, I
will assiduously apply myself to the west,
then doubtless we shall be able to proceed.”
And so our good tenor assumed the east¬
ward position for other than liturgical
reasons.
But I must bring these character sketches
to a close, though they by no means ex¬
haust the mine of Best stories. He could
be very kind to those he took a fancy to.
One lady in particular, a fine young
soprano, he assisted in many ways and
brought her to the notice of the public,
though in return he would have his little
jokesi as for instance : He had helped her
with her study of “Elijah,” and one day
she came to him:
Eli-jah

“Oh, Mr. Best, I have just had the offer
of an engagement for Costa’s ‘Eli’ [then
a new work], is it a big work?”
“Oh,” said he, “ ‘Eli’ is just about half
the length of ‘Elijah,’” so she accepted,
thinking it was only a short cantata till
the copy arrived; when she told her
husband what Mr. Best had said. He
was a quick-witted man and knowing Mr.
Best to be a wag drew her attention to the
fact that E. L. I. was, as Mr. Best had
said, just half as long as E. L. I. J. A. H.
And so the great organist lived amongst,
us, revered, if not loved by all. He fought
tooth and nail for the recognition of the
dignity of the organists’ calling, and with
An Odoriferous Tenor
all his faults, he set a high and lofty ex¬
An anthem with a long introductory ample. I am ashamed to say that scarcely
tenor solo was about to begin at rehearsal, in any church where he played is there so
when Best asked the soloist to defer his much as a single memorial of any kind. ,
part till the end, so as not to detain un¬ He left no .trace behind, practically, but
necessarily the other choristers. When the the memory of his fine playing. Yet it
choir had retired, the soloist found that is disgraceful that the churches themselves
his copy had been collected by the librarian. do not record the fact that so great an
“Never mind,” said Mr. Best, “come and artist presided at their instruments. But
read over my shoulder.” The tenor crossed that is not peculiar to Liverpool. I en¬
the chancel, as bidden; but scarcely had deavored to get it recorded at one church,
lie opened his mouth to sing when Mr. and while it was admitted that it “was
Best turned on him and snapped out— desirable,” it never got any further.

The Mission of the Church Composer
By Rev. F. Joseph Kelly
A com poser who writes for the Church
ought to be exceedingly rigid and to mingle
nothing that appertains to the theater in
his work. What difference is there be¬
tween the sentiments which reign in
psalms, anthems and hymns and the ve¬
hemence of the passions of love and
jealousy ? Love properly so called can have
no relation with the love of God. All the
sentiments that rise to the Deity, ought
to have an undefinable and devout char¬
acter. Everything that lies beyond the reach
of our knowledge raises a feeling of awe;
those pious ecstacies of which much has
been said, would be unworthy of the Di¬
vinity if they had no characteristic beyond
that love which attaches itself to human
objects.
A musician who devotes himself to
writing for the Church is happy in being
able to employ at his pleasure all the riches
of harmony, which the theater will rarely
permit. Music of an undefinable character
' has a charm far more potent than that
which is declamatory, and it is only sacred
words that will bear such music. Secular
compositions may employ some of the
forms which belong to the Church, for
nothing is lost in striving for the improve¬
ment and the good of mankind, and these
compositions are enriched thereby.
The study of harmony and the beau
ideal of harmonical combinations ought to
be the peculiar pursuit of-the ecclesiastical
composer. I repeat, that everything that

lies beyond our knowledge, be it mystery
or be it revelation, raises a feeling of
awe, and excludes for that reason, dis¬
tinct expression. To lead the music of
the Church away from this undefinable
mystery is then, as I esteem it, an error.
Let us leave to that of the theatre its
appropriate advantages, and let us con¬
sider that the composer who devotes him¬
self especially to the former, is happy in
being able to avail himself of the meta¬
physical expression of which the language
of music is susceptible.
The powerful influence of music upon
the emotions and hence, secondarily, upon
the will, makes it inevitable that all re¬
ligions should give it a prominent function
in their ritual; but at the same time it
has been found necessary to restrain its
action within more or less strict regula¬
tions. This is the mission of the eccle¬
siastical composer. It will not do to permit
music to follow its town inclination un¬
checked, it must be controlled and trained
in such a way, that it shall be moulded
into an agency not only of attraction, but
also of permanent spiritual benefit. In
becoming a sacred art, music must resign
certain qualities, which seem to be a part
of her very life. It must forego what
seems its natural right to produce sen¬
suous and aesthetic pleasure as an end
in itself: it must become subordinate to
the sacred text, and employ its persuasive
powers to enforce divine truth upon the
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Seven Roads to Hymn Playing
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the Leading Modern Technical Writer

4. Do not use solo stops in hymn playing,
S. Remember to phrase; one of the earmarks of a „oofI hvmn 0iaver is clear

There are combinations of fingering brought forth in
these exercises that have only been touched upon in pre¬
vious works.

Equal prominence is given the five fingers

of each hand and a careful examination of this work will

young organist should remember:
1. Play your hymns as legato as possible,
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PAIN has given comparatively few
great artists and composers to the
musical world, but the few she has given
are of royal rank. Of these the greatest of
all is the late Pablo de Sarasate, violin vir¬
tuoso of the first rank, and composer of solo
works for the violin which have achieved
an enormous vogue, and which are now
more popular and are played more than
when they were first published.
The story of the life and career of
Sarasate reads like the romance of a fairy
prince. He was one of the prodigies who
“grew up,” and far surpassed—unlike mos
prodigies-the success which was predicted
for him in childhood. His whole life was
a constant crescendo of success, m which
fortune showered on him every thing that
she had to give in the way of fame and
fortune.
It takes genius to attain to great em¬
inence in one branch of the musical art,
but it takes super-genius to achieve the
same degree of success in several branches.
Sarasate attained the highest rank in three .
he was a great violin virtuoso; be was a
great composer of violin works; and he
became the world’s greatest interpreter of
violin solo works, founded on Spanish dance
forms, principally of his own composition
As a violin virtuoso, Sarasate stood
among the first; indeed, in a list of, say,
the ten greatest violinists of all time, his
name would stand well towards the top.
Pablo Martin Meliton de Sarasate y
Navascues was born March 10th, 1844, a
Pamplona,'a small city which is the capitol
of the province of Navarre, in Spam The
boy showed his aptitude for violin playing
at a very tender age, for we are told that
he was invited to play for the Spanish
court at Madrid at the age of ten tiis
playing so impressed the Spanish Qwfn
Isabella that she forthwith presented him
with a superb Stradivarius violin, a very
handsome present indeed, although at a
time (1854) the violins of Stradivarius had
not reached the fabulous prices which they
enjoy today.

The Violinist’s Etude
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

Lessons from the Life of Sarasate
after gaining the prize, Sarasate remained
a salon violinist, of amiable disposition, a
ladies’ virtuoso with a somewhat mincing
style, who played only variations on opera
motives, and who was an entire stranger to
classical music.
“Then came a complete change, the
character of his playing became serious;
a large and noble style replaced the minc¬
ing manner which he had previously af¬
fected, and instead of the showy trifles
which had filled his repertoire, he took to
the works of the great masters. By hard
work he developed his technical ability so

Sarasate’s virtuosity wins and pleases and
surprises the audience continually. He is
distinguished, not because he plays great
difficulties, but because he plays with them.
M. Gustave Chouquet, Keeper of the
Museum of the Conservatoire of Paris,
wrote of his playing: “Sarasate’s distin¬
guishing characteristics are not so much
fire, force and passion, though of these he
has an ample store, as purity of style,
charm, flexibility and extraordinary facil¬
ity. He sings on his instrument with taste
and expression, and without that exaggera¬
tion of affectation of sentiment which dis¬
tinguishes the playing of many violinists.”
Sarasate’s hand was rather small, and
for this reason he played few of Paganini s
compositions, which require large stretches,
although, it is said as an additional reason,
that he did not care much for Paganini.
He played all the works of the best modern
French and Belgian composers, and the
great works of the German composers. He
was especially successful with his readings
of the Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Lalo, St.
Saens, and Bruch violin concertos, and
with works of Raff. He played little Bach,
except minor works, in which he was most
successful. The concertos and other works
of Lalo and St. Saens were among his
favorites.

Sarasate had two fine Stradivarius
violins, one of 1724, which was presented
to him by the Queen of Spain, was one of
those brought to Spain from the chapclle,
royale at Naples by Charles III. He used
this violin during the greatest part of his
career, although he sometimes used a
Stradivarius of 1713, which he acquired
later from the famous Boissier collection,
Vuillaume, the great French violin maker;
made a fine copy of the Stradivarius of
1724, for Sarasate which the violinist some¬
times used at rehearsals.
The violinist made it a point to visit his
native city of Pamplona (population hi
1900, 28,886) once a year, and the inhabitants looked forward to these occasions’
all year as royal events. There were
holidays, banquets, fetes, and merrymaking
during the violinist’s visit. He distributed
large amounts of money to the poor, and
there were gala times for all the in¬
habitants.

An Inspiration to Masters
|

A Splendid Training
At that time the Paris Conservatoire was
the Mecca for Spanish violin students who
wished to study their art thoroughly, so
on the advice of friends in Madrid, the
little Sarasate was sent to the French
capital where he entered the Conservatoire,
Jan. 1st 1856. His splendid gifts at once
attracted attention, and he was soon the
favorite pupil of Alard, the famous French
violinist. M. Lassabathie, the administrator
of the Conservatoire, was so anxious that
the young genius should be prope y
looked after, that he took him n'to his own
house to live, and Sarasate madc his home
with him for ten years, when M. Lassa
bathie died.
.
The rapidity of his progress may De
judged from the fact that within a year
from the time he entered the Conservatoire
he gained the first prize for violin playing
and solfeggio. His love for composi ion
prompted him to enter the harmony class
of M. Reber, the famous theorist and
teacher of composition. His progress in
composition was as rapid *s thaV'"
playing, for he was awarded a first prize
(premier accessit) in 1859.
He, no doubt, would have continued his
studies in composition, but his beautiful
tone, wonderful technical skill, sureness of
finger, and the general charm of his play¬
ing had by this time made him in great
demand as a solo violinist for concert work.
He was continually besieged by the im¬
presarios for concerts in Paris and the
provinces and for foreign tours. Although
he made Paris his home, he was constantly
on the wing, from his student days to the
day of his death, filling engagements all
over the world.
Concerning his early professional life as
a concert violinist, Lahee, in his work
Famous Violinists says; “For ten years

SARASATE, THE MUSICAL GLORY
that he reached the limit beyond which,
few, if any violinists succeed in passing.
And all this he accomplished without losing
anything of the elegance of his phrasing,
or of the infinite charm of his tone.”
In his various concert tours Sarasate
visited almost all civilized countries, in¬
cluding North and South America. Up to
the time of the Franco-Prussian war*
Sarasate had not played in Germany, and
after that war he feared to play there, for,
while a Spaniard by birth, he was known
as a violinist of the French school. He
finally mustered up courage for a German
concert tour however, and the immense
sensation his playing created on the occa¬
sion of his first appearance at Leipsic
proved that his fears were groundless. He
later became the idol of German music
lovers.
He was an especial favorite in Austria,
and at Vienna. Hanslick, the noted critic
and writer of musical works, wrote of his
playing: “There are few violinists whose
playing gives such unalloyed enjoyment as
the performance of this Spaniard. His
tone is incomparable—not powerful or
deeply affecting, but of enchanting sweet¬
ness. The infallible correctness of the
player contributes greatly to the enjoyment.
The moment the bow touches the Stradi¬
varius a stream of beautiful sound flows
towards the hearer. A pure tone seems
to me the prime quality of violin playing—
unfortunately, it is also a rare quality.

The wonderful charm of Sarasate’s play¬
ing inspired many notable violin composi¬
tions. Max Bruch wrote for him his
Scottish Fantasia and his Second Concerto,
and Lalo was inspired to write for him
his Symphonic Espagnole (Spanish Sym¬
phony) one of the finest works ever written
for the violin, and which is constantly
heard on the modern concert platform.
Sarasate was contemporary with Joachim,
the great Hungarian violinist, who was
during the greater part of his life in Berlin
at the head of the German school of violin¬
ists. A great German critic compared the
two as follows: “The German was a
monument of devotion to austere and
classical standards; the Spaniard was all
fire and magic. His fiddle bow resembles
a wand of magic, and he has the air of a
magician of poetic legend, who has chosen
to exercise his powers through his violin.”
Sarasate did not care to teach and had
no pupils. He resolutely refused all re¬
quests for instruction. He was a virtuoso
pure and simple, and even the idea of teach¬
ing was irksome.
Sarasate’s Works

His Immense Earnings
Sarasate’s earnings from his violin play¬
ing were very large, exceeding, during hij
career as a concert player, over $2,000,000, it is estimated. He received tin)
largest fees of any European violinist of
his day. Even in Germany, his fee for a
concert was 3,000 marks ($750), while
Joachim only received 1,000 marks ($250),
The writer well remembers the first visit
of Sarasate to the United States, and td
Cincinnati, when he made a tour in con¬
junction with Eugene D’ Albert, the em¬
inent pianist. The two artists gave two
concerts at the Cincinnati Odeon. After
the concert the music students of the
College of Music crowded into the artists’
room to see the great violinist and his
wonderful Stradivarius. He showed them
his violin, but would not let it go out of
his hands. He showed them that the neck
of the violin was a quarter of ait inch
shorter than normal, which made it easier
for him to play on account of his small
hand.
Sarasate was a singularly handsome man,
and looked every inch the Spanish grandee
as he strode proudly to his carriage, his
valet marching in front carrying his violin
case. Sarasate would not trust to luck ift
picking up an accompanist in the various
countries he visited. His accompanist was
Mme. Bertha Marx, and she went with him
on all his tours no matter how distant the
country.
His Love for Animals
Sarasate was passionately fond of nature
and of wild animals. When he was in
Cincinnati, he was deluged with invitations
to social affairs planned in his honor. He
refused them ell, and spent all his spare
time at the Zoological Gardens inspecting
the very fine collections of animals at the
Cincinnati Zoo.
i
Sarasate never married, believing that
domestic life would injure his artistic
career.
.
The violinist died Sept. 20th, 1908' a
Biarritz, mourned by lovers of the viol in
in every country all over the world.

His compositions are not numerous, but
are of the highest character and are
popular the world over with violinists for
Unaccompanied Violin Solos
public performance. They are all difficult,
and it takes an advanced and finished
By H. Timerman
technic to play them. He wrote for art¬
Solos without piano accompaniment
ists and virtuosi, not for students. Among
the best known of his compositions are the harmonized songs, and so forth, are
Zigenuerweisen (Gipsy Dances), Jota phase of violin playing that the student i
Navarra, Playera, Danses Espagnoles, quest of a fine tone should not neg ec ■
Serenata Andaluza. a Fantasia on airs from Any hours spent in playing and praeticin^
Carmen, and others. Sarasate’s arrange¬ this type of composition will prove t
ments on Spanish dance forms are the tremely profitable if a high standar
__
finest ever written. They are well de¬ execution is maintained; that is, t'ie
scribed as the “spirit of the Spanish dance kept uniformly round and full, the in
translated into terms of the violin virtu- nation perfect, and the rhythm very a
sured.
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An amazing amount of detailed editorial
research taking years of hard and pains¬
taking effort on the part of a staff of
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this indispensable record oi American
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Organizations and Institutions.
The total number of entries in this
work is over 2650. Brief reference is
made to about 2000 American Musicians
but biographical sketches are made about
700 American Musicians. A number of
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been mentioned in this work and the
many general articles, cover subjects such
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Violin playing always has been and
always will be very difficult; but, remem¬
ber, this is the era of time and labor sav¬
ing devices.
The violinists of one hundred years
ago had to practice about twice as much
as the violinists of today need practice.
Some of our modern studies, intelli¬
gently applied, lessen the violinist’s work
about fifty per cent.
A careful consideration of the results
desired, and the most expeditious means
of obtaining them, may save the reader
much needless work.
To “get down to brass tacks,” what are
the ends to be reached by the technical
study of the violin? The answer must
be, to play well the best works written
for the instrument.
Then, in what essentials of his art must *
the violinist be accomplished in order to
be able to play the best music?
1. Finger control.
2. Bow control.
3. Scales and arpeggios.
4. Double stops.
5. Shifting.
The frills, such as harmonics and left
hand pizzicato, are hardly worthy of be¬
ing considered as major subjects.
What methods may be employed to ac¬
quire the necessary virtuosity in these sev¬
eral particulars?
Of good studies there is no end. Per¬
haps there are too many of them for our
own good'. Life is altogether too short
to permit of mastering all the good stud¬
ies that have been written for the violin.
Undoubtedly the wisest thing the vio¬
linist can do is to master the fewest pos¬
sible technical studies that will give him
complete control of his instrument and
fit him to play well.
So I urge that the violinist's library
contain only such studies as will lead
directly to the acquirement of virtuosity
in the essentials enumerated above.
Several combinations of books are pos¬
sible, but the writer believes that the fol¬
lowing will answer every purpose and
prove very resultful:
Carl Flesch’s Urstudien. Finger and
bow control exercises.

Bytovetzski’s Progressive Graded Tech¬
nics for the Violin, No. 3a. Finger exer¬
cises, shifting, scales, arpeggios, trills.
Bytovetzski’s Progressive Graded Tech¬
nics for the Violin, No. 3b. Exercises in
double stopping.
Kreutzer, 42 Studies.
Rode, 24 Caprices.
Fiorillo, 36 Studies.
Gavinies, 24 Matinees.
The mastery of these seven books means
the mastery of the violin.
Since most people have not enough time
to practice all these books, however, it is
recommended that all available time for
practice be concentrated on the first four
books, which give enough technic to meet
almost every need.
The most valuable feature of the Urstu¬
dien is the finger training it gives. I
would recommend that all the silent ex¬
ercises and at least the last bowing exer¬
cise be played over every day, if possible.
Practice all the shifting exercises in
Bytovetzski No. 3a, but if you have not
time to keep in touch with all of them,
by all means practice shifting exercises
Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 and 23, and from page
43 to the end of the book. The other
studies may be omitted without any great
Practice all of Bytovetzski No. 3b, ex¬
cept the fingered octaves, which most of
us cannot afford to tackle.
No comments are needed on Kreutzer’s
studies. In addition to the splendid train¬
ing they give the left hand, they furnish
all the bowing practice any one needs.
For this reason I have not recommended
any special book of bowing.
The studies of Rode, Fiorillo and Gavi¬
nies are all classics, and no violinist’s edu¬
cation is exactly complete without them,
though one can become a very good player
by mastering the first four books only.
The daily practice of a few finger drills
from the Urstudien, a shifting exercise,
scale exercise, and double stop study from
Bytovetzski, and a bowing study and
left hand study from Kreutzer, is bound
to lead to gratifying results.
If the violinist has time to keep up prac¬
tice in Rode, Fiorillo and Gavinies also,
he is sure to become an accomplished
artist.
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From long experience in teaching young
orchestras, I am convinced that public
school orchestral work is often greatly re¬
tarded from the fact that in so many
cases the orchestral instruction is given by
the vocal teachers in the schools, who
often have very slight knowledge of the
violin and other orchestral instruments,
and also know little about leading orchesThe old saying runs: “The leader of the
orchestra is always a man who has played
second fiddle.” The leader of a public
school orchestra should be a musician who
has practical knowledge of the violin and
other orchestral instruments. Such a
leader could also look after the tuning of
all the instruments in the orchestra, as
well as doing trifling repair work, such as
putting on strings, putting the bridge in its
proper place, etc., etc.
He should know the ability of each pu¬
pil, and thus be able to place him in the
proper section. All teachers find it diffi¬
cult to keep pupils in the second violin
section satisfied until they are ready for
the first section, but they should be

taught the wisdom ol the quotation from
Schumann, which heads The Violinist's
Etude. “If all would play first violin, we
could have no orchestra.”
One of the greatest mistakes of vocal
teachers who are trying to teach public
school orchestras is in selecting music.
They frequently select music containing
much third position work and other'diffi¬
culties for young violinists who are only
able to play in the first. First position
pieces of the very easiest grade, well
played sound much better than third posi¬
tion work, which most of them are not
competent to play. The vocal teacher try¬
ing to direct the school orchestra pays
very little attention as a rule, to the tuning
of the instruments which is of prime im¬
portance ; to a uniform bowing of all the
members of the violin sections; and to
drilling the sections of the orchestra se¬
parately. Such teachers also fail to re¬
cognize the importance of supplying each
pupil playing in the orchestra with a copy
of the music studied to take home and
practice privately. Where this is done the
quality of the work is vastly improved.
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part of public school singmg teachers to
Credits given for orchestra work in the
teach public school orchestras, unless they
Ensemble Numbers
High School, are the great incentive to
are violinists and have practical know
THE MOST ELEMENTARY
many to take up the study of the violin.
ledge in teaching young orchestras.
Orchestral
work
in
the
public
schools
is
METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN
Where there is no teacher in the schools
doing a great share in making the rising
having the necessary experience, a v (Order by Number)
generation in our country truly musical,
linist, who has had experience in direct¬
as there is nothing better than ensemble
One Piano, Six Hands
ing and training orchestras should be en¬
work under a good leader.
gaged to conduct the rehearsals of the ft 4393 Gipsy Rondo. . .Haydn-Kramer *1.00 ft
The point I wish to make is that poor
results are sure to follow attempts on the school orchestras.
ft 6717 Grand Galop BriUant
““wl'llenhaupt 1.1
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Stringing and Tuning a Violin
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is to support the bridge from behind with ft 9974 The TrUmPet CMIolbt,ans ...»
A method that makes teaching and
It is a serious mistake, but a common
ft 9977 In the Arena—1^En'gelmann
your thumb and first finger by “nipping
study pleasurable and combines the
one, for pupils to leave all the “mechanics”
16269 March and Trio-.Hofmann
art of melody playing with foundation
to their teacher or to a violin repairer. each string in its turn close to the bridge. ft
ft 16919 Taps.tngelmami
technic. Can be used as preparatory
11008 Two Flowers .Koelhng
I do not mean that a real repair job Properly, the bridge should lean slightly
toward the tail-piece, but be gentle in
11145 Polonaise Militaire. .. •■•Chopin
cr supplementary material with any
should be undertaken by the player (unless
pressing it to the correct position when ft 11146 Barcarolle (Tales of^Hoff60 *
violin school for beginners. There are
he has learned that business), but I am
|
11013 Homeward March ....Lindsay i60
working
with
a
string.
sure that every student should be taught
attractive and original studies in this
11023 Iris—Intermezzo .. - ...Retard .76 $
Be sure to see that the strings are run¬ ft
how to “condition his instrument”—put
ft 13373 Marche Heroique . .Spaulding
work as well as many familiar airs easily
’6° 'i)!
on the strings, tune it, and so forth. ning straight into the peg-box; if they are ft 13562 Le Carillon—Polka^^Bnllante,
arranged for violin and piano, and also
Otherwise, he is pitifully dependent; he crossing there can be no smoothness of ft 14043 Pageant—Marche Brillante,
as violin duets.
Geo. L. Spaulding
must always have his teacher or some manipulation. The pegs themselves must y
ft 14215 Festival Proeesrim ^March;^
be
properly
made—so
that
they
grip
at
other competent person near to keep the
Theodore Presser Co., Phila., Pa.
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tools of his art in trim. Such an artist both shoulder and point. A little rubbing ft 14426
Camp of Otery. .Eduard Holst .85 p)j
is handicapped; he may be unable to play with emery paper will smooth the pegs. ft 14427 Tripping Through^the ^ 1 feather,
.85 $
because of the violin’s condition just when Soap is often used to make a tight peg
ft! 14435 Dixie Land.-D. Emmet .60 $
playing would mean a great deal to him. work easier, and chalk helps a loose one ft 14486 Cavalry Advance E. Schneider .90 4
To say the least, he is liable to more or to hold better. Of course, if the peg- V 14437 Southern Beauty E. Schneider .80 sf
holes
are
very
much
out
of
order,
it
is
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less embarrassment; he knows that it is
inconsistent for a good performer to know best to have a repairer refill them and
7274 The MU1’ °P- 75jZ°i Landry
nothing of the instrument’s physical nature. re-bore. The greatest mechanical aid to ft
ft 2008 Homage A’Mozart,
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
The violinist who strings his own instru¬ easy rapid tuning is smooth, reliable action
ment must know something of strings, of the pegs, and no violinist who would ft 8566 Festival March, ^^Horvath .80 p)j
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but as this is a subject in itself, I will go learn to tune gracefully, while in playing ft 16953 Grand Valse Capr'
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no farther into it here than to say it is position and with the left hand only, can ft, V
in the violin world. It gives the
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have once determined the most suitable pegs.
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.75 $
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Tuning has been much discussed in all ft 14482 Dixie Doodle ... .Eduard Holst
tains which are melodious and in¬
string for your particular violin and the
■«°
it 14496 Shooting Stars Galop,
teresting yet at the same time easy
work asked of it. If a No. 2 suits, do magazines devoted to music, but I cannot ft
K
Eduard Holst 1.00 i>)i
to play. There are twenty-two num¬
not be constantly experimenting with other close without a word against the plan of ft 14840 Valse Arabesque ..Lack
bers of real worth arranged in pro¬
leaving
it
for
an
advanced
lesson.
I
know
ft
15847
Maytime.
.Mary
Helen
Brow
sizes; it will affect your playing unfavor¬
gressive order. Teachers here have
‘ft 15348 Gavo
ably. I believe iu buying strings at a it is hard to learn; even teachers of
Mary Helen Brown
* ■
an ideal volume for instructive pur¬
music store; to patronize a place that has experience cannot always say that recog¬
poses and beginning violinists will find
One Piano, Eight Hands
but little trade in strings and is poorly nition of fifths is easy; and De Beriot :.
it just the volume to possess for their
recreation or recital needs,
equipped, may mean that you get an old said that the hardest thing for him was ft U271 In the Procession^ q ^ .80 4
L00 'A,
dried-out string without either lasting or to tune his instrument. But I must insist ft 11552 Galop-Marche -A Lav.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
' HisVa .60 if
that tuning should be taught as early as it 8321 Valse Lor"""»
tonal qualities.
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.,
Two Pianos, Eight Hands
Do not space the strings by guess. The possible, and I have the best of reasons
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
,ff.
18012
Minuet
in
~
.
E string should be set directly above the for this contention. The pupil who cannot ft. 16018 Chant Sans Paroles,
•4o!
Tschaikowsky-P arlow .01 '4
center of the right foot of the bridge, and tune his violin is extremely likely to ft
,t 6781 Carmen .Biset-P arlow .25 if
the G string exactly over the center of do about three-fourths of his home work ft.
7674 Marche Lyrique, C. Koelhng .80 $
the left foot. With these strings set cor¬ with an instrument sadly out of tune. Any ft 16343 March from Lenore Symphony
-;..
Ro/F 1.00 #
j A Unique Concert Number
rectly with reference to the sound-post teacher who has tested the student’s violin ft 1830 Perisan
1.50 31
t'erisan March,
Marcn, A.
si. de
ae Kontskt
aoi
bass bar, the other strings are not when he arrives for a lesson after an
Impromptu a la* Hongroi
Sioux Indian Fantasie and
hard to place. The spacing of strings on a
FLUTE SOLO
interval of several days or a week knows £ 16954 Grand Valse Caprice,
1.75 ,\t
full-sized violin with proportionate bridge
With Piano Accompaniment
the usual condition. And usually this i
Hymn.A. Lvoff •5° |
is lynches from the G string to the E.
Procession-Mar '
ft 4400 Festival Procession—:viarcn,
Also Arranged for Violin and Piano
In drawing a string up to pitch, be careful. change of pitch comes gradually—in just ft
F. G. Rathbun •80 *
BY THURLOW LIEURANCE Price, 60 cents
I once saw a violinist break a bridge in the way most surely to injure the pupil’s ft 6822 Marche Triomphale. . .Rathbun •80 |
ft 7565 Modern Chivalry March, Op.
SIOUX INDIAN PANTAKTE
tightening his E string. The safe plan sense of tone. By all means, teach tuning. ft
108.F. R. Webb
ft 14570 Stand by the Flag—Patriotic -*i
ft
March .Stulls, •85§
ft 14438 Tripping Through the Heather,
The Virtuoso Career
ft
Eduard Holst 1.25 d)J
fltj 14439 Shooting Stars Galop,
“Musical history and my personal ex¬
“An uneducated person cannot become
Eduard Holst 1.25 $
E. Schneider ■ 1.25 fS
perience prove the fact that almost all a great artist. Good books are the best ft 14446 Calysrary Advan :e,
p)l
Jixie Land .. .D. Emmet
great virtuosi were also prodigies, which educational guides for a musician. Of
Awakening of the Birds,
.75
is an evidence of their having acquired
ft 14449 Fast Mail Galop L. Stredbbog •80 }
course
a
genius
—
being
the
possessor
all the necessary technic of their art be¬
ft 18053 No Surrender—March,^
.85 »
fore their seventeenth year. It does not of a super-mind — is in a class by him¬
ft 13136 Commencement March,
follow however that all prodigies would self, and requires no set rules and reg¬ ft
C. Koelling •85!
necessarily become great artists. After ulations; never-the-less aesthetic beauty ft 13070 Dance of the Winds.
son Peabody, Jr. 1-®® $
the age of twenty-one it is only with
^
x,
*
is invariably the product of a cultured ft
ft
Rockwell ,80 }
great difficulty that one could possibly
8827 Tarantella from “Masaniello,”
acquire perfect command over the tech¬ mind. — Leopold Auer in the New York ft
ft
D.-F. E. Auber ,0° |
Musical Courier.
ft 7298 Concert Polonaise Engelmonn •oof
nical resources of an instrument.
ft 3222 Grand Festival March,
ft
H. Engelmonn
ft 3175 Parade Review, H. Engelmonn
ft 6882 Comrades in Arms—Two-Step,
Silent Violin Practice
ft
F. C. Hayes .0° ;,v
ft 7046 Hungary, Op. 410. Rapsodie .00 p)l
By H. Timerman
ft
Mignonne .C. Koelhng
ft H509 Flying Squadron Galop,
ft
A. Parlow .80 |
The advanced player whose family or
iui icqjiu progress, provided
ft 14450 Love by Moonlight. .C. Durand
■“!
fellow boarders object to evening prac¬ fingerboard is struck with great firmt
Two Pianos, Twelve Hands
•
tice, will find that good work can be done The player should stand before a mi
8536 Bella Bocca . IValdteufel -90 ft
without the bow. Silent practice of scales, so that he can be certain that the
octave passages, 4th finger trills, arpeg¬ wrist is well curved away from the vi
THEO. PRESSER CO.
|
gios on one string, shifts from the first And when trilling with the 4th finger
Music Publishers and Dealers
ft
Ideal for Summer Outdoor Production
to the higher positions, “glissandos,” etc., should get the hand up over the str
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
ft
Theodore Presser Co. 8BSl PhiladelpMa, Pa. will strengthen the left-hand fingers and more than is usually necessary.
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Hobbies
By W. Francis Gates

Have You Studied Harmony?
You Need It To Complete Your Musical Education

The engine without an escape valve
sooner or later is liable to prove unpop¬
ular in the community. The engine may
work real hard, but some day it will ac¬
cumulate a reserve of force, its normal
functions will not use up. Then the es¬
cape valve will come in handy.
The escape valve of the human engine
is a hobby.
Human activities may be grouped un¬
der the heads vocations and avocations.
The vocations are the serious occupations
of life, the bread producers, the things
that one does with financial or with altru¬
istic aims. The avocations are the activi¬
ties one undertakes for the pure pleasure
in them, whether mental or physical.
These do not always rank under the
head1 of playthings, for the avocation
may be as taxing as the vocation. A man
may practice banking as a vocation and
study Greek as an avocation—or the
avocation may be physical, he may be a
gardening or a golfing expert.
Avocation is that which is away from
the vocation, as the name in the Latin
derivation indicates, a-vocation.
The common name for avocation is
hobby.
Ages ago it was proclaimed that “All
work and no play makes Jack a dull
boy.” The modern of this is, all work
and no play makes Jack a good deal of
a Jackass. He suffers from narrowness
of vision, restricted sympathy, withering
of the humanities.

True, there are butterflies whose lives
are made up of hobbies, persons having
no serious work or purpose in the world.
“They encumber the earth.” • Their only
good is to act as warnings to youngsters.
But, used in reasonable moderation, the
hobby becomes a mental and physical
safety-valve. It gives activity along new
channels,—hence provides a rest for the
faculties used in the vocation.
Best to serve its purpose, the hobby
must be a different sort of a horse from
the one ridden in the daily work. Mathe¬
matics would not serve as a hobby for an
accountant; playing golf, for a reaper in
the fields; writing essays, for a news¬
paper editor; a walking trip for a post¬
man; hearing amateur musical perform¬
ances for a music teacher.
The hobby should, and to be useful,
must exercise different muscles and brain
cells from those used in the daily grind.
Consequently, the hobby of the musi¬
cian should take him away from the mu¬
sic studio, away from notes and tones.
Instead of staying in a cooped up musicoffice, it should carry him into the open
to the usefulness of a garden, the beauty
of a highway or the activity of a golf
course.
The farther one gets from the voca¬
tion when he goes a-vocating, the better.
The musician practices and teaches by a
continual draught on his nerve supply.
There is' an end to all bank accounts; and
sooner or later, the nerve supply will give
out.

Where are the Amateurs?
By Edward E. Hipsher
There was a time, especially in the
eighteenth century, when every gentleman
was able to carry his part in a glee, a
madrigal or a part-song. Many of them
piayed some solo instrument well enough
to be able to do their parts in a chamber
quartet. And what has become of these
amateurs?
Doubtless not all - of these gentlemen
played or sang in a manner to satisfy pro¬
fessional criticism. But right there is
the rub. We have allowed professional¬
ism so to pervade our thought that we
want to measure everything by its stand¬
ards. We must be professionals or remain
forever mum, so far as the musical ex¬
pression of our souls goes. In those olden
days the amateur, the real lover of music
joined his voice or instrument in the ren¬
dering of well-written compositions and

in so doing imbibed a wonderful amount
of soul-culture. He possessed an “ac¬
complishment” that was a source of real
heart development.
Where are the amateurs? Shall we
remain in a state far surpassed by our
great-great-grandfathers? Young women,
young men, throw away that foolish notion
that you cannot do anything because your
performance is not equal to that of the
professional. Be a real amateur. Sing,
play, lend your voice or effort to some
musical enterprise, if it be but singing in
a local chorus or choir. Stick at it, grow
with practice into larger things. Do your
best in a small way, and the larger will
develop. If you do nothing more than
develop a love and appreciation for the
good and beautiful in art, you will have
added a large fund of real joy to your
life

The Bull Fiddle’s Lament
The double bass standing in the back
row of the orchestra and sawing solemnly
through most of the concert wins the
curiosity but little of the interest of the
audience. Beethoven, in his Fourth Sym¬
phony, concludes with a passage which
suddenly seems to bring the basses into a
kind of nervous convulsion. The players
used to dread this passage and Weber in
an amusing satire, in which he has the

instruments remain after the concerts and
tell their troubles, gives the following
amusing wail to the bass viol :
“What are your troubles to mine, pray ?
It is my part to preserve the dignity and
sobriety of the orchestra by my staid and
respectable behavior. Instead of this,—
Beethoven—this insufferable youth, forces
me to leap and gallop, skip and run and
dance about like a lunatic, as though I
were a trifling young fiddle. Outrageous!”

How Von Bulow Emptied the House
Von Bulow was once greatly annoyed
by the fact that visitors persisted in
coming uninvited to his orchestra^ re¬
hearsals. Looking around to the “Zuschauraum” and finding that it was filled
with auditors he proceeded to call for
a rehearsal of the bassoon part. He

solemnly beat out thirty or forty measures
of rests only to be followed by a few
gutteral tones from the bassoon. Then
ramp more rests and more squawks; then
more rests. When he looked around again
he found that his audience had taken the
hint and left the hall.

SPECIAL!
Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians
“making good’ -, ,
_
cessful Musicians claim that they have been greatly benefited by our Courses.
They write us to that effect and we cheerfully accept their enthusiastic
statements as sincere and1 truthful. You’re welcome to these letters.
We
will send you as many as you care to read. But, after all, we realize that this
is merely “hearsay” evidence to many readers of this publication who have
as yet no direct personal knowledge of what it really means—for example—
to study

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers
They contain the fundamantal principles of successful teaching—the vital
principles—the big things, in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, rhythm, tone
production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical exercises
for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the fingers, hands,
wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made clear by photo¬
graphs, diagrams and drawings.

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing. No
stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect. It would sur¬
prise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to earn
at least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this time and
energy for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. _ The lessons are illus¬
trated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They are given
with weekly examination papers.
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A knowledge ol Harmony is absolutely
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essential to round out your musical educaI I /A
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I
tion. It adds wonderfully to your equip* *
*
ment both as Teacher and Performer.
Without it you limp along on the crutch of “unpreparednesa.” We offer you a complete
course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small cost in the privacy of your own home. These
lessons, prepared by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, former famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher, can be
secured only from us.
Each lesson is an orderly step in advance, clear, thorough and correct; not the mere mechani¬
cal application of dry-as-dust rules, but an interesting, intelligent, thoroughly practical method
that grips your attention and stimu lates your ambition tc --1 *---*
written examination on each lesson, in connection with ai
edge and firmly fixes the important pi
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by Frank W. Van Dusen, well known teacher and organist.

Choral Conducting b>-Dr Dan!el p^eroe.
Public School Music K;ndcrgartcnand Gradesl _
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Unprecedented Special Offer!
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer to Etude
readers without charge or obligation on their part? We will send you 6 les¬
sons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course or 6 lessons selected from
some other subject, if you prefer. We have courses in Piano (one for
students and one for teachers), Harmony, Choral Conducting, Public
School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin.

-GOOD FOR SIX FREE LESSONSUNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY,
Dept. A 173 Siegel-Myers Building, Chicago, HI.
Please send me FREE without the slightest coat or obligation on my part Six (6) Lessons of the
course mentioned below. Also quote me your Special Limited Price for Complete Course.
Name......Age.
Street No., R. F. D. or P. O. Box...

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Suggestions for the
Summer Music Class

Summer New Music
on Selection

More and more our regular patrons are
The Summer music student deserves ti
realizi
the vaiue of having a small
fullest opportunity to supplement an
amountso{ new and standard musical combroaden his or her knowledge of the suo
itjons sent to them 0n examination at
ject beyond the bounds of a partmu
intervais. Many thousand take adbranch of music study such as piano, v
tage 0f this method during the regular
or voice. A knowledge of the processes v
season but we flnd that
through which music as we know ■
<
at nurabers of teachers continue their
developed may be gamed f™m 'f know„ work during the summer, in fact, some do
of sources, there are many well kn
teaching in summer than at other
works designed to aid the student either more
g
in private study or in class work. Amo g
^ regular Piano and Vocal New
iiaea we can
nan especially
ncnMMallv recommend:
„ -n be sent out during
these
Music (Novelties) will
The Standard History of Music
the 'coming summer, say two or maybe
(Cooke)
.three packages between June and SepMusic Masters Old and New
tember to all who ask for either, or both,
(Cooke) ...... ■■■ ■■ ■ ■■■ ■■■.
„f these classifications. There is no guar-
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NEW WORKS.

...**
less expense by express, using either tne
Studies in Music Biography
„„„
--„ . , 75
„„„ regular or the printed matter rates of
i?rCdirection of theoretical work the
eight cents per pound (minimum fifteen
Bp'%L2'*r
cents),
,
.... ... . pn student who wishes to make the most of a

Advance of Publication Offers —
June, 1922

_’ Noisette (Nutcracker) Suite—
Tschaikowsky .
Child’s First Book of Melodies—Honska
Child’s Play—Tompkins .
Choir Collection—Pike.
Class Method for the Violin—Oscar J.
Lehrer .
From the Far East—Tompkins .
Granberry’s Writing Book .
“Green Timber” Songs—Insurance. ...
Junior Collection of Anthems .
Kindergarten Book—Bilhro .
Music and Morals—Haweis.
New Orchestra Folio—Parts, each ....
New Orchestra Folio—Piano Fart
Newman Album of Classical Dances....
School of tho Pianoforte, Vol. Ill—
Theodore Presser .
Science in Modern Pianoforte Playing
—Brandt .
Secrets of the Success of Great Musi¬
cians—Piranl .
Transcriptions for Organ—Stewart. ..
Transcriptions for Violin and Piano—
Arthur Hartmann .
Well-Known Hymns for Men’s Voices—
Wick .
Woodsy-Corner Tales—H. L. Cramm . .

elS

* £* ** l*'1”1

““

them. “ Two ku-i—Aor three packages of about
eiKht pieces each, Vocal or Piano, or both
delivered between the months of June and
Septemoer.
Newman Album of

^ay^wriu plain^or print tke’mme
and address of the sender in the space
provided on the gummed label.
(4) On Sale music received from us
., - j—
just closed,
during the
- andjif such
H character as to be usable for the next
20 season’s work, may be retained under cer59 tain conditions to be arranged by special
IB correspondence. This plan is suggested to
-- save expense
of transportation.
—r.„„
(5) Music that has been specially oro
dered and correctly filled is not to be 're26 turned, although mistakes e
rectified. Do not return music that has
been used, soiled or disfigured m any way
as we cannot accept such music for credit,
credit.
75
(6) A
A credit for any
anv music returned
50 cannot be made properly unless the name
and address of the sender is on the outside of every package returned to us.
30

The Annual Settlement
of All Accounts
The annual settlement of On Sale ac¬
counts is due and expected during the
summer months of each year. Early ^
schools,
June there will be mailed to all schoc..,,
conservatories and individuals having open
accounts on our ledgers at that time, a
complete statement, which will include all
iteira sent out On Sale during the season
now closine and the regular monthly

BanMm* Book for Begmn'rl.pleasu^in annoimclnjr for the
W
Jxvlained 'to Piano Students
first time an interesting novelty. The
(Clarke)
.50 Album of Classical Dances compiled and
^ Vprf
'0# yacts About Music
arranged by Mr Albert W. Newman, con/Kvans\ 1.60 tains not only the music but also complete
Musical Composition for Beginners
instructions for each dance. The music
(Hamilton) . l-°<> is all of the most attractive character comThese are all worthy of a place in the prising such standard numbers as the
itudent’s library. Teacherstowhomthe.se Humoresque by Dvorak; Romance by
works are not known may obtain copies Tschaikowsky; Minuet by Beethoven;
examination, subject to return if not Rosemonde Ballet and Military March by
^ Musical History, Harmony or The- Scliubert; and Anitras Dance by Grieg
_
“the^Summer months' Such the form of Solos, Duos and Group Dances
,
jv* upils an opportunity to gain yet they are all especially adapted for
classe^give^pupi
. ,o,
^ PP _*.*:*v»_
vaU]c with_ 'lass wor|< and arc 'graded according to
^ interfering with regular school work, difficulty. In the description of the various
We are always pleased to make recommen- steps a:._and movements the French Technical
dations and suggestions along these lines. Terms are used but brief and c„..v..,-nitions of these terms are given in the
introduction to the book. This book should
prove exceptionally useful to all students
Junior Collection
Outing
and teachers of dancing. In it will be
of Anthems
Victrolas
found material for arranging all for
Now that the Summer Season is upon
A new compilation of two-part or easy
where‘dancing is used. It
i, the usual demand for phonographs for four-part anthems and sentences tor
^ first vo|umt, of the kind ever pub„dting purposes is being felt by all dealers, junior choirs or beginning volunteer Ushpd wherein both the music and dancing
We
have
anticipated
th.s
demand
by
laymg
phoreses.
Chu'dh^schools
comdlrections
iven complete. .
.
-- .
,
. munities, all are in constant need of good
in a very attractive line of portable
The special introductory price in ad_j_singable material of this sort. This colchines that can be very conveniently
of publication is 75 cents, postpaid.
The
Viclection
contains
opening
and
closing
n,,mried about from place to place. The Vic- ....-- - ~r-=
j„„c°
tor Company have a new portable Victrola, hers, _ also seiections for varioi L-rielf Music and Morals
designated as style 50, which fully meets occasions and many for regular services.
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and will be shipped, transportation charg- bers permit delicate shading and phrasing
- -»rj.
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to interpret better the meaning of the do not read enough books about music,
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words
and thus
thus become educational
do not
collect books relating to their
that the name and address of the sender the price.
words
and
calling, as other professions do, such as
must be written or stamped on the outTo our many record customers through- well serviceable.
ce, 20 cents, engineers, doctors, lawyers and ministers.
side cover of every package returned- The out the country we would say that we now
Advance of publicati
We are offering this splendid book free
emphasis we place on this detail may seem have in stock 90 per cent of all records postpaid,
for two subscriptions to the Etude.
unnecessary to some of our patrons, but listed in the 1922 Victor Catalog. All orOur special price in advance of publica¬
wc receive hundreds of packages during ders amounting to $3.50 or over are sent ur,
tion is but 80 cents, postpaid.
the year with neither name nor address on by parcel post prepaid. If you have been
CrreenllmDer »OngS
the wrappers by which to identify the unable to obtain certain records from your By ThurlOW LieuratlCe
senders, and wc want to do everything near-by dealer why not take advantage of
IJeurance’s is no parlor talent. He calls Glass Method for the Violin
possible to the end that the delay and dis- the large and varied stock of both Victor from Ws soups depths f0r the great out- By Oscar J. Lehrer
There
are violin
methods of all kinds„
satisfaction to all concerned on this ac- and Brunswick records which we now have doorg and whether he utilizes the actual
...
count may be avoided, or at least reduced on our shelves? We will gladly mail you themes of Indian tribes with which he is but here is one that is decidedly unique
to a minimum. The following general complete catalogs.
so famiiiar, Cr whether he expresses his ;lnd we wish to give it the widest compass
rules should be carefully read and admusical ideas in the idioms that have be- that is possible. In view of the increasing
hered to:
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Mr
Hmor
nuent showing the correct balance due us. and bej
repared for the press It eight songs dedicated to the glorious Green ploited. Mr. Oscar J. Ia-hrer, wlin
who 111
nas
BE SURE TO PLACE THE NAME definitely sets out to tell how beautiful Timber country of the Northwest, par- had a wide experience in this line of work,
AND ADDRESS OF THE SENDER tone is made and how technic may be ticularly the region of the St Croix River, has prepared the book which is admirame
ON EVERY PACKAGE RETURNED, developed along rational lines in the mod- The singer, the teacher and the pupil look- for the purpose. This work is so P'an"f
(21 In returning music, large packages ern sense. There are numerous notation ing for something unhackneyed and full that a piano accompaniment may he mmav ’ be sent by freight, ordinary sized examples and numerous photographs of of vigor will welcome these virile songs pensed with entirely. _ All the exercise^
, _ i_molt • tho ratp hv tinnit nosltlnns. all taken from Mrs. of the onen air. the wavine forests, the and melodies s
highly successful work, cascades and God’s • Country. They will for the violins and the parts a
mail is two ounces for I!
one cent up to four Brandt’s
uounds 1 and* then" parcel post rates up to The book is right up to date on the best make excellent teaching material for tone that they are of equal difficulty and hence
fiftv no’unds or inside the first three zones, in the science of pianoforte playing. It production and interpretation.
interchangeable among the players, ims
70 nounds Parcel post and express rates has not been made on any theory, but
The “first copies off the press,” price is material has already been tried out m
varv according to weight and distance. It is a -practical working out of real mater- 50 cents, postpaid. This is most excellent class work by the author with greai
success..
would be well to obtain and compare both ial which has produced remarkable re- publicity for us because we are su™e that -The special introdutory price in ad¬
rates in order to take advantage of the suits with many of Mrs. Brandt’s own everyone will want more of this V lusuul
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid.
lower one It is almost a rule, however, pupils. The introductory price is 50 cents, collection.
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the etude
New
Orchestra Folio
This publication, of which previous
announcement has been made, is still in
process of careful preparation for the
printer. When issued it will no doubt
prove to be one of the best sets of attrac¬
tive, practically arranged nurabers that
may be found for players of ordinary
ability. School orchestras and non-pro¬
fessional organizations will enjoy tile tune¬
ful originality of the music and will par¬
ticularly appreciate the liberal provision
made for extra instruments such as violin
obbligato, E flat alto, tenor and melody
saxophones, etc. The instrumentation is
such that there is a chance for virtually
every possessor of an orchestral or band
instrument. There will be separate parts
for first, second and third B flat cornets,
first and second B flat clarinets and B flat
trombone or baritone parts in both treble
and bass clefs. In fact this folio is the
nost ambitious thing we have as vet
undertaken in its class. It will contain
liothing found in any other book, all the
numbers being our exclusive copyrights
arranged by representative specialists in
the orchestra line such as Harry J. Lin¬
coln, Karl King, Christopher O’Hare, N.
Clifford Page, Frederick Franklin and
others. There will be at least fourteen
pieces in the collection. In advance of
publication we are entering orders at 15
cents for each instrumental part and 30
cents for the piano part.
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“From the Far East”
Six Orientals for Piano
By George Tompkins
There is a certain fascination about the
music of the Orient which has appealed to
many composers. Mr. Tompkins’ new
suite has the real melodic character and
coloring together with sufficient of the
atmosphere, but without undue extrava¬
gance. There are six numbers altogether,
illustrative in turn of the dance of love,
of the street, and of worship. The music
is melodious throughout and very cleverly
harmonized. In point of difficulty it is
about fourth or fifth grade. This volume
will be gotten out in handsome style.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.

Brahms’ Album
for the Pianoforte
This will prove to be one of our finest
pianoforte albums, consisting of about 150
pages of splendid music carefully edited
and beautifully engraved. It will contain
about all the pieces by Brahms which one
would ordinarily care to play. Interest
in the music of Brahms is on the increase.
It is uplifting music with a serious pur¬
pose, partaking both of the sensuous and
of the intellectual, perfect in form and
admirable in content. The entire work
has been prepared and edited by the well
known authority, Mr. Louis Oesterle.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid.

Woodsy-Corner Tales and Tunes
for Little Ones
Granberry’s
By Helen L. Cramm
Writing Book
Nature studies, these are, as well as
splendid examples of melody writing from
this very gifted composer. A two-fold
pedagogic worth is contained in these
charming tone-pictures for the young.
The twelve numbers teach points wholly
necessary to a thorough foundation in
piano-playing. The story of scenes in
q garden is so adroitly told that each
chapter coming before a descriptive
musical number catches at once the imag¬
ination of the pupil, while the texts run¬
ning through the music aid to complete
the picture and at the same time give
accurate and true tales from the lives of
such denizens as toads, bees, mosquitoes
and other dwellers in or about gardens.
Our advance of publication offer—30
cents.

Child’s Play—Ten Little Pieces
By George Tompkins
This work is now nearly ready. It con¬
tains melodious and well written music
of early grade such as will tend to incul¬
cate style and a taste for good music
on the part of the young student. These
characteristic piece's which are illustra¬
tive of verses from the Book of Know¬
ledge may be used to good advantage as
recreations either in the first or in the
early second grade.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents, post¬
paid.

Carnaval Mignon
By Ed. Schutt
This is one of the really delightful piano
works by a great contemporary composer.
It always goes well in concert or recital
and its technical and interpretative variety
renders it extremely useful for teaching
purposes. It is well within the powers of
any moderately advanced player. Our
new edition of this work has been very
carefully prepared and edited by Mr.
Louis Oesterle. This edition will prove
superior in all respects, a real addition to
any musical library.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.

Player’s Book
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. Ill
By Theodore Presser
This work will be continued on special
offer during the present month. About
pne-third of the book is finished and it
's ^e hope of the author to have it ready
“’J1 the fan teaching season.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is only 25 cents, post-

This work is an original one; it treats
of forms of writing that no other writing
book that we ever knew included. It in¬
troduces rhythm more than any other writ¬
ing book; it also teaches how to write, how
to form the musical characters. It is
rather an advanced writing book and can
be taken up as a second work of this kind.
The object of the book is to assist in sight
reading through writing. For instance,
the arpeggios are to be written out through¬
out the entire keyboard, from a sample
given. The same is done in chord writing;
even polyphonic writing is touched upon
and the writing of ornaments. There is
a field open for just such a work.
Our special price in advance of publi¬
cation is only 25 cents postpaid.
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Transcriptions for
Violin and Piano
By Arthur Hartmann

Kindergarten Book
By Mathilde Bilbro

Child’s First Book of Melodies
By W. E. Honska

The following works have appeared from
our press and the special introductory
prices are no longer in force. Any person
desiring to examine these works, or any
works published by Theo. Presser Co., may
do so with no responsibility except the
postage, our return privileges being most
liberal. We invite examination.
System of Harmony for Teacher and
Pupil by John A. Broekhoven, price $1.00.
This is a very excellent work for any stu¬
dent to use who has mastered the elemen¬
tary stages. We are in reality publishing
a new and revised edition of a very wellknown and much-used work, originally
published by the Author.
Preparatory School to Bach by Franz
T. Liftl, price 75 cents. This is a most
valuable and interesting collection of little
pieces some by Bacli himself, others from
the early works of Mozart and older writ¬
ers ; all about second or third grades. We
are most anxious for every teacher to see
this work. We doubt if there is a more
melodious and more interesting and useful
collection of easy classics to be found
anywhere.

This is a book to be placed in the hands
Mr. Arthur Hartmann is not only a fam¬ of little tots as their first work in music.
ous player and teacher of the violin but It is not theoretical but practical from
is also successful as a writer. His new the very beginning; it may be used with
volume of transcriptions of well known a pupil five years of age. The selections
pieces for violin and piano contains some are all agreeable and most of them have
of his best work. Students and amateurs words. Among musical publications there
will be glad to know that none of the piec¬ are too few works of this kind, and we pre¬
es go beyond the third position. In fact, dict for the book a long and useful life.
this is an album of first and third position The author, as we all know, is one of the
pieces. The numbers are all beautifully most successful writers for the young.
The special price in advance of publi¬
arranged and have been used with success
cation is 50 cents postpaid.
by Mr. Hartmann in his own recitals.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of. publication is 50 cents, postpaid. Advance of Publication

Offers Now Withdrawn

In view of the fact that there are
nowadays in music study many beginners
of tender years, it has been necessary to
write books of the most elementary
character. Methods of teaching also have
changed materially. The little book by
Honska may be taken up by beginners
of’any age and it is calculated to develop
musicianship from the very start, since it
carries along at the same time the three
musical elements of melody, rhythm and
harmony, all in the most pleasing manner.
A feature which will appear to many
teachers lies in the fact that it begins
at once with both clefs. After the first
few preliminaries are over a new beginner
may take up this book at once, either by
itself or in conjuction with any instruction
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid.

Secrets of the Success of
Great Musicians
By Eugene Pirani

Piranl is something far more than a
writer. With the experience of the teacher
(he has taught successfully in three coun¬
tries), the artistic touch of the pianist
(he is a virtuoso of very great ability) and
the insight of the composer (he has a long
list of published compositions) he has pen¬
etrated the philosophy of the life success
of some thirty of the great masters and
has revealed them to the reader with a
writing charm that is. irresistable. You
will miss it if you do not add this hook
to your music-room reading table. It is
just the kind of a book for the teacher to
Transcriptions for the Organ
have in a studio for the pupils to pick up
By Dr. H. J. Stewart
and read while waiting. Introductory
The thousands that are drawn to the price 75 cents postpaid.
wonderful open-air municipal organ con¬
certs given by Dr. H. J. Stewart at San Choir Collection
Diego, California, have been charmed by Harry Hale Pike
this master organist’s skill in making organ
The Junior Choir is now so generally
transcriptions or organ fantasies as they used in the services of churches that the
are sometimes called. He has now made demand for easy and good anthems is
a large and handsome collection of these greatly increased. The anthems of Mr.
transcriptions, mostly brand new material Pike are all melodious, which is essential,
very difficult for the organist to secure and also are very effective while not
otherwise. Next season the organist will difficult. The range of voice parts is well
require just such material as this to give within the ordinary compass and the or¬
newness and charm to his programs. gan accompaniments sustain just enough
Hence, the advisability of being in line for harmony. These anthems are for various
the very first copies printed of this im¬ occasions and excellent results may be
portant work. All of the compositions achieved with a minimum number of re¬
are thoroughly practical and many may hearsals. The few short solos may be
be read at sight by the organist of average done in unison.
ability. The introductory price is 75 cents
Our advance of publication price is
postpaid.
20 Cents, postpaid.

sse-Noisette Suite
Nutcracker”) for Piano Solo
Tschaikowsky, Op. 71

Well-Known Hymns
for Men’s Voices
By Frederick Wick

’he engraving of this work is now comted and it will go to press at once. The
ting of our new edition has been done
h the utmost care and the piano solo
angement will be found to- be much
re playable than it is in most other
tions. Tschaikowsky’s music, no matter
what it is written, usually sounds well
the piano hut it is pecessary to bring
veil under the hands. The Nutcracker
te is one of the most delightfully charsristic works ever written. In addition
being played as pure music, most all
the numbers are used for classical and
letic dancing. The work will soon be

These hymns, which we as children
lisped and which we as adults revere,
hold a message ever vital and ever new.
Men’s quartettes and choruses will find
these arrangements exactly to their liking.
The well-known melodies are carried in
the first tenor part and in this way are
at once practical. The many years of ex¬
perience of Mr. Wick in conducting men’s
singing societies have fitted him to do this
work in a most able manner. The arrange¬
ments are not difficult to sing and may be
done unaccompanied or may be accom¬
panied on the Instrument. The contents
are varied to fit all occasions when a
chorus of men may be employed.
Introductory price in advance of pub¬
lication price is 20 cents, postpaid.

Foreign
Postage
The price of Foreign Postage still re¬
mains the same as last year. We are ad¬
vised by the Post Office Department in
Washington that owing to a misunder¬
standing between the various countries
sending representatives to the Madrid Con¬
vention, the order reducing foreign post¬
age on magazines has been rescinded. We
regret exceedingly that we have caused
our friends and subscribers any confusion
on this point. We were only too glad to
advise of the reduction in the cost of post¬
age in the January issue. We are now
compelled to again charge 72^ to all for¬
eign countries pending an adjustment of
the differences so that the old price of
72^ will prevail. Just as soon as ye re¬
ceive instructions from Washington that
the reduction in foreign postage has been
restored permanently, we will immediately
publish the fact.

Fountain Pens for
One New Subscription
We have secured a splendid lot of foun¬
tain pens which we will present for one
new subscription to the Etude Music Mag¬
azine. These pens have solid gold points
and with proper care should last a life
time. The supply Is limited however and
prompt advantage must be taken of the
offer. Be sure and mention the fact that
you want the pen when sending in the
subscription.

Mark Your Name and Address
on Magazines Returned
When returning magazines for any cause
whatever, be sure and write your name
and address plainly on the wrapper for
identification purposes. This is important.
Sometimes an error in binding occurs, our
subscriber returns the magazine but fails
to mark by whom it is sent. We can’t
make good any magazine if we do not
know who returns it.

Just a
Reminder
No matter with whom you place your
subscription for The Etude Music Maga¬
zine, should there be delay in the delivery
of an issue, or a copy go astray, please
write us direct, telling us your troubles.
It will save time and enable us to adjust
the matter promptly for you.
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Etude Music Magazine
Clubbed with the
Best Fiction Magazines

Peabody Conservatory

CELEBRATED
RECITAL
SONGS

Here is a revised list of magazines
clubbed in an economical way. Send your
magazine orders to us and we will be
pleased to take care of them, forwarding
orders promptly to the other publishers.

BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director.
ng endowed musical conservatory of the c,

Summer Session Aug 3i2th

Compiled and Edited by

DAVID BISPHAM
PRICE, $2.00

MUSICAL PLAYLETS
FOR YOUNG FOLKS

Forty-six Master Songs

Tuition $10 to $35Tccording to study

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

2
$2.75

COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

COMMODITY

PATMOTHC
$3.75

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street

Phil

WANTED
Orchestra Players
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LAKE FOREST
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of MUSIC
ball

-HaTn Philadelphia
Musical Academj
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Finest Conservatory in the West

DETROIT
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
47th Year

SUMMER
MASTER
SCHOOL-

Francis L. York. M. A., Pres. Elizabeth Johnson. Vice-Pres.
. ,,,
Voice Violin, Cello. Orenn, Theory.
O Public School Music and l>rPvclng,^Cru^Jutorpi^tatlon,^e^-

June 26, to
August 5—
Six Weeks

The Fletcher Music Method
The 24th session of this World-Famed Normal
School will be held under the auspices of the
LONDON INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART in
London, Ontario, Canada opening on the 26th
of June and lasting until the 18th of August.
Applications should be made at once either to
the LONDON INSTITUTE or directly to MRS.
FLETCHER-COPP, Care of the Board of
Education, Akron, Ohio.

4. Propositions for membership.
5. Bills read and referred.
6. Suggestions for the good of the club.
7. Reading of the program for the
next meeting.
8. Critics report.
9. Unfinished business.
10. New business.
11. Adjournment.
Then followed two or three papers on
musical subjects, with accompanying
musical selections. The musical selections
were not always given by members of our
club but by any local talent we could get,
those outside of the club as a rule being
pleased to assist us with our program when¬
ever asked to do so. The following is
a sample of our program:
Roll call—Musical Anecdotes.
Paper—Robert Schumann, Man and
Musician.
Musical Selections from Schumann.
Paper—Biography of Edward MacDowell.
Paper—Character of MacDowell’s music.
Musical Selections from MacDowell.
Our meetings proved very instructive
and enjoyable. About that time it was
nearing the holiday season and we decided
to put on a Community Christmas enter¬
tainment in our City Hall Auditorium,
which had the largest seating capacity of
any building in town. We appointed a
committee of our members, whose duty
it was to see the teachers of the public
schools and have each room or grade put
on one number for our Christmas Com¬
munity program. With one or two excep¬
tions the teachers were willing to co-operate
with us, and their part of the program

Mrs. Fletcher-Copp the originator andjnventor
in fundamental musical educational reform a
ic her protective method of giving
i the public by keeping the Normal
in her own hands and thereby also

contributed materially to the success of
the undertaking, as it brought the mothers
out and also many proud fathers. We
asked a number of local people to take
part, the balance of the program being
made up of the grades and the community
songs. We had two local young men,
both good singers, lead the community
singing and a huge Christmas tree, beauti¬
fully decorated, added not a little to the
Christmas spirit. The hall was packed
to its capacity and standing room was at
a premium. The affair was a huge success
and the music club got much advertising
and many favorable comments on its first
attempt at public entertainment. Perhaps
I should add here, we made no charge
whatever for this, our first musical affair.
Our club has been organized nearly a
year.
It is already a factor in the
community. We have been the means of
bringing, at least, one good concert com¬
pany to the town, appearing under the
auspices of our music club and our work
has just begun. Our members have been
asked to take part in many programs of
various kinds and on two or three occasions
the club president has been asked to
furnish a musical program in connection
with banquets and so forth.
If you wish to do things musically,
do not hesitate to organize a music
club. You will never be sorry. Get
your musicians together. Do it today.
It only needs some one with the nerve
and ambition to go ahead. You will
surely suceed if you follow the plan
and outline given above.

Handel and the Serpent
Handel is said to have heard the
serpent, that peculiar snake shaped, keyed
wind instrument with a very harsh and
unpleasant tone quality, for the first time
in England.

The instrument which is

now practically obsolete was loud and ir-

ritating and after listening for a few
moments he asked:
“What for an'instrument is dot?”
“That is called a serpent” replied the
player.
“Veil,” smiled Handel, “if Eve had met
dot serpent in de Garden of Eden, dere
nefer vould haf been a fall of man!”

Lawrence Conservatory of Music

Teaching Pupils to be Musical

(A department of Lawrence College)

By Ethel V. Moyer

I

Offers complete courses in Piano,
Violin, ’Cello, Organ, Voice, Theory,
Composition, Appreciation, Expres¬
sion, and Art, Superior Public School
Music Course, Normal Courses for
Piano and Voice teachers.
A distinguished faculty of 20 artists.
FOR CATALOG GIVING DETAILED INFORMATION ADDRESS

Carl J. Waterman, Dean

Appleton, Wis.
PERCY FULLINWIDER

Valparaiso University
School of Music
(Accredited)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA

^University,—Dept. 24, Valparaiso, Indiana.
all Term Starts—September 19th, 1922

Bradley Conservatory of Music
Franklin Stead, Director

All Branches of Music
Languages

Dramatic Art
Illinois

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY CARDS
Offer the Individual Teacher Ercellent Publicity

ention THE ETUDE when addressing

VIOLINIST
Head of Violin Department.
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
appiCTnu vuiq

'To become musicianly, the pupil must
acquire a knowledge of the musical forms
used by the great composers, musical his¬
tory in general, hearing famous artists
play great compositions, and numerous
other things which give the pupil a broad
and thorough knowledge of music.
These things cannot all be learned at
once by the young pupil, but the teacher
can awaken an interest in the big things by
giving the child an insight into the work
it is studying.
Not many young pupils are greatly in¬
terested in the direct study of harmony,
but in a judicious way the teacher may at
least open the ears and eyes of the student
by giving a few of the fundamental points
in this study that may sow seed for future
development. A practical book for gen¬
eral use is The Beginner’s Harmony.
Of course, it is to be understood that all
reputable teachers give their pupils a thor¬
ough knowledge of all scale forms, but
seme stop with this instead of going just
a little farther and taking up the intervals,
perfect, major, minor, diminished and aug¬
mented; also the triads, major, minor, aug¬
mented and diminished, and later the dom¬
inant seventh and diminished seventh
chords, using the dominant seventh chord
and its resolutions in all major and minor
keys. This may sound like too much study,
but it is not. I have had many bright lit¬
tle pupils less than ten years old who could
pick out any triad commencing on a given
key and name it correctly even when it
contained double sharps and double flats.
They can also be taught to recognize the
dominant seventh chord and its resolution,

as the illustrations are easy to find at the
close of a piece, or where a new key or
change of theme comes in. Keyboard drill
in this will be found in the very explicit
work, Mastering the Scales and Arpeg¬
gios.
It is surprising how quickly even very
young children will learn to recognize
the ordinary harmonic points and, while
some pupils may have to be helped much
more than others, it is one way of stimu¬
lating a broader musical development.
Aside from the technical information the
child gathers is the ear-training, which is
a very important consideration. By using
these intervals and chords as ear-training,
the pupil will commence to listen to music
more understandingly, and a keener and
more intelligent pleasure will be felt in
personal study and a broader interest in
music in general.
Teaming a number of compositions, how¬
ever well they may be played, should not
be the only aim and end of our training^of
young pupils. If we succeed in developing
an inquiring mind in the pupil the teacher s
task is a very great delight, and soon we
will find the pupil studying because of the
great desire to learn, which, after all, is
the only satisfactory attitude for the
teacher to handle. So let us try to awaken
the child’s mind to the fact that he can be
musicianly if he cares to use his power in
thinking and his ears in listening as he
goes along in his lessons, gaining more and
more wonderful information until his own
creative faculty may develop into full
power.
One little pupil exclaimed in awe after
some instruction in picking out the domi-
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LYCEUM ARTS CONSERVATORY
Elias DayT^Sfand^ir^Dramatic Dept.

A Summer Matser School
June 19 1o July 29 (Six Weeks)
Special Courses ^Will ^Be Conducted in All
MUSIC
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
DRAMATIC ART
NORMAL METHODS
Theodore
Harrison
of Music Dept.

Caroline Bourgard
in Louisville Public
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as part of the Summer School. This course
includes Teaching Methods, Practice Teach¬
ing, Sight Reading, and Ear Training, Har¬
mony, Orchestration, History of Music,
Phrases of Musical Activity and Lectures.
MusUiceand Draratic^Art"wilfbe^iiwUend-

SileAi

cs. Diplomas and Degrees,
s and Dormitories in our own buildly located in the heart of the North

The COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL of MUSIC
and DRAMATIC ART
16th Floor Kimball Building, Chicago, Ill.
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President
An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to
prospective students courses of study
based upon the best modern educational
principles, also courses in collegiate studies
for students unable to attend university.
For information, address Dept. E
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF APPLIED MUSIC
Metropolitan College of Music
| Thirty-sixth year
Kate S. Chittenden, Dean
ClIIMurn

SUMMER
SESSION

\
\

FACULTY OF
SPECIALISTS

\
Opens June I9th Ns

teaching
Music m

Students can arrange \ ,a It!!
to continue throughout ' ranc es
the entire Summer
Special Courses for Teacher
For Catalogue and Circulars address
J. LAWRENCE ERB
Managing Director
Y
212 w. 59th St„ New York City

Institute .f Musical Art
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Frank Damrosch, Director
An endowed school of music conducted
solely in the interest of higher musical
education and providing complete and
comprehensive courses.
SPECIAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in different
parts of New York City and Brooklyn for children
between seven and twelve years of age.
For catalogues address
Secretary, 120 CLAREMONT AVE.,
NEW YORK CITY
School and College Announcements in
this issue will be found on pages 366,
j67' 368, 431, 432, 433 and 434.

nant seventh chord and its resolution:
“My, those people who write music must
know an awful lot!” And this mood of
delighted astonishment presages enthu¬
siasm in practice and a constant urge to
attainment.

Getting Ready for the First
Orchestra Concert
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Ithaca Conservatory of Music
1

and

Affiliated
Schools

.
-acuity,
Superior
faculty, including Herbert
Herber" Witherspoon, Leon
T-~
Sampax, Paul Stoeving and fifty other prominent teachers.
Splendid equipment of ten buildings, including four dormi¬
tories, auditorium, gymnasium, sorority, and fraternity build¬
ings, etc. All courses approved by the New York State
Board of Regents.
Six Affiliated Schools
~
C. Williams, Dean.
Personal Cul-

By Claude Eager Johnson
I remember so distinctly my first ex¬
perience in hearing a big orchestra. It
was the Boston Symphony, and I was
sixteen. But, having lived in a small
town, it was my first opportunity. It
was like being shown into heaven before
you got past being human. Beautiful,
marvelous — but it bewildered too. No
one had prepared me for such an intricate
thing. Then and there I made up my
mind that no child of mine should repeat
my bewilderment.
So last fall when my five-year old
son was to hear his first orchestra I
began what we name his Prep. Orchestra.
I got a large piece of white cardboard,
begged several musical instrument cata¬
logues from a local dealer, painted a
conductor’s platform and stand on the
cardboard; then, cutting pictures of every
piece used in the modern orchestra, I
pasted them in their proper positions on
the “stage” (cardboard).
We hung it low enough on the nursery
walls for five-year-old eyes to inspect
closely and then we opened our Prep,
school.
It was wonderful to see him drink it
all in as he would ask questions and1 I
would answer. Next we began making
a violin from two sticks and holding
one for the instrument itself while the
other was drawn across as bow. We
made a flute from a hollow cane, which
we blew through a hole in the side, we
transformed it into an oboe by sticking
a smaller and very short cane in the
mouth. We used a small tin pan for a
drum by running a string in the hole
and suspending it about my son’s neck.
And so on through the list — a piccolo
from an old iron pipe. Then, when we
had gone through all the different in¬
struments, my son stood on a box and
with his baton (a stick) would “conduct”
his orchestra.
I began this two weeks before the
expected performance and by the time
the real orchestra played my child could
call off every instrument. He sat en¬
thralled through the whole program,
really appreciating his opportunity.
It was such a wonderful success with
him that I thought perhaps other musicloving mothers might use the suggestion
to advantage. If you happen not to know
the exact placing of instruments you can
find one in almost any descriptive book
of orchestral music.

The Virtuosi of Ancient
Greece
The Virtuosi of Ancient Greece were
held in high favor by the people. Take
the case of the flute players, for instance.
Their incomes were said to have been very
large, One known as Nichoinachus be¬
came so famous that he reaped a great
fortune. This he invested in jewels to
the envy of other musicians. The flute
players always received more than the
chorus and were especially honored.
Harmony has the power to draw Heaven
dowmvards to the Earth. It inspires men
to love the good and do their duty. If
one should desire to know ivhcther a king¬
dom is well governed, if its morals are
good or bad, the quality of its music shall
furnish forth the answer.—Confucius.

Virgil Conservatory e3Ty™
Far Famed—Results

Tell

Teachers’ Course June 26th—Five weeks #150.00
Open until August—Reopens September 25th, 1922

Virgil Method:

Artistic, Reliable, Rapid

The Greatest of All Teaching Methods

Virgil “Tek”

Full-sized Practice Instruments

Vivml Two and Four Octave Portable Instruments
* **
in Suit Case. Perfect touch. Graded weight
Studies and pieces, grades I to VI
Y 1* §11
Unequalled for teaching and recitals
17*
*1 Child’s pedal satisfactory and durable.
Y
Catalogs. Inquiries solicited

Vifflil

VIRGIL CONSERVATORY
120 W. 72nd St., New York
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The Enormous Importance of Slow Study
By Amina Goodwin

of Improved Music Study
for Beginners

DUNNING SYSTEM

--annrtB.SmlM.
The enormous importance of slow prac¬
tice and study, cannot be overestimated, but
the mere fact of studying slowly is not
sufficient guarantee that it will accomplish
all that is necessary. It depends upon the
individual capacity for study. Why is it
advantageous to play slowly ? Because in
so doing, there is time to observe between
the notes played that each interval is of
equal length, providing the passages con¬
sist of notes throughout of the same value.
There is also time to give equal strength to
each finger; thus after a time, as habit is
second nature, the fingers become accus¬
tomed to descending and ascending with
perfect evenness, and also in quick execu¬
tion, the faculty becomes automatic.
In commencing the study of a new work,
even when Technique has been thoroughly
acquired, every description of technical
passages, whether marked “forte” or
“piano” should be studied throughout for a

considerable time with a certain amount of
strength from each finger but not more
than the fingers are capable of producing
legitimately. Running passages played
with moderate strength slowly, would
sound brilliant and forcible when played
quickly with the same degree of strength
from each finger. The same amount of
strength can never quite be brought out
from the fingers in quick playing as in
slow. After this manner of study, ex¬
pression marks, and the shading of the.pas¬
sages, and all that the comprehensive word
“style” implies, may be then worked out in
the “tempo” indicated. If the fingers be
thoroughly well moulded into a difficult
passage through slow study, the student
ought to be able to play the same equally
well, with ease, in any tempo required,
putting aside the fact that a round, full,
singing touch cannot be attained without
the most slow and patient study.

By Robert M. Crooks
he assimiliates it in a creditable manner;
then the remuneration and reputation will
take care of themselves.
When finding the important rudimentary
parts of a new pupil’s education have been
woefully neglected, insist upon a thorough
review even if a very first book of meth¬
ods must be employed. Put the matter be¬
fore the patron and pupil in a delicate,
yet forceful manner, in such a way that
they are convinced such a mode - is in¬
dispensable. With free rein, treat the pu¬
pil as a beginner, and it will be found,
with the knowledge he has previously ac¬
quired, the road is a comparatively smooth
one to the goal of greater things.
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55th YEAR Founded by CLARA BAUR
Conducted according to methods of most
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* Faculty of International Reputation
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Exceptional advantages for post¬
graduates and repertoire work. Department
of Opera. Ideal location and residence
department with superior equipment.
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An Improvised Duet
By Gertrude H. Trueman
With practically everything in their fa¬ Then the pupil plays both hands, while the
vor in regard to helping the pupil to read at teacher plays the right hand one octave,
sight, improve his rhythm and reach the or two above; again, while the teacher
required tempo, there is one _ thing _the plays the left hand one octave, or two be¬
regular form of duet lacks, which the im¬ low. Then, if the range of the piece will
provised form provides, namely, actual permit, pupil and teacher play both hands,
practice on the composition being studied. making a “regular” duet. After this, the
This can be done in several ways which teacher drops out of the game, and the
pupil will be surprised how much easier his
add interest to the work.
First the pupil may play the right hand, piece has become and how much better it
the teacher the left; then change about. sounds.

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
■ LYNN B. DANA, Presiden

-College of Fine Arts—
Syracuse University
[us. B. Special certificate

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

By W. S. Cottingham
gets as much profit from it as the child.
Sophocles expressed it wonderfully in his
famous lines, “Children are the anchors
that hold a mother to life.” The mothers
who work with their children and keep
young with their children are usually far
more youthful than the average woman
at a similar age.

Deelc E, WARREN, OHIO

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Superviaors of Mtuic
BOTH SEXES
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods,
practice-teaching. Graduates hold important posi53 MAIN ST.,

Minneapolis School of Music,

Holding the Mother to Life

Thousands of mothers in America are
having “the time of their lives” teaching
their children. It is not always best for
the parent to try to take the place of the
teacher, but, where the combination is a
good one, the results are often astonish¬
ing. Gounod was one of the famous in¬
stances. To tell the truth, the mother

LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
DO Artist Teachers
Tear Book Free on Roqneot

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Students may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

INTERNATIONAL

cati’onai^agency
MRS. BABCOCK
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

SIGHT
READING FOR PI ANIS1
pIANISTS can become perfect sight readers by
studying n—-—
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The Philanthropy of Liszt
The munificence of Liszt was well tain street corners which they kept clean
known. He discovered the fun of giving to permit passage over the street, and
early in life and there were literally thou¬ therefore expected a gratuity. Liszt
sands who had reason to be grateful to the
found himself without change and not
famous pianist for his charity.
wanting to forget the street-sweeper held
It is said that when he was in Paris he
was seen one day holding the broom of a his broom while the fellow went off to
crossing sweeper. It was in the days be¬ change a five franc coin. When he re¬
fore street cleaning departments were es¬ turned, Liszt handed over the broom and
tablished. Men or boys commanded cer¬ gave the boy his tip.

biSA

NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:

Hour Hands in the Teacher’s Day

Gain the youngster’s confidence and
Strive to hold it.
Make your pupil your friend; but keep
him at a certain distance. He will be more
easily managed.
Strive to be a musical encyclopedia.
Many questions are asked which might
stump even you.
Lax methods often grow into insuper¬
able barriers.
Always be ready with a deserved word
of encouragement; for a little praise, now
and then, amounts to more than oceans
of biting sarcasm.
Forget there are such things as remu¬
neration and reputation. Just give your
pupil the best there is in you and see that

iry iSllPi^li
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One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States

4525 Olive

How much is it possible for you to earn?hl
can think of is an opportunity
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CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST
The Kingdom of Music
By Edna Schrieer
As Betty was looking over the books
in the library her eye fell upon a book
called, The Kingdom of Music.
“I wonder,” thought she, “if there is a
really truly Kingdom of Music."
“There is. Would you like to visit it?”
said a tiny voice behind her.
“Oh; I should love to, but who are
you?”
“I,” said the fairy, “am the Spirit of
Music. Now come and I will take you
to visit the Kingdom of Music.”
Before Betty had time to think they
were there. “Now,” said her companion,
“we are in the Kingdom of Music, which
is the most wonderful part of Fairyland.”
As they entered the castle Betty’s com¬
panion bowed before the King and Queen.
“Betty,” said he, “this is King Talent and
Queen Practice. As you will see when you
take up music Talent and Practice go
hand in hand together always. And this
is Princess Concentration and Prince I
Can. The family name is Success. The
Kingdom couldn’t exist without all four.”
When Betty went home she went to
practicing with a will, and whether she
dreamed it or not, for she declared she
didn’t, she never forgot the four important
people in the Kindgom of Music; Talent,
Practice, Concentration, and 1 Can, with
the family name of Success.

A Mother Goose Orchestra
By Abbie Llewellyn Snoddy
There was an old woman who lived
in a shoe,
There were dozens of children with
nothing to do.
So she bought them some instruments,
taught them to play,
And now they are happy and busy all

Humpty Dumpty plays on a drum,
With a rat-a tat-tat,
And a rat-a-tat-tum.
The others declare
He’s a real inspiration,
And follow his beat
With the greatest elation.

Little Jack Hornet
Sticks to his cornet,
Practicing night and day.
Says he, looking stem,
I’m determined to learn,
And this is the very best way.”
Little Miss Anna
Sits at the piano,
Playing with all her might.
She studies each part,
And learns it by heart,
And rapidly reads things at sight.

^ ^ Musical Pauses ^ ^

Mary, Mary, bright and wary
Plays on a Saxaphone;
She fingers it neatly.
Blows on it sweetly,
And brings out a beautiful tone.

What is That Piece?
How often have you heard pieces of
music—and beautiful ones, that you like
to hear often and you simply cannot re¬
member what they are? This happens
to everybody sometimes, but it should not
happen often, and if you really listen to
the music instead of just hearing it, it
would be a great help.
There is no better way to entertain
your club at its next meeting, or to en¬
tertain your friends at your next pai%,
than by having some one play a few
measures of a great many well-known
melodies, and have everybody write down
the name of the piece and the name of the
composer. You may be surprised to find
how often you are obliged to say, “Oh
I know perfectly well what that is but I
just can’t remember 1” You have often
heard people say that and have no doubt
said it yourself. But do you know per¬
fectly well what it is if you cannot remem¬
ber? To be perfectly truthful you should
say, “Oh, I have often heard that but I
never paid any attention to it.”
Try this at your club meeting or party
and you will have lots and lots of fun as
well as improving your memory and
attention.

An Ideal Pupil
Are you an ideal pupil? If you were
in your teacher’s place and were teaching
all sorts of different types of pupils, are
you just the kind that you would- consider
“ideal?” Just imagine yourself in your
teacher’s place (qr a while and go over in
your imagination all the lessons she gives.
Some lessons are a real joy to give, be¬
cause of a good pupil, and others are
greatly to be dreaded because of a care¬
less pupil who does not take the trouble
to do his best. Some pupils never take
the trouble to do their best, others bang
the notes, some strike wrong notes, some
forget what the teacher told them to do,
and all sorts of things happen to make the
teacher wish that all her pupils were as
good as the best. You ought to be her
ideal pupil.
Do everything that she wants you to do
as she wants you to do it, and even better.
Give her lots of pleasant surprises by do¬
ing better than your best. Then your
lessons will be a real joy both to your
teacher and to yourself, and you will have
also that satisfied feeling of knowing that
* you are her ideal pupil.

Puzzle
A Study in B Major
By Celia F. Smith
. B plus an animal gives the word used to
designate the lowest voice.
B plus a conjunction 2 a company of
instrumentalists.
.
B plus an extension to a building gives
a metal instrument.
B plus a form of the verb “to be” means
to repeat.
B plus to devour gives a part of a
measure.

B plus a chain of hills gives a part of a
stringed instrument.
B plus to be in debt gives something
Puzzle Corner
necessary to play certain instruments.
Answers to March puzzle were pub¬
B plus a contest gives a connecting sign lished last month.
Prize winners are Gale Whitney (Age
B plus two prepositions gives a con¬
13) Nebraska, Harriet Isham (Age 12)
ductor’s stick.
Conn., Paul Schaaf (Age IS) Penna.
B plus a famous living violinist gives a
famous living pianist.
HONORABLE MENTION FOR MARCH
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I would love to hear from some JUNi
Etude friend.
Sincerely your
Lillie Mae Ridodill <Age^l3)^

Pause, pause, pause, ez\ er\ zr\. Do you
pause in your music? So often people see
those little eyebrows on the music page and
pay no attention to them whatever. They
seem to think that the little eyebrow is
winking at them and saying, “Go right on
in a hurry. I’m supposed to tell you to
hold up for a minute, but don’t mind me
—hurry on!”
Those little pauses in your playing make
all the difference between good playing
and poor playing. They give your playing
a certain repose and authority that is
charming.
Don’t pass them by. Even exaggerate
them a little until you get used to observ¬
ing them.

Dear Junior Etude :
It has been my pleasure to read and
enjoy the Etude for some time and I am
going to write to yon from Western
Oklahoma.
I have been taking the Etude for ten years
and I have the Etudes my mother '
I play the violin, piano and mandolin. I
began playing the violin when I was eleven.
The two years before I took mandolin. When
I was five I took piano lessons. I can play
anything I please on the piano.
Maurine Myrtle Akers Age 14
Cordell, Okla.

Juanita Wells; Mildred Walsh ; Clara Shu¬
man ; Vivian Willson; Jane Malden; Jennie
Alderman ; Emil Rubie, Genevieve Parent;
Edith Rudisill; Sallie Mae Smith; Gertrude
Tiseh ; Fern Zimmer: Glen W. Poorman ; Jo¬
sephine Weage; Mary Pepoon; Gretchen
Busesheim; Mary Carrol; Audrey Stumm;
Rosana Prichotta; Harriet Christie; Anna
Tammen; Marian Carl; Jerome Hines Gib¬
son ; Rose Mary Fink ; Marie Hofmeyer ; Mae
Llewellyn; Elsa Pinney; William Biebel;
Loretta Mungovan ; Robert Shisler; Beatrice
Deutcher; Caroline Kelley : Ralph Rockafellow ; J. D. Aikins : Jeanne Lockhart; Camilla
Derker; Rosemary Windheim ; Alice Estelle
Harvin ; Mary Walker Jones; Sophie Willin ;
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Popular Recital Repertoire

Thirty-Nine Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
Just the volume for any piano player. The
pieces are interesting and have merit. Fine
material for light recital work or self-amuse¬
ment may be had from the many vsfrious
styles in which the pieces, in the third and
fourth grades, are written.

Thirty-One Pieces
Pi ice, 75 Cen ts
Such pieces as Dvorak’s “Humoreske,”
Schiitt’s “A La Bien Aiinee,” Chaminude’s
“Scarf Dance,” are included in this album.
Every one is a gem. They are chiefly in
grades four and five.

Popular Home Collection

Standard Brilliant Album

Forty-Six Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
One of the best collections of pieces lying
as will please the average listener and prove

Twenty-Seven Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
Pieces of a showy nature, yet not very
difficult. Tbev fdrnish desirable music that

Standard Parlor Album

Standard American Album

Forty-One Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
Melodious and entertaining, these pieces
are suitable for the average player who seeks
diversion at the keys of a piano. All the
numbers are excellent.

Forty-7 wo Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
The pianist seeking variety will surely
find it here. Waltzes and marches, reveries
and meditations, characteristic and descrip¬
tive numbers in the upper medium grades.

Standard Advanced Album

Twenty-Eight Pieces

Price, 75 Cents

Remember Only 10 New Subscriptions

Young Players’ Album
Seventy Pieces
Price, 75 Cents
This is an album that no piano student
^>f the earlier grades should be without. A

It Certainly is Worth the Effort

PIANO DUET COLLECTIONS

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

The most delightful recreation at the keyboard to some pianists is duet
playing. You may find one of these albums a boon to your vacation.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Music Lovers’ Duet Book

m

m
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Beginner’s Book for Adults
Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers
By CAROLINE NORCROSS
Price, $1.75

Standard Song Treasury

violin and piathis collection ai
Cui, Schubert, Tschailtowsky, etc., but the
umbers of a popular order.

The Standard Violinist
Thirty-Two Pieces

Price, 75 Cents

y-Eight Song
This treasury co
able for recital, c
violin and piano music.

ORGAN

The Standard Vocalist

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers

---PUBLISHED BY-
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VIOLIN
Violinists’ Popular Repertoire
Twenty-Nine Pieces
Price, 75 Cents

Price, 75 Cents
is offered, there
, > pretty ballads,
: all styles, include pleasing Scotch, ]

The Adult Beginner must be gratified with melodic pieces of
mature but not necessarily complicated character.
The Adult Beginner requires rapid technic developing studies, so
that he can acquire playing ability in a short time.
The Adult Beginner wants to know the “why” of music and wants
it explained in the simplest possible terms.

THEODORE PRESSER CO

Standard Duet Players’ Album
Twenty-Nine Piano Duets Price, 75 Cents
Stirring marches, waltzes, intermezzos,
caprices,^polkas, giving a variety of styles are

VOCAL
Singers’ Repertoire

The Adult Beginner needs the quickest, surest path through the
elements of music and does not tolerate being bothered with
juvenile methods designed for little tots who do not even know
fractions.

151-

Price, 75 Cents
st obtainable duet
irgely intermediate
aibers by popular
are also included.

This is
collections

Thirty-Six Songs

This admirable book is based upon the principle that

^1 Caroline Norcross’s “Suggestive Studies” does all this in excellent fashion. The
pieces are from great masters, the technical exercises are short and interesting, the
explanations on harmony and form are given so that the musical appreciation of
the adult in concert, opera, or with phonograph records is greatly enhanced.
Copies of this unusual book will gladly be sent on inspection.

1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Piano Players’ Repertoire

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

—El

Fifty Songs
Price, 75 Cents
Songs of average compass by such writers
make this’a worth-while album. RecitaL
classic, concert and sacred songs, a goodly

Theodore PresserCo e
Music Publishers and Dealers.

The Standard Organist

Forty-Three Pieces

Chestnut St.

Price, 75 Cents

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mail Order Music Supply House
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pneumonia. They don’t depend
on “cure-alls.”
So with pyorrhea — see your dentist if
you fear it. Don’t depend on a dentifrice.
Colgate’s cleans the teeth —and prevents
trouble — keeps teeth sound between times
of visits t» your dentist. Colgate’s is safe.
That is why more dentists recommend
Colgate’s than any other dentifrice.
COLGATE & CO.

Est. 1806

NEW YORK
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